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PURPOSE

The general objective of this project has bc en to evolve a process of

electrophotography suitable for producing high-quality continuous-tone

photographs. A detailed outline of the initial objectives of this investigation
is given on page 1-2 of this series of reports. These objectives specify an
electrophotographic process to produce photographs equivalent in quality

and appearance to photographs made by more conventional processes, but W

without the limitations of such processes.

The chief aims of the work on this project for the calendar year 1952

were: (1) to work out the steps of a process of electrophotography in

which the plate can be carried from sensitization through development in ii)

a total elapsed time of from five to ten seconds; (2) to consolidate the

process for making selenium electrophotographic plates containing seven
per cent tellurium; and (3) to study the sensitometry of electrophotography
so as to make the most of the process in faithful rendition of the densities

found in the original scene being photographed. V

PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS

On July 30, 1952, a demonstration of the current status of electro-

photography was given at the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort

Monmouth, New Jersey, for interested personnel of the Squier Signal

Laboratory. The regular informal monthly letter reports, minutes of the I
meetings held with the Sponsor' s representatives, quarterly progress re-

ports, and this final progress report constitute the remainder of the

publications and reports made by the Battelle staff on continuous-tone
electrophotography during the calendar year 1952.

SUMMARY

Results

iI

Major advances have been made on several of the problems considered
this year, and some progress has been made on all of them. Electro- A
photographic plates developed this year have greater sensitivities than ever
before, having speeds by daylight approximating ASA 20 to 30. In addition,

B A T T LLI , Mi M 0 R I A L I N S T I T U T E
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A large number of plates have been made by vacuum deposition of
m ixtures of selenium and tellurium as single layers on brass plates.
These selenium-tellurium plates have shown a wide, and so far unexplained,
variation in electrical characteristics. Some plates had a panchromatic
resp~onse and the high photographic speed desired in electrophotographic
plates; the majority did not have these properties, or had such high residual
potentials or high rates of dark decay that they would not bepractical in a
camera.

Considerable effort was expended in attempting to identify the cause
of this variability in electrical characteristics from one plate to the next.
Attempts were made to improve the control of plate -preparation conditions
in the vacuum system; many of the preparation conditions were varied in
an effort to map the effects of these variables and to determine which must
be closely controlled to get reproducible results; and studies were made of
various plate-sensitization techniques in order to reduce or eliminate vari-
ations due to different sensitization techniques. None of these provided an
answer to variations in the electrical characteristics of single-layer
selenium-tellurium plates.

Two-Layer Selenium -Tel lur ium Plates

One of the important results obtained on this project has been the
development of two-layer. selenium-tellurium electrophotographic plates
having essentially panchromatic response, at a photographic speed as
great as 15 times that of the selenium plates used previously. These two-
layer plates are superior to single-layer selenium-tellurium plates in that

A T T ELL E M E MOR I AL I N S TTUT E
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they have lower rates of dark decty, lower residual potentials, and can be

reproduced more consistently than one-layer plates.

Plates made with a fou dxation layer of about 40 m icrons of selenium,

and covered with two to four microns of a mixture of 80 per cent selenium

and 20 per cent tellurium, show photographic speeds up to 15 times that of
u selenium plates; in addition, their response extends well into the red

" 7 portion of the spectrum. These two-layer plates are less affected by small
changes in preparation conditions than are single-layer selenium-tellurium
plates. Actually, they can be produced almost as consistently as selenium
plates, but still greater reproducibility is needed to assure commercial
success. Two-layer plates generally show lower dark-decay rates and
lower residual potentials than one-layer selenium-tellurium plates of
comparable speeds and spectral response.

Good images have been produced on these two-layer selenium-
tellurium plates, the plates being significantly more sensitive to daylight
than is the case with selenium plates. Equally importantj the quality of
the images produced on the selenium-tellurium plates appears to be in-
herently as good as those obtained on selenium plates. I

Microscopic Examination of Electrophotographic Film. j
Microscopic examination of selenium films taken from electro-

photographic plates showed crystals in the brass-selenium interface of I
red-sensitive selenium plates, but no apparent crystals in non-red-
sensitive plates. However, crystallinity did not always accompany pan-
chromatic response in selenium-tellurium plates as it did red sensitivity
in selenium plates. I
Sensitization of Selenium-Tellurium Plates

The electrical characteristics of selenium-tellurium plates- are
more susceptible to variations in sensitization methods than they are in
selenium plates. In general, the electrical characteristics of selenium- r

tellurium plates improve with repeated charging or when high-current
sensitizing conditions are used. This effect is particularly noticeable in I
the dark decay of plates which, when charged with low corona current,
may be rapid enough to obscure the light sensitivity of the plate but which
may be reduced by charging with high corona current so that accurate

measurements of light sensitivity can be made.
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iag ev)cwe lopment

Another important accomplishment has been a notable reduction in
the time required to develop an electrophotographic plate. Images of high
quality can be produced now with a development time of less than one
second. Results are reproducible and can be obtained on portable equip-
ment. In addition, a device was built which, by logical extension, can be
used to develop much larger plates than could be handled with previous
equipment.

Radioactive-Sensitizing Device

Still another important result of this project is the development of a
new type of sensitizing apparatus well suited to both laboratory and field
use. A small radioactive source is used to create ions in the air above the
electrophotographic plate. These ions are then driven onto the plate by an
electrical field, producing the necessary electrical potential on the plate.
No heavy, high-voltage power supply is necessary, the electrical field
being supplied by a few hundred volts of miniature "B" batteries. Plates
can be sensitized in approximately 15 seconds.

Transfer Material

A material currently undergoing test appears to be a suitable medium
to which electrophotographic images can be transferred. In the laboratory,

transfers of high quality have been made to this coated paper which requires
no moistening prior to use, and, although slightly tacky, does not require
interleaving. This paper material is relatively inexpensive, and probably
can be supplied in several different weights and types.

Rapid-Processing Device

A device has been constructed which can process an electrophoto-
graphic plate from the sensitization step through exposure and development
in less than three seconds. This device has permitted taking photographs
on selenium-tellurium plates having fast dark-decay rates.

Recommendations for Future Work

Further work on electrophotographic plates should be directed
mainly to consolidating the position these plates have now attained. Although
electrophotographic plates have not reached either the speed or the spectral
response of the best photographic films, so that they are not entirely

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE 
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suitable as yet for aerial photography, they could be used successfully for
most other applications where silver halide emulsions are commonly used.
For the immediate future, work on electrophotographic plates probably
should be limited to learning how to produce such plates consistently. When
it has been demonstrated that this is possible, then further consideration
might be given to a plate program leading to the development of electro-
photographic plates having a speed and a spectral response appreciably
better than the best of those available today. Such a program could be
expected to be both expensive and time consuming.

It is recommended that further work be done with radioactive-
sensitizing units to determine how they can best be used, and to establish
precautions for handling them safely.

Attention should be given to devices which might simplify the proc-
essing of selenium-tellurium plates. Also, further work is needed to gain
an understanding of some of the many problems involved in development of
electrophotographic images using powder-cloud techniques. Investigation
of other developer materials may result in images of better quality or of

more plFasing appearance.

That full advantage may be taken of some of the unique character-
istics of the electrophotographic process, the sensitometry of electro-
photography needs to be studied in greater detail. Such factors as being
able to choose the gamma of the plate for any given exposure condition
might give electrophotography a considerable advantage over other photo-
graphic processes.

The transfer material developed during 1952 gives good results, but
it is recommended that further attention be given to the problem of transfer
in the belief that further improvement can be made.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Plate s

The aim of work during the past year on electrophotographic plates
has been to devise a method for consistently producing highly sensitive,
panchromatic electrophotographic plates capable of yielding good quality
pictures in a rapid-processing electrophotographic camera. This aim has
been reachedto the extent that, by following a prescribed vacuum-
deposition procedure, it is now possible to produce; almost every time,
plates that show the desired characteristics. Such plates, made from
mixtures of selenium and tellurium, have 10 to 15 times the photographic

EATTELLE M E M O R I A L I NS Y T U T E
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speed of selenium plates in daylight, are essentially panchromatic in their

response to light, and have dark-decay rates and residual potentials low

enough to permit use in a rapid-processing camera devised as a part of

this project.

These plates reproduce fine detail and as wide a range of tones as do

selenium plates. However, they are more sensitive than selenium plates

to variations in sensitization procedure, and to repeated use and other

fatigue factors. Accordingly, they are, at present, more difficult to use;

additional work will be required to eliminate these effects.

Most of the data on plates in this section were obtained after the

plate had been sensitized in a "scorona" unit designed to give relatively

rapid charging of the plate. This arrangement consisted of a single corona-

discharge wire, 0.0035 inch in diameter and four inches long, located 11/16

inch above the surface of the plate. The corona wire was raised to a positive

potential high enough that the corona current was 100 microamperes at about

7000 volts. One-half inch above the corona wire was located a metal shield

1. 5 inches wide and held at the potential of the potential-control grid. The

potential-control grid consisted of 16 wires, 0. 10 inch in diameter2 spaced
0. 1 inch apart2 located 3/16 inch above the plate, and connected to a
positive potential between zero and 500 volts, depending on the value of
initial potential required on the plate. Sensitization took five seconds,

during which the entire unit was moved by hand back and forth across the
plate.

Ultrapure Selenium

The study of the effect of impurity materials on the characteristics
of selenium plates began in 1951 with determinations of the effect of: (1)

removing as many as possible of the impurities present in the ARQ(l)

selenium used at that time for preparing plates, and (2) adding controlled
amounts of impurities to the selenium. The results of work on the second

approach were reported in the Final Progress Report dated December 31,

1951, but at the time that report was written, the preparation of the ultra-

pure selenium had been completed but no plate had been prepared from it.

A plate was made from the ultrapure selenium late in 1951. The
electrical properties of this plate were practically identical to those of

plates made with ARQ-brand selenium.

Ultrapure selenium used in the above tests was prepared by forming
selenium hydride from ARQ selenium, vacuum distilling the hydride

(1) ARQ-brand, C. P. , Shotted Selenium, Canadian Copper Refiners Limited, Montreal East, Canada.

0 A T T E L L E H E M O R I A L I N S T I T U T E
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several times, and then thermally decomposing the hydride into selenium
and hydrogen, the hydrogen being removed from the evacuated apparatus
through a palladium wall. Spectrographic analysis of the resulting seleniurn
showed no lines for any other elements. About ten grams--enough for
preparing one plate--was obtained.

Precautions were taken to avoid contaminating the seleiium during
preparation of the pl,,e. The sample was handled in an e\-icuated, sealed
Pyrex tube which was nicked for easy opening inside an evacuated bell jar.
A special heater was prepared to fit the Pyrex tube, and the selenium was
evaporated directly from it, thus avoiding contact with any other material.
The proper electrical input to the heater was established by making several
evaporations of ARQ selenium from tubes similar to the one that contained
the ultrapure selenium. After the operating conditions were established
for evaporating from this source at the desired rate, these conditions also
were used to prepare plates from ARQ selenium for direct comparison
with the plate made from the ultrapure selenium.

Evaporation of the ultrapure selenium, and of the ARQ selenium in
the trial runs which preceded it, extended over a 90-minute deposition
period. An additional one-hour period was used to cool the plates to room
temperature. During evaporation, the brass backing plates were mounted
against a temperature-controlled platen maintained at 79 C plus or minus
one degree. Under these conditions, selenium layers approximately 42
microns thick were obtained.

Figure 10-1 shows the characteristics of Plate R-12-31-51-A made
from the'ultrapure selenium, and the characteristics of Plate R-10-24-5I-A
made from ARQ selenium under the same conditions. These plates were I
measured under the low-current sensitizing conditions used in earlier work.
In A, Figure 10-1, the sensitivity is given as the reciprocal of the time in f
seconds for the potential onthe plate to decay from 200 to 100 volts when
the plate is exposed to light of specific wavelengths at an intensity of about
0. 030 microwatt per square centimeter, or the equivalent. (1)

(1) Measurements were not made by finding the time for the potential actually to fall from 200 volts to 100
volts while the plate was illuminated with the given intensity of light. When this procedure was at-
tempted, the times involved varied greatly for different colors of light, and the relatively rapid decay of
the potential in darkness introduced an unknown error in the results. Therefore, the procedure was !
changed by using a constant rate of decay for the potential so that the effects of decay in darkness would
be more nearly equal in all cases. In this procedure, tie intensity of the light was adjusted to decay the
plate from 200 to 100 volts in exactly five seconds. Then, assuming the reciprocity law holds, the five I
seconds was multiplied by the ratio of the intensity found in the above experiment to the intensity in
terms of which the results are given, 0.030 mlcrowatt per square centimeter. The reciprocal of this
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B, Figure 10-1, shows potential-decay curves for these two plate.,.
These two figures show measurable diffeicnces in the potential-decay
characteristics of plates made from the two samples of selenium; however,
these differences do not alte-r the spectral characteristics of plates to an
extent important to the practical objectives of achieving panchromatic re-
sponse in plates.

Potential-decay studies for the plate made iron ultriLpure selenium
revealed that the residual, potential remaining after exposure of the plate to
red light is lower than the residual potential remaining after exposure to
blue or to green light. This is contrary to the usual characteristics shown
by plates made either with ARQ selenium or with ARQ selenium containing
various impurities. Though of little practical importance, this difference
may indicate a different type of trapping or space-charge build-up in the
two materials -- possibly a trapping of negative carriers in the ARQ
selenium and positive carriers in the ultrapure selenium.

It is concluded that removing impurities present in ARQ selenium
does not produce any changes of practical significance in the electrical
characteristics of plates made from this material.

Selenium-Tellurium Plates

Electrophotographic plates made with a film of vitreous selenium on
a metal backing plate ordinarily are sensitive only to blue light. Some 0
sensitivity to red light can be introduced in such plates by forming crystals
of metallic selenium in the viLreous matrix, but the red sensitivity obtained
in this way has never exceeded about 20 per cent of the blue-light sensitivity.

Adding tellurium to the vitreous selenium produces profound changes
in the characteristics of the plates. Depending on the amount of tellurium
added, and on other plate-preparation conditions, the absolute value of the
sensitivity to blue light may be increased three- or fourfold, and sensitivity
to green, yellow, and red light may be increased from near zero for sele-
nium to values as great as or greater than the sensitivity of selenium
plates to blue light.

That the presence of tellurium in selenium electrophotographic
plates could enhance their sensitivity and spectral response was demon-
strated by Dr. Paul Keck of the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories in
1951. Since then, most of the w'ork at Battelle on electrophotographic
plates has been aimed at determining how to make the best possible plate
using mixturcs of selenium and tellurium and how to produce such a plate
consistently.
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Two major difficulties have been encountered in this study: (1) slight,

or at least unobserved, variations in the techniques of preparing the plate

cause large changes in plate characteristics, and (.) the way in which the

plates are used or tested greatly affects the outcome of the test. Thus,

techniques that would produce consistently good iclcniui plates will not

produce consistently good ;elenium-t(llu riurn platcs, ;nd bensiLiz"11i.,1i

-procedures satisfactory for use with selenium plates may not prod:tc tiuc
high light-sensitivity obt..i:tble w\ith seleniurm-telluriirti, &. itc s

special high-current sensitization procedures are used.

One-Layer Seleniurmi-Tellurium Plates. At the beginning of this
year, many selenium-tellurium plates had been made under a variety of
plate-preparation conditions. These conditions included various con-
centrations of tellurium in the selenium film, various temperature-- of
the backing plate during deposition of the photosensitive film, and various
deposition rates. In addition, several types of laminated or layered plates
had been prepared. Of all the plates made, thb,- one showing the highest
photographic speed and substantially better spectral response than any

other was a plate made from a mixture of 93 per cent selenium and 7 per
cent tellurium deposited in 90 minutes on a brass plate maintained at 79 C.

Figure 10-2 shows the characteristics of that single-layer selenium-
tellurium plate compared with a selenium plate. The selenium-tellurium
plate is about ten times faster photographically than the selenium plate; it

has a speed of about ASA 25. Although the dark decay of the selenium-
tellurium plate is high, and its residual potential is appreciably greater

than for the selenium plate, neither is particularly objectionable.

Because this plate was far superior to other plates made in 1951,
work in 1952 was started with attempts to prepare additional panchromatic

plates using preparation conditions similar to those that produced this
superior plate. The first work was an attempt to reproduce the desirable
characteristics of the one plate in four additional plates prepared under the
same conditions.

Table 10-I lists the preparation conditions for the four plates. The
apparatus was the same as that used to prepare the earlier panchromatic

plate. In it, the brass plate to be coated with the mixture of selenium and
tellurium was fastened against a copper platen backed with copper tubing

through which water at a constant temperature was passed. The tempera-
ture of the brass backing plate, clamped to the platen with spring clips,
was measured with an iron-constantan thermocouple connected to a Leeds
and Northrup portable potentiometer.

The source used for evaporating the selenium-tellurium mixture

consisted of a porcelain crucible placed six inches below the plate. The
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TABLE 10-1. PREPARATION CONDITIONS FOR FOUR PLATES MADE
WITH 93 PER CENT SELENIUM AND 7 PER CENT
TELLURIUM

Backing-
Deposition plate Coating

period; temperatures, thickness,
Plate minutes C microns

R-12-12-51-A 80 80.0 38
R-12-14-51-A 80 80.0 42
R-12-17-51-A 83 79.0 37
R-12-18-51-A 84 80.5 38

crucible was filled with nine grams of the premelted mixture of 93 per cent
ARQ selenium and 7 per cent chemically pure tellurium. The rate of
evaporation was controlled by adjusting the power input to the ceramic-
covered heating element in which the crucible was placed. The source
temperature was measured with a thermocouple placed between the crucible
and the heater. Under these conditions, a film about 40 microns thick was
obtained.

The selenium-tellurium mixture, designated as Batch 4, was pre-
melted in a Pyrex distillation flask which had been sealed from the atmos-
phere but had not been evacuated. In this flask, a 200-gram charge was
heated and thoroughly mixed for one hour at approximately 500 C.

Figure 10-3 shows the spectral sensitivities of these plates, and
their potential-decay curves when exposed to light of 400-millimicron
wavelength. Only a part of the spectral sensitivity curve for Plate R-12-
18-15-A is shown because of the obscuring effect of high residual potential.
Sensitivity measurements could not be made on Plate R-12-17-51-A be-
cause of its high dark-decay rate. Dark-decay halftimes for the four
plates were as follows: R-12-12-51-A, 29 seconds; R-12-14-51-A, 92
seconds; R-12-17-51-A, 5 seconds; and R-12-18-51-A, 31 seconds. These
plates were tested using the older, low-current sensitizing conditions.

The variation in the dark-decay halftimes and the residual potentials
was evidence that the conditions of plate preparation were not being well
controlled. Although this conclusion is probably correctp work during the
rest of the year, directed in large measure in attempting to isolate and
control the variables involved, has not greatly improved the reproducibility
of the one-layer selenium-tellurium plates. This work is described in
detail in the SeJerith, Eight, and Ninth Quarterly Progress Reports on this
project. The results are summarized here.

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
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One of the variables that might be controlled more t losely is the
degree of uniformity of the selenium-tellurium mixture used in preparing
the plates. Originally, this mixture was prepared simply by mixing the
selenium and tellurium in an open crucible heated over a hot plate. This
procedure was refined by carrying out the mixing in a sealed, and later in
an evacuated flask, and by extending the mixing time to as much as eight
hours, during which time the temperature of the flask was maintained at a
temperature higher than the melting points of both selenium and tellurium.
These precautions did not yield a noticeable improvement in the uniformity
of the plates produced.

The control and measurement of the temperature of the brass backing
plate and of the evaporator were improved by making the following changes:

(1) In one vacuum system, a water-contact platen was installed,
in which the temperature-controlled water flowed directly
against the back of the plate, so that thermal contact was
good. The temperature of the plate was considered to be
the temperature of the water in the platen chamber.

(2) In another vacuum system, use was made of the conventional
platen in which temperature-controlled water circulated
through a copper block to which the backing plate was clamped.
The temperature of the plate was measured carefully by
pressing a thermocouple against the back of the plate. Th
hot junction of this thermocouple was immersed in vacuum
grease that touched only the plate and not the platen.

(3) The constant-temperature water supply was improved by
using immersion heaters with a low thermal capacity, so
connected to a thermostat that only a small fraction of the

eaute current was controlled by the thermostat.

(4) The temperatures were measured using calibrated copper-
constantan thermocouples and a Leeds and Northrup semi-
precision potentiometer, an arrangement easily capable ofIMreading temperatures to closer than 0. 1 C.

(5) The evaporator was changed from the porcelain crucible
r"u s" i originally to a sheet-molybdenum boat shaped to have

about the same form as the porcelain crucible. The molyb-j denum boat was heated simply by passing current through it.
Its temperature could be controlled much more easily and
rapidly than that of the porcelain crucible heated partly bycontact and partly by radiation. The temperature of the boat
was measured using a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple either
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welded to the boat or immersed in the melt in a thin
walled, Pyrex capillary tube. The thermocouple was
connected to a potentiometer recorder.

These improved methods of controlling and measuring temperatures
of the backing plate and the evaporation sources did not appreciably im-
prove uniformity of the electrical characteristics of the selenium-
tellurium plates produced.

As with any vacuum-deposition process, there are a number of plate-
preparation conditions that are more difficult to control than simple vari-
ables like temperature. For instance, the true gas pressure in the vacuum
chamber, or the presence of condensable vapors in the chamber, cannot be
determined easily. Other conditions which may be difficult to control are
the treatment given the surface of the backing plate before it is placed in
the vacuum system, and the time the plate is in the vacuum system before
a sufficiently low pressure is reached to begin evaporation. The possibility
that such variables might be the cause of uncontrolled electrical character-
istics has been checked in some cases by changing a part of the treatment
radically and then observing changes in electrical characteristics. No
correlation of this type was observed.

Finally, variables such as deposition rate, postevaporation heat
treatment, and backing-plate temperature, all of which had been investi-
gated previously, were rechecked. Although not enough work was done to
establish definitely the importance of these variables in determining the
electrical characteristics of selenium-tellurium plates, they now appear
to be of less import than the concentration of tellurium in the plate, or, more
particularly, the tellurium concentration in the portion of the selenium
film near the exposed surface of the film.

Work on deposition rate involved two approaches; first *#t , *. hing
a means for measuring and controlling the rate of deposition; and second,
determining the effect on panchrornaticity of high rates of deposition of the
selenium-tellurium mixture.

To measure and control the rate of deposition, an auxiliary device
was installed in the vacuum system to indicate the rate at which the
selenium-tellurium mixture evaporated. This device consists of an ar-
rangement for advancing a special metal plate past an opening in a shield
exposed to the selenium vapor. Mounted to one side of the regular metal
plate being coated, and advanced once every ten minutes during evaporation,
the special plate becomes covered with spots of selenium. The thicknesses
of these spots are a measure of the amount of selenium-tellurium mixture
deposited during the successive ten-minute intervals, providing a means
for calculating the rate of deposition.

B A T T E L L E M E M O R A L I N S T I T U T 6
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Twelve plates were made with the temperature of the boat maintained
at 260 C. At this temperature, nine grams of the selenium-tellurium mix-
ture evaporated in about 80 minutes. The backing plate was held at 80 C,
and one hour was used in cooling the plate to room temperature. The
resultant films were about 47 microns thick.

Twelve plates produced using this arrangement show that maintaining
the crucible at a constant temperature during successive runs will not
insure a constant rate of deposition of the selenium-tellurium mixture.
The deposition rate varied as much as 20 per cent from one plate to the
next.

Although most of the electrical characteristics of the plates made
during this test varied considerably, the residual potentials of all of the
plates were 30 volts or less. Dark-decay rates tended to increase with
increasing panchromatic response, as expected. The long-wavelength
cutoffs varied from 600 to 700 millimicrons, and the maximum sensitivities
varied from 0. 3 to 0. 9.

For investigating the effect of high rates of deposition on the pan-
chromaticity of selenium-tellurium plates, the backing plates were
maintained at temperatures between 82 C and 83 C and all of the selenium-
tellurium mixture was evaporated from the molybdenum boat in 15 to 20
minutes. Plates removed soon after the completion of evaporation had
long-wavelength cutoffs at about 600 millimicrons. Plates given a heat
treatment by leaving them on the platen maintained at 82 C to 83 C for as
long as 30 minutes after completion of the evaporation cycle, then cooling
them to room temperature within two minutes, showed a slight increase in
panchromaticity; the cutoffs of these plates were about 650 millim,crons.

Greatest variations from plate to plate were observed in the dark-
decay rates and in the residual potentials. Variations in dark-decay rates
seemed to be completely random, but variation in residual potentials
seemed to occur in cycles. Thus, residual potentials would be low for a
week followed by several weeks when all plates made would have high
residual potentials. *

During part of the last work on single-layer selenium-tellurium
plates, residual potentials were as high as 800 volts. These plates had a
correspondingly low sensitivity to light. However, when these plates were
charged to a negative potential, they did not exhibit this same high residual,
but they did show a relatively high panchromatic response to light. Both
dark-decay rates and resid'al potentials changed over a period of time,
the more usual effect being .or the dark-decay to become slower, and the
residua potential lower. Such changes were most noticeable in the first
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In general, as long as variation occurs in the electrical characteristics
of plates made under presumably identical conditions, the true role of the
plate-preparation variables can be determined only after much work. In
a number of past exper: nents, all preparation conditions but one were
held as constant as pos )lef, and the variation in electrical characteristics
of the plate were attributed to that one varied condition. The significance
of the conclusions drawn from such experiments is questionable, because
the observed variation in plate characteristics could have occurred even
if no preparation condition were intentionally varied. For this reason,
much of the work in the past has been empirical, in hopes of establishing
practical conditions for preparing plates whose electrical characteristics
would be closely reproduced from one plate to the next, rather than fol-
lowing a more systematic study of the dependence of electrical character-
istics on each recognized variable in making plates. For the same reason,
only the following conclusions are tenable at the present time:

1. Plates made by evaporating mixtures of 90 to 95 per cent
selenium and 10 to 5 per cent tellurium onto brass plates
maintained at temperatures in the range of 70 C to 80 C,
generally show an increased blue sensitivity and an ex-
tended spectral response compared with ARQ-selenium
plates.

2. Single-layer selenium-tellurium plates may have a photo-
graphic speed ranging from two to 15 times faster than
plates made with ARQ-grade selenium alone. Figure 10-2
compared a typical single-layer plate containing tellurium
with a plate made with ARQ selenium. In this case, the
selenium-tellurium plate was ten times faster photographi- I
cally than the selenium plate.

3. The dependence of the electrical characteristics of single-
layer selenium-tellurium plates on plate-preparation
conditions is not clear. A yet unidentified and inadequately J
controlled variable has obscured the results of experiments
designed to determine this dependence. There are indi-
cations that the concentration of the tellurium is the most I
important variable, with temperature of the backing plate,
rate of deposition of the mixture, and postevaporation heat J
treatment being less significant.

Two-Layer Selenium-Tellurium Plates. Work on two-layer selenium-
tellurium plates has been considerably more encouraging than work on one-
layer plates. Two-layer plates have been made having 17 times the
sensitivity of an ARQ-selenium plate, being roughly equivalent to an ASA!
speed of 40 to 50, daylight. Two-layer plates have consistently lower
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residual potentials than one-layer plates, and can be made more consist-
ently with desirable characteristics.

Two-layer plates are formed by first depositing a layer of selenium
on a brass backing plate, and then depositing a layer of a mixture of
selenium and tellurium. The two layers may be deposited at different

temperatures of the backing plate and at different deposition rates.
Usually, the under layer of selenium accounts for the bulk of the film, the
top layer of the selenium-tellurium mixture accounting for 20 per cent or
less of the total film thickness.

Two-layer plates have a number of possible advantages. For
example, if residual potentials indicate space charge resulting from a
short range of carriers in selenium-tellurium films, then substituting
selenium, in which carriers have long ranges, for the bulk of the selenium-
tellurium layer should reduce the residual potential. Or, if the dark decay
is the result of thermally produced carriers throughout the bulk of the
selenium-tellurium layer, then reducing that bulk by substituting selenium
should reduce dark-decay rates. Recent work on two-layer plates indicates
that these advantages can be realized, at least ix, part.

Work carried out recently on the preparation of two-layer plates used
the same molybdenum boat as the source for both the selenium and the
selenium-tellurium mixture. The selenium was placed in the boat before
the system was closed, and then, as soon as it was evaporated completely,
and without breaking the vacuum, the selenium-tellurium mixture was
dumped into the same boat. The backing plate to be coated was clamped to
a copper platen about six inches above the boat, and the under layer of
selenium was deposited in about ten minutes.

One series of experiments was carried out to learn how the con-
centration of the tellurium in the outer layer affects the electrical charac-
teristics of the two-layer plates. The fixed conditions chosen for this
experiment were: (1) total plate thickness, 60 microns; (2) thickness of

outer layer, ten per cent of the total thickness, or six microns; (3) tem-
perature of backing plate, 81 C; (4) deposition time for selenium layer, 10
minutes; (5) deposition time for the top layer, six minutes; and (6) heat-
treatment time after deposition is completed, two minutes to cool plate to
room temperature. The variable under study was the tellurium con-
centration in the outer layer.

Figure 10-4 shows the spectral sensitivities of the plates made in this

series. The plate made with 20 per cent tellurium in the outer layer has a
very high sensitivity, and plates made with lesser amounts of tellurium

have less sensitivity. The plate made with ZO per cent tellurium ha a
photographic speed 17 times that of a selenium plate.
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Table 10-2 lists the dark-decay halftimes and residual potentials for
these seven two-layer plates. It is evident that the dark-decay halftime
decreases as the tellurium content is greater, but the relationship is not a
simple one.

TABLE 10-2. DARK-DECAY HALFTIMES AND RESIDUAL
POTENTIALS FOR TWO-LAYER PLATES

Tellurium
concentration Dark-decay Re sidual

in top layer, halftime, potential,
Plate per cent seconds volts

R-10-10-52-D 7 630 15
R-I0-16-52-A 8 480 12
R-10-16-52-B 10 138 12
R-10-2l-52-C 12.5 94 45
R-10-17-52-A 15 85 15
R-10-30-52-A 17.5 23 90
R-10-13-52-A 20 12 12

The residual potentials are between 12 and 15 volts, except for two
plates. These two plates are ones that fal "out of line" by having un-
expectedly low absolute sensitivity. From the spectral-sensitivity curves
plotted in Figure 10-4, the plate containing 17. 5 per cent telurium in the
top layer should have a considerably higher sensitivity than is shown. The
plate with 12. 5 per cent tellurium also should have somewhat higher
sensitivity.

Figure 10-5 shows how the panchromaticity of this series of plates
varies with the concentration of tellurium in the s r *I'". the #I,$. LL

this graph, panchromaticity is measured by the wavelength at which the
sensitivity drops to one fifth its maximum value. This measure of pan-
chromaticity was chosen instead of, say, the long-wavelength cutoff, to
minimize the effect of varying dark-decay rates or varying residual po.
tentials. In addition, this measure of panchromatlcity is a more practical
measure of the usefulness of a plate in photographing colored objects.

Another series of plates was made in which the tellurium con-
centration was held at ten per cent, and other plate-preparation conditions
were held constant at the same values as before, except for the length of
time to do #04 0 i tqr layer. This time was varied from 1, 5 mlinte to
75 .t.. 00-tl was observed between any of the electrical.

" , rM deostrion time, although electrical chirict c.
v .4 *l4#* the maiMum sensitivity'varying from 9,'3 to 9 Z
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and the wavelength for a sensitivity equal to one fifth the maximum
sensitivity varying from 585 and 640 millimicrons. No conclusions were
drawn on the basis of this series of plates.

Another series of Z7 plates was prepared in which both the tempera-
ture of the backing plate and the rate of deposition of the outer layer were
varied. A mixture containing 20 per cent tellurium was used, but the
thickness of the outer layer was reduced to about five per cent of the total
thickness, or to about three microns. Backing-plate temperatures of 60 C,
70 C, and 80 C, and evaporation rates for the outer layer of 1/6, 1/20,
and 1/60 gram per minute were used at each backing-plate temperature.
Three plates were made at each of the nine conditions. These plates were
made in a random order.

The results of this experiment were:

1. Maximum sensitivity of the plates fell within 15 per cent
of a constant value of approximately 1. 0, with the exception
of three plates that had roughly half that value. No cor-
relation appeared between these maximum- sensitivity
values and either the erature or the bwa of deposition.

A. Panchromaticity, asnieasm4 by the wav.itngth at which
the sensitivity dwoppo47 to 4,-1th its, *aximum value,
showed essentially no variation with backing-plate tempera-
ture, but was a little greater for plates prepared using an
average evaporation rate of about 1120 gram per minute
than for those using a rate of 1/6 gram or 1/60 gram per
minute. For instance, the average cutoff wavelength for
the plates prepared using an average evaporation rate of
lj,0 gram minute was about 685 millimicrons, while

tb.&~t vaporattoft rates of 116 arai a . /0 wa
per minute were 640 and 660 millimicrons, respectively.

3. Dark-decay rates varied widely and did not correlate either
with backing-plate temperature or deposition rate.

4. All residual potentials, except for one plate, were below 50j volts. The residual potetiol of plates made at 70 C averaged
a few volts lower than for platew mae at 60 or 80 CO regard-
less of the evaporationa r."
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the backing plate may vary widely without greatly affecting the character-
istics of the plates. In addition, variations in the deposition rate have
comparatively little effect on plate characteristics.

Since more reproducible results are obtainable with two-layer
selenium-tellurium plates than with the one-layer plates, a series of two-
layer plates was prepared for use in the rapid-processing camera de-
scribed later in this report. The preparation conditions used were the
same as those described earlier in this section, except that the vacuum
system was modified for preparing a photoconductive surface with an area
of four inches by five inches. The modifications involved the installation
of a water-contact platen to accommodate backing plates five inches by
seven inches, increasing the distance between the boat source and the
platen to nine inches, and increasing the amount of selenium and selenium-
tellurium mixture evaporated from the boat to a total of 25 grams. The
plates prepared had photoconductive films about 50 microns thick, with the
outer selenium-tellurium layer being about two per cent of the total thick-
ness. Temperature of the base plate during evaporation was 80 C. The
outer layer contained 20 per cent tellurium.

Table 10-3 is a summary of the electrical charactL-7istics of the
eleven plates made under these conditions. Vax-iations in the maximum
sensitivity are greater in this series than in the series of plates made to
investigate the effect of deposition rate and of the temperature of the back-
ing plate. On the other hand, variations in panchromaticity are less for
this series, although one of the plates, 11-12-52-C, shows a particularly
poor response. Variations in photographic speed are considerable, the
speeds for various plates ranging from 3. 6 to 8. 9 times that of ARQ-
selenium plates, comparable to a range of from ASA 8 or 10 to ASA 20 to
25.

An interesting variation occurred in the dark-decay rates. All
plates measured within two days after preparation showed more rapid
decay rates than plates measured ten days later.

Microscopic Examination of Electrophotographic Plates

Most testing of electrophotographic plates has consisted of measuring
the electrical potential on plates under conditions similar to those under
which the plate is used. Such procedures have the practical advantage that
the results can be translated directly into a practical evaluation of the
plate. However, other testing techniques that appear particularly useful
without involving great experimental difficulty are: microscopic exami-
nation of the structure of the selenium films; measurement of the optical
characteristics of the films; and measurement of the electrical current
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passing through the films as a function of potential, time, and intensities of
illumination at various wavelengths.

During the past year, selenium films have been examined under a

microscope. These examinations were of an exploratory nature to find out

what differences the microscope could show between various types of

selenium films. For microscopic examination, a s.-nall flake of selenium

was chipped from the plate and examined both by transmitted light and by
vertical illumination, using, for the most part, a 97-power, 1. 25-numerical-

aperture oil-immersion achromat and a ten-power ocular. Since selenium

films generally have low transmittance in the far red, a carbon-arc lamp

was used with a variable-focus substage con enser to provide intense il-

luminition when examining the films by transmitted light.

When viewed by transn~itted light, plates prepared as long as a year
ago from ARQ selenium at backing-plate temperatures below 70 C showed
no apparent structure ar.w had a clear red color. Similar plates prepared
at about 80 C, and having a sccondary rvtmpoisc peak in the red, showed
circular dark spots about foi r microns in diameter, presumably crystal-
lites of hexagonal selenium. Because the matrix surrounding these
crystallites was also relatively clear, it was possible to locate the position
of the crystallites approximately by focusing through the film. All crystal-
lites occurred near the interface of the brass and the selenium.

Plates prepared from selenium containing various amounts of tel-
lurium had matrices of higher optical density than that of pure selenium.
In this case, the circular crystallites could be detectedonly where the
film had fractured fortuitously in a tapered edge. At such edges. the film
was transparent enough to see crystallites near the interface between the
brass and the selenium-tellurium film, but not elsewhere in the film.

Plates made with a layer of selenium-tellurium mixture over a layer
of selenium generally were too opaque to bc studied by transmitted light
through the entire thickness of the films. However, at tapered edges, the
selenium layers were relatively transparent a- compared with layers con-
taining tellurium. Layered plates showed crystallites at the interface
between the selenium film and the brass backing plate, as well as some
other crystallites apparently located near the interface of the selenium and
the selenium-tellurium mixture.

Examination of selenium chips under vertical illumination showed

practically no structure at the top surfaces of the films. Lower surfaces,
which were good replicas of the brass backing plates, showed many fine
polishing scratches.

A number of solvents for selenium were tested as etchants to reveal
structure. Two solvents, carbon disulfide, and a dilute solution of less
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then one per cent of potassium sulfite in water, were found useful. Sele-
nium chips treated in these etchants for about five minutes showed a
definite, irregular, rough top surface. At the lower surface, the etchants
attacked part of the surface but left unchanged circular areas which cor-
responded to the circular dark spots, or crystallites, observed by trans-
mitted light. The unetched circular areas were all of approximately the
same size on a given specimen. On chips from a film of ARQ selenium,
etching revealed no more dark spots than were revealed by transmitted
light and vertical illumination.

Figure 10-6.shows two photomicrographs of an interface surface of
a chip of ARQ selenium removed from a plate. One was viewed by trans-
mitted light; the other is the same area etched with carbon disulfide and
viewed with vertical illumination.

As a different technique for examining electrophotographic plates
using vertical illumination, chips of selenium were mounted edge up, and
the fractured surface was examined. Vitreous selenium showed the same

conchoidal fracture pattern that characterizes the fracture of glass. How-
ever, any crystals present in the film will show up as interruptions in the
smooth lines of the conchoidal fracture pattern or as small circular dark
areas. In most samples examined to date, most of the crystals appear at
the interface between the selenium and the brass. In a few cases, notably
the two-layer plates, some dark spots--presumably crystallites--have been
observed distributed throughout the film. In some multilayer plates, layers
containing high concentrations of tellurium can be distinquished from ad-
jacent selenium layers because of slight differences in reflectivity.

Some high-sensitivity panchromatic plates show no crystallinity any-
where in the film. Here, the development of crystals apparently is not a
factor in producing a high-sensitivity panchromatic response. A different
mechanism must be active here than is the case with red-sensitive sele-
nium plates, where,cin every case examined, red sensitivity was ac-
companied by a definite crystallinity at the interface of the selenium and
the brass. As mentioned previously, the crystallites observed in most
selenium or selenium-tellurium films are located very near the interface
between the film and the brass. This suggests that a foreign material or
discontinuity of some type is necessary for the formation of the nuclei
about which the crystallites grow. This idea is supported by the observation
that the crystallites sometimes appear to be concentrated along the more
prominent scratches in the brass plate, where there might be a greater
amount of foreign material, or a more pronounced discontinuity.

The fact that the crystallites of a given plate are all about the same
size suggests that all of the nuclei were formed at about the same time.
The only likely time for such nucleation is at the beginning of deposition of
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Some high-sensitivity panchromatic plates show no crystallinity any-
where in the film. Here, the development of crystals apparently is not aj factor in producing a high-sensitivity panchromatic response. A different
mechanism must be active here than is the case with red-sensitive sele-
nium plates, where, in every case examined, red sensitivity was ac-
companied by a definite crystallinity at the interface of the selenium and
the brass. As mentioned previously, the crystallites observed in most
selenium or selenium-tellurium films are located very near the interface
between the film and the brass. This suggests that a foreign material or
discontinuity of some type is necessary for the formation of the nuclei
about which the crystallites grow. This idea is supported by the observation
that the crystallites sometimes appear to be concentrated along the more
prominent scratches in the brass plate, where there might be a greater
amount of foreign material, or a more pronounced discontinuity.

The fact that the crystallites of a given plate are all about the same
size suggests that all of the nuclei were formed at about the same time.
The only likely time for such nucleation is at the beginning of deposition of
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the selenium. Several mechanisms could atccount for a large amount of
nucleaction at this time and little or no nucleation later. A volatile impurity
present with the original selenium might be required for nucleation, or
nuclei might form only when the rate of deposition of the selenium is
relatively low and the depositing molecules of selenium may have a mobility
which is absent in molecules depositing at a faster rate. However, no
matter what the mechanism for the formation of nuclei, it appears that a
critical part of the deposition of selenium is the laying down of the first
thin film on the metal backing plate.

Effect of Sensitization on Electrical Characteristics of Selenium-
Tellurium Plates

The electrical characteristics of selenium-tellurium plates depend
more on the way the plates are charged than do the characteristics of plates

coated only with selenium. In addition, the effect of different charging
conditions varies from plate to plate.

Electrical measurements are made on all experimental plates by
recording, as a function of time, the positive potential on the surface of
the plate in darkness, and as the plate is exposed to light of various wave-
lengths. Such sensitivity measurements are made at eight or ten wave-
lengths throughout the visible spectrum.

The electrical potential on the surface of selenium plates decreases
slowly in darkness, indicating that the selenium film exhibits an apparent
resistivity as high as 1016 ohm-centimeters(). Dark-decay rates for
typical one-layer and two-layer selenium-tellurium plates are rapid,
showing apparent resistivities as low as 1014 ohm-centimeters. These
dark-decay curves frequently appear to consist of two distinct parts: an
initial, relatively rapid decay, and a slower, residual decay.

Figure 10-7 shows a series of dark-decay curves made on the one-
layer selenium-tellurium plate identified as R-4-24-52-A. These curves
show the two-slope form characteristic of many dark-decay curves. These
curves also show the effect of repeated charging on the plate. In this case,
the plate was charged several times at five-minute intervals. During this
treatment, the dark-decay curves changed progressively until they reached
a final, stable form. This treatment reduced the decay rates in both the
early and the later portion of the curve. This same general effect appears

(1) The average apparent resistivity of selenium films during the measuring period may be obtained from
potential-decay measurements by applying the following formula:

pa2.58 t x 1012,
where p is the resistivity in ohm-centimeters, and t is the time in seconds for the potential to fall to
one-half Its original value. This formula assumes a dielectric constant for selenium of 6.31.
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with most selenium-telluriun plates, although it is usually not so pro-
nounced as for this particular plate.

800
So 4 7--
600 Plate, R-4-25-52-A
0 -00 Charging current, 100 microomperes

o0 Charging time, 5 seconds

too Third oand fourth

so < _- charging s 7  -
0

0

0

2 ~Second charging
!First chorging

0 20 40 60 80100 120 140 160 I1W 200 220 240

Time, seconds

FIGURE 10-7. CHANGE IN DARK-DECAY CHARACTERISTICS OF
ONE-LAYER SELENIUM -TELLURIUM PLATE
R-4-25-52-A WITH SUCCESSIVE CHARGINGS

A-3096

Varying the amount of electrical current flowing to the plate during
charging has an effect somewhat similar to varying the time of charging.
Larger currents generally produce higher plate potentials and slower
initial dark-decay rates, without much effect on residual dark-decay rates.
However, in many cases the potential at which this residual decay be-
comes predominant seems to vary with the charging current.

Figure 10-8 shows the effect of various charging currents on the
dark-decay characteristics of the one-layer selenium-telluriumi plate 7-1l-
52-A. In this case, the charging current was varied by adjusting the
potential applied to the grid of the scorona char~ging unit while maintaining
the current in the corona discharge at a, constant value of 100 niicroanmperes.
The characteristics of this plate are not so representative of the average
panchromatic plate as might be desired, as it decays in the dark at a
slower rate than average, Plates with faster decay rates show similar,
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characteristics, except that, with lower charging currents, the initial
dark decay may be so rapid that it cannot be recorded.

The effect of various charging conditions on the light sensitivity of
panchromatic selenium-tellurium plates, both one layer and two layer, is
not well understood. However, the following tentative conclusions appear
to hold for these plates:

1. Light-decay curves have residual portions similar to
those of dark-decay curves, and located at about the
same potential. Repeated or continued charging does
not raise this potential, as had been believed previously.

2. Initial light-decay rate is independent of charging con-
ditions, r7roviding the potential is greater than the po-
tentials of the residual decay.

3. A sensitive selenium-tellurium plate may appear in-
sensitive if its potential has decayed to the residual
portion before the plate is exposed to light, or if its
initial dark-decay rate is comparable with the light-
decay rate, thus obscuring the effect of light. This is
more specifically applicable for one-layer selenium-
tellurium plates.

4. In some cases, exposing a plate to light increases the
residual-decay level, sometimes enough to interfere
with light-decay measurements.

Retesting Plates Prepared in 1952. Plates made during the first six
months of 1952 were tested after being sensitized with a charging unit using
a corona current of about one microampere. Plates charged in this way
show characteristics that can be divided roughly into four categories:

I. About one-third of the plates had characteristics not greatly
different from those of selenium plates. This group was
made up mostly of selenium control plates, plates having
less than four per cent tellurium, and some two-layer
plates in which the greater percentage of the total film
thickness was selenium.

2. About one-sixth of the plates showed a much higher
sensitivity to light of all wavelengths than is found with
selenium plates. , In a number of cases, their response
was nearly panchromatic.
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3. About one-third of the plates accepted a potential of at
least 200 volts but showed no sensitivity to light of :any
wavelength.

4. About one-sixth of the plates had such fast dark decays
or accepted such low potentials that they could not be
used practically.

About 50 of these plates were retested, using higher corona currents
in sensitizing them. Most of the plates previously found insensitive showed
the high, nearly panchromatic response to light observed previously for
only a few plates.

In this retesting, plates of the first and second categories showed
very little change from the original tests. Plates in the third category,
those which accepted a potential of about 2C0 volts but were insensitive to
light, improved in two ways. First, it became apparent that the potential
accepted by the plate in the original testin- was really only a high residual
potential. Using the higher, 100-microampere corona current, it was pos-
sible to charge the plates to potentials considerably higher than these
residuals and, hence, to obtain a high sensitivity in decays to this residual
level. Secondly, many of these high residual potentials apparently de-
creased during the two- to three-month period between tests. With these
plates, a return to the original charging conditions produced a lower
residual potential than determined in the original measurements, and the
plates might have well been reclassified into the fourth category as a result
of this apparent effect of aging.

Plates in the fourth category, those which originally had such fast
dark-decay rates that they were not usable, were improved by a retardation
of the dark-decay rate to the point that sensitivity measurements could be
made. A few plates in this category, even when charged with the higher
corona current, still had dark-decay rates too fast to permit meaningful
measurements of sensitivity.

Figures 10-9 and 10-10 show decay curves and spectral-sensitivity
curves for typical plates having a film containing 93 per cent selenium and I
7 per cent tellurium, previously believed insensitive but later found to
have high sensitivities when charged with the higher corona currents.

Figure 10-9 shows the characteristics of the one-layer plate R-4-25-

52-A, which originally showed no sensitivity because of a high residual po- I
tential. The original decay curves for this plate were recorded on April 25,
1952, using a corona current of about one microampere. The later char-
acteristics were recorded in July 14, 1952, using a corona current of 100 I
microamperes. Light-decay curves were made by exposing the plate to
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light of 400 millimicrons wavelength at an intensity of 0. 030 microwatt per
square centimeter.

Figure 10-10 shows the characteristics of the one-layer plate R-4-
16-52-A, which originally could not be charged to a potential high enough
to show sensitivity. Charging conditions were the same as those de-
sc, '-ed in the paragraph above. Original measurements were made on
Ap L1 16, 1952, and the later measurements were made on July 14, 1952.

Retesting Plates Prepared in 1951. About 50 plates made in 1951
also were rechecked using higher corona currents in sensitizing them.
Most of these plates were selenium-tellurium plates, but many of them
contained lower percentages of tellurium than were used in 1952. In many
cases, the spectral response of the plates was not measured because these
fast dark-decay rates were assumed to make the plate useless.

In retesting these plates, several were found to have an extended
spectral response. Some of these plates were those made near the end of
the year, when plates were being prepared with long deposition times from.
mixtures of 93 per cent selenium and seven per cent tellurium. However,
two plates, R-8-27-51-B and R-8-28-51-B, that showed an extended
spectral response, that is, long-wavelength cutoff at about 650 millimicrons,
were made with tellurium concentrations of only 2. 2 per cent and 3. 0 per
cent. Another plate, R-8-20-51-B, had the most nearly uniform response
to light of any plate tested thus far. This plate was made from a selenium-
tellurium mixture having a tellurium concentration of 4. 3 per cent. The
absolute value of its sensitivity to blue light was only a little greater than
that of an ARQ-selenium plate, but its sensitivity remained within ten per
cent of that value from 400 to beyond 600 millimicrons, and only dropped to
about half that value at 750 millimicrons.

A possible explanation for the suprisingly good charateristics of Z,
plate made with such low concentrations of tellurium lies in the preparation
of the selenium-tellurium mixture used. In all three cases, the selenium
and tellurium were heated in an open crucible in air for only a few minutes
before being placed in the vacuum system. If the mixing of the two materials
was not complete, and particularly if some particles of tellurium remained
undissolved, then the last material to be vaporized from the crucible might
be very rich in tellurium. Thus, the tellurium concentration may have
varied from little or none to a rather high concentration in the top layer of
the film.

Another plate retested after sensitizing at a corona current of 100
microamperes, Plate R-7-23-51-A, was made in July, 1951, by evaporating
selenium and tellurium from separate sources in such a way as to produce
a variation in tellurium content from uric end of the selenium film to the
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other. At the point on this plate where the tellurium concentration is

greatest, the plate showed considerable panchromaticity, the long-
wavelength cutoff being about 750 millimicrons. The response dropped
rapidly for areas containing lower concentrations of tellurium.

On the basis of the characteristics of this plate, the following
important conclusions were drawn:

1. Panchromaticity in a plate does not necessarily depend on
an interaction between selenium and tellurium when they
are melted together before evaporation.

2. It is not necessary to evaporate all of the material in the
boat in order to obtain a panchromatic response. A
shutter may be used to end a deposition process at a
predetermined time, without concern over whether the
desired high sensitivity is due to a possible high con-
centration of impurities in the last fraction of melt to
leave the source.

Using a two-source technique, it is possible to control the con-
centration of tellurium throughout the film by controlling the relative rates
of evaporation from the two sources. Also, the time for deposition and
any heat treatment after deposition may be determined accurately using the
shutter. However, these advantages are offset by the practical difficulty
of controlling the rates of evaporation of different materials in a vacuum
system.

Electrophotographs Made With Single-Layer Selenium-Tellurium
Plate Using Standard Darkroom Procedure

Work described in this section was done to determine the picture
quality obtainable using single-layer selenium-tellurium plates, and to
learn something about the empirical photographic speeds of the plates from
actual exposure data.

Plate R-5-16-52-A, used for these tests, was made using a 90-
minute deposition time, a backing-plate temperature of 80. 5 C, and a
tellurium content of seven per cent. The film thickness on this plate was
about 34 microns. The characteristics sought in this plate were high
initial potential, a dark-decay rate of about 30 seconds or longer, and
panchromatic sensitivity.
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This plate had the following characteristics when originally tested

using the low-current charging device:

Initial potential - 500 volts
Dark decay to half voltage - 27 seconds

Residual potential - 40 to 80 volts
Sensitivity(l) at:

400 millimicrons - 1.02
500 millimicrons - 0. 89
600 millimicrons - 0.67
700 millimicrons - 0.22

The plate was charged to a positive potential of slightly over 300
volts, using high corona current, and exposed through a positive trans-
parency to light from a 100-watt tungsten lamp. This exposure unit, de-
scribed on pages 1-118 of the Final Progress Report, dated December 18,
1951, was used to assure the same exposure for each test. The plate was
developed for ten seconds in the high-speed development unit, as described
on pages 1-74 through 1-82 of the Final Progress Report dated December 31,
1951. A negative potential of 40 volts applied to the plate during develop-
ment was sufficient to prevent deposition of powder in white areas.

Figure 10-11 shows photographic reproduction of the pictures devel-
oped on selenium-tellurium plate R-5-16-52-A and on a selenium plate.
Exposure times of 3/8 second and 22 seconds, respectively, were used
with all other exposure conditions being held constant. Many of the
blemishes on the picture made on the selenium-tellurium plate are due to
scratches and finger prints on the surface of the plate; others resulted
from incomplete cleaning of the backing plate prior to coating. The texture
and contrast of the print are not quite so good as those in the picture made
on the selenium plate. However, the 50-fold increase in apparent photo-
graphic speed is real and significant.

An outdoor exposure was also made using the selenium-tellurium
plate, R-5-16-52-A. With the sun shining through a partial overcast, a
photographic speed of ASA 12 was determined from readings on an ex-
posure meter. This is a five-fold increase over the nominal speed of ASA
2. 5 for selenium plates. However, this speed of ASA 12 may be in error
by as much as 50 per cent, due to uncertainty of actual shutter speed.
Also, the rapid dark-decay rate on this plate made it difficult to establish
the best conditions for exposure and development.

(1) Sensitivity used here is the reciprocal of tlc tiie to: the plate voltage to decay from 200 to 100 volts for
light of the wavelength statcd and a lght ii ,icisity oi 0.030 microwatt per square centimeter.
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Rapid-Processing Electro' .ra

The high-sesitivity characteristic of ,Le two-1 "..

tellurium plates, as evidenced by ,lectrome. c- tests, u gested that they

be tested for picture-making charaicti istic .o 11ow,-vcr 1-.eir high dark-

decay rates made such photographic testing imw :sible the ulsual dark-

room procedure, too much tirme being required in handliljKthe late'

between the end of charging'and the ind of development,

In usual darkroom procedurk., the plate is charged Il pa.ssing it V
under a corona discharge an-'/placing it in a plate holder. Irhe plate is
then carried to and placed in i camera, exposed, and ret. 1Yned to the dark--

room where it is removed froii the plate holder, placed n the developmenit

unit, and the image is developed. The shortest time in w ich thi!, procedure
can be carried out is about one minute. However, in apprteciably less than I
one minute, the potential on a high-sensitivity selenium-t Illurium plate
will drop too far, even in darkness, for the plate to be us iful in making a I
picture.

In order to use these plates, a "rapid-processing elbctrophotographic i
camera" was constructed, whereby the plate could be han ied rapidly in &
the interval between charging and development. For the p krpose of demon-
strating the type of image that can be developed using the Ielenium-
tellurium plate, a simple, manually operated camera was constructed. It

incorporated only the steps which require rapid sequencingl, the steps of I
transfer and cleaning being carried out independently."

Designs Considered for Rapid-Processing Camera

A number of different designs were consider'ed for thh r'apid- '  -

processing camera. Points considered in evaluating the de 6igns were /

speed and convenience of operation, trouble-free operation:.I smplicity in /'

construction, smallness, in size, and lightness in weight. , /

Figure 10-12 shows five designs considered. Several ipeared
equivalent when judged on the above points, but Design B wc:. Selected

finally as fulfilling the requirements best. /

If the two-layer selenium-tellurium plates( l ) used in ftiese tests ;e
exposed to room light prior to charging, their decay of pote ,tid in suU.,.

sequent darkness will be too rapid to permit use, even in it 1 1xnera wYi ch
takes the plate from charging through development in two tolhre. s /e.4, -'i r d

(1) Preparationi and cha.iracteristics of these plats arc described elsewhere in this repo"r'.
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3. Expose position Plate in exposure Hinged charging unit
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/ aLens

\ /

1. Insert I
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4. Develop-

Developme nt Plate in ' 'Development
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FIGURE 10-12. DESIGNS CONSIDERED FOR RAPID-PROCESSING
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPH IC CAMERA A-4337
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Consequently, the plac.mesneust be handle[ n to 61 dark .. .r-,e

camera exposure itse~lf. For simplicity'in camer.sg
complished by load. q g and unloading the cL.rr in e dar .,
than loading the p>)-te into the cameria from4 cassette.

Description of apid-Processing Camera

Fig ure 10-;- -- ,h o l,: x ,taway yiew of the hinge-type rapid-pr' s s,ng.
camera constructed--ix testing selenium-tellurium plates. In this car y"M
the back opens to permi- cing the plate in the holder. When the back is
closed, the holder can be P'o4ioned so that the plate is in the image plane -
of the lens. A polonium radioa ye charging unit(l) used in this camera
swings from the top of the camera, ft3-- position directly in front of the
plate. In this position, electrical cort Zt is made, voltage is applied be-
tween the plate and the charging unit, and c'rging begins.

ni g[ il n g 'tto o

Development is accomplished by swinging te to the bottom of "
the camera, against shims which space the plate 0. 0inch above th '
electrode of a powder-cloud development unit. Pressing i'i4.plate agai' .
an "0-ring" gasket seals the plate over the electrode and preN~ls~ deveI.p',.,., ""
merit powder from entering the main camera chamber. "The ca &is o
mounted over the belt-type powder-cloud generator and the whole ass .D ,
mounted on a wheeled cart to facilitate moving from the darkroom to the- > ,. 

'

window for outdoor photographs.

The camera is equipped with a 12-inch, f/4. 5, Wollensak, Series II,
Velostigmat lens.

Operation of the Rapid-Processing Camera

The operations of charging, exposing, and developing are carried out
in the rapid-processing camera.

In charging, the polonium source is spaced 5/8 inch from the five-
inch by seven-inch electrophotographic plate, and a potential of 300 volts
is applied for one to two minutes, charging the plate electrically positive.

Immediately at the end of charging, the charging unit is swung away
from the plate, the exposure is made, the plate is swung down, sealed
against the electrode, and developed. Development requires approximattly
one second. The total time from the end of charging to the end of develop-
ment is approximately three seconds.

(1) Described later In this report.
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E ' Wit thet Rapid-Processing Camera

Using a beleeLiorl plate of known photographic characteristics, tebs
01

L Ilthe camera showed it to be operating satisfactorily in all respects.
age, ,5 were then :dAeveloped using a two-layer selenium-tellurium plate.

A~ilO~hthe reeulting privts were not so good as those miade using the

~ )ije'u~mpiate, titey'were of inherently good quality. They were free of

bIreak~,, an~d other blb mishes, indicating that there were no grq-ss

yl~ inP 3' ates. Absence of a "snow-storm" appearance indicated

r- 'eee!o from'i -QvL Y;i,arging and localized electrical breakdown. The

ia 1 deficieict\Vn these pictures were in density and contr~tst,
~ es~tf~d roiui improper development conditions, such

-,Pn th c ~~in lT~J~c potential. The iu:t dark-decay I ALtVS
~~~.~ htt2~ ie h .'~~iual potentials make the haxndling of the

Note 'imud th," s 't rngpf 'de v nl'&.n nt conditions much more critical than in

Fl~guri -10-14 sitows aicir~1< using a two-layer sclertiurn-

.ir~ilim pl-te, I1I-4,52-C. Thi~sPiat. ~coated with 46 miicrons of

~' in\Qrthe base plate arid with ,; 49 top layer of 80 per cent

~~>~Ynd 2 peic cent tellAriurn Thi k'icY is overdeveloped, buit is

'riwise of goo'd qualit). It was exposed t' j~raphic speed of about
"A30 daylight, verifying tbje photographic ijj1,cted from electri-

Or 'Vtc'~ ts on thi s type; of plate and representing 4r~ "~c vrpei

W heii this plate' was used to make pictures at approxfr4'a' If-

1b-ifr inteCi'va .j the residual poential gradually increased from

~ to aboat 1'G volts. In this samne iiiterN! , ,.the .phQtographic
1{IJ to drop slightly. After stordAge the o r t<~

lIW '.I.erti es of the, plate 'erc olestored.i , ~ \~<

Z'K

li itil eip Ai , '-$ ct w ti>a ,
-,-v errnat

V( k n'

e "<'-

_71/

k~ a'- _110o1t U1 the Nworlk on eledtrod 'f,

it;-irgtechnique used 11.~ b\Ct~licrp(~-f>
hlmf1,i VlveC' t h e, f o rmat i on of ion.-. di he the p 1, rnwn of9~tA~

jhi c plate, anid then 'i vin' thes't~ tns ont
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FIGURE 10-14. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPH MADE ON TWO-LAYER
SELENIUM-TELLURIUM PLATE 11-4-52-C AT

I APPROXIMATEI.Y ASA 30, DAYLIGHT
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electrical field. In the convenitioal tc,.hnique in u-e at the beginring of
this contract, the ions were created in air by raising the potential of a fine
wire to approximately 7000 volts, causing corona discharge around the
wire. The ions created by this discharge are then driven onto the plate
surface by the electrical field which exists between the fine wire and the
electrophotographic plate. To prevent excessive charging of the plate
which is limited only by the 7000 volts applicd to the corona wires -- a
control grid of wires is placed between the corona wire and the plate. By
maintaining the potential on the control grid at approximately the potential
desired on the plate, overcharging of the plate is avoided.

This technique places a uniform electrical charge on the plate. In
addition, results can be reprodiced consistently. However, it does not
lend itself well to use in portable cameras because of the weight of the
required high-voltage source and the need for electrical energy.

As these needs have been eliminated in the development apparatus by
using triboelectric charging of the powder, doing away with the bulky power
supply for sensitizing plates would make the entire electrophotographic

equipment much more portable.

Radioactive-Sensitizing Unit

One method of eliminating the power supply would be to use a radio-
active material to create the necessary ions in the air. Any radioactive
material creates ions in the air surrounding it, because of collisions be-
tween the molecules of the air and the alpha, beta, and gamma rays emit-
ted by the source. Suggestions as to material to use were made by a
representative of the Signal Corps caarly in this development.

Two radioactive sources were tried. The first was a relatively weak
source used because it was available at the time this idea was proposed.
A second, stronger source, was purchased later.

t]

" i/ Radium. The iirst radioactive material tried as a suitable source of
ions was radium and its decay products as contained in an lonotron(l). By
placing the lonotron and the electrophotographic plate to be sensitized in
an electric field, the ions created by the radioactive source were driven
onto the electrophotographic plate giving it the required electrical potential.

(1) United States Radium Corporation, 535 Pearl Street, New York. New York.
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The particular lonotron used consists of a metal housing containing
a thin metal foil impregnated with radium. This foil, measuring one-half
inch wide and six inches long, has an activity of 0. 2 millicurie per square
inch, giving a total activity of approximately 0. 6 millicurie. This material,
with a half life of 1600 years, emits alpha, beta, and gamma rays, with
the major portion of the ionization produced in the immediate vicinity of
this source being due to collisions between the alpha particles and mole-
cules in the air near the source.

Figure 10-15 is a sectional view of the sensitizing unit incorporating
this radioactive source. The source is mounted in a uietal hi,using which
fits directly onto a five-inch by seven-inch conventional photographic plate
holder. The housing supports the radioactive material at a fixed distance
from the plate, serves ,is a light shield, provides additional protection
against radiation from he bUack of the source, and, when connected to a
source of potential, directs to the electrophotographic plate the ions
created by the radioactive material. The plate may be sensitized to either
polarity by choosing the proper polarity of the field between the housing I
and the plate; when the housing is positive with respect to the plate, the
plate will be sensitized positively. Miniature "B" batteries serve as the
source of potential. They need to supply a current of only about one I
microampere, giving them a service life approximately equal to their
shelf life. I

The potential acquired by the plate is controlled by the voltage applied
between the metal housing and the plate and by the length of time this po- I
tential is applied. The potential on the plate will never exceed that applied
between the housing and the plate. Leaving the radioactive source over the
plate for an extended period does not overcharge the plate, nor does it ap- I
pear to have any other deleterious effects with sensitizing times as long as
24 hours. I

Radioactive units can be mounted directly in a camera so that a plate
can be maintained in a sensitized condition until it is exposed. With this i
particular source and arrangement, approximately two and one-half minutes
are required to charge a selenium plate to 175 volts when approximately
300 volts is applied between the metal housing and the plate. However, byincreasing the area of the source and using a source of greater activity, the
time required for sensitization can be reduced appreciably. Images pro- I
duced on plates sensitized with this unit are similar to those produced
from plates sensitized by corona means at the same charging currents.

One of the disadvantages of this radium source is that one of the decay
products of radium, radium-C, emits energetic gamma rays. This limits
the concentration of radium that can be used safely without heavy shielding I
when persons are near the source, as they would be in this particular
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application. U fortunately, all'substances emitting alpha particles also
emit gamma ray. :Po 10~m2 emits alphas and only very weak gammas,

but- intill it wa~ Over'i to hae too short a half life to be nsef ul and

other solutions to the p'',oble mwere investigated.

Beta Source, ,Bei-particle emitters wecre coosiderad as p os ible
ionizing sources ,\ Sol C'~ radiobactive materials cmtn a~t~m~t''t-

blarays, against wlici~d~ ~ekdirg is relativei' simple. Stich a o'rC C is
~tonim-0,arelat'*,-,,,).y nepnieisotope produced artificially with

;ijh specific acti~vity, \ajid 4\'(iing a us-eful half life of approI xirnately 25
years. However, the tp iziig power' of a beta, par'liczle per unit length of
path is only one one- hui" "aredth th, t of an alpha particle of equal energy,, so
that -very high intensiticr. 'of beta Ldctivity would ,be req'uircId to create eniough

Sions to sensitize a plate ~n a rea~,onable lnt4of time. 'While the use of

<K? ?,,such a material is not pr luded', a more promising approaich was found in
' ieus e of certain alpha

I~'~!~'~ Radium-7P, Mr. S. L"'Vinor, of the Siginal Corps sugg_ r ed, as an

t, nzig soutrce,.,,iadium-D il eq uilibrili with-,itsA de~y jproducts. By
c c ;- Ia 'maeralin hi, aytumrleay seie eowradium-C, the

enerrys m rk.idium-C a~~, Vieyttematerial will
decay into poTZiic'rAf and gve u, alpha particles most useful in ionizing
air. Radiurn-D is 'suc . Lzaterli. Its half life of 22 years makes it moreI
practical than polonium - 210 vi' \ it s half life of only 140 days.

The Canadian Radium and Uraniu- corainlreotdht
radium-D could be plated onto a foil and that -U c oud eaproi

mately $100. 00 per millicurie. This is approximateiy ".ilo same price asI
for radium, the parent product. Although a radiumn-D sotirc4E~tz'_s not been
obtained nor used for sensitizing plates, there appears to be no re-Asnwhy

it would not be a satisfactory material.

Polonium. Because of the relatively low initial cost of poloniumn and

the exploratory nature of the work, preliminary work was done with a
polonium source rather than the longer lived radium-D source. A poloniumn
source was available at a cost of approximately $6.. 00 per millicurie.

The poloniumn source obtained consists of a metal plate four inches by
five inches coated with poloniumn of an intensity of one millicurie per square
inch, or a total of 20 nullicuries. This size was chosen to match the
selenium-coated area of the standard five-inch by seven-inch Signal Corps
electrophotographic: plate. For safety purposes, the polonium is over-i
coated with a thin layer of gold and thin layer of lacquer. These coatings

(1) 630 Fifth Avenue. New York 20, New York.
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help prevent t'wmical reaction of the polonium with foreign substances
"ndprevent du \\t and air currents from contacting the polonium itself.

Several v \riables must be investigated before precise recommendations
can be made on ,tsing polonium as the radioactive source in a sensitizing
unii. Som,.z(,'ese variables have been investigated to some degree as
desr- i _d below, but more work remains to be done.

The spacing between the polonium surface and the electrophotographic
plate affects the rate of charging. The alpha particles emitted from a>1 polonium source have a natural range of about 3. 6 cm. These particles

are most effective in ionizing the molecules in the air near the end of this
range. If the polonium and electrophotographic plate are separated by
less than 3. 6 cm, the alpha particles are stopped by the selenium before
they have created the maximum number of air ions. From this standpoint,
the optimum spacing would be at least 3. 6 cm.

When an alpha particle strikes a molecule of a gas, both positive
and negative ions are formed. If these oppositely charged ions are per-
mitted to remain near each other, they will recombine to form neutral
molecules and hence detract from the ions available to charge the electro-
photographic plate. However, if an electrical field is applied to the region
containing the ions, the positive and negative charges will be separated and
the chance of recombination will be reduced. If the electrical-field gradient
is sm. 1, the tendency for separation will be small. Increasing the gradient
will reduce the chance of recombination. For a given voltage between the
source .nd plate, by definition, an increase in the spacing between source
and plate will decrease the voltage gradient, and hence the spacing again
indirectly affects the rate at which the plate will be charged. Another factor
to be considered in the use of this source is that, as the electrophotographic
plate is being charged, its potential increases and hence the gradient be-
tween it and the source decreases. Allowance must be made for this effect.

Although the investigation of these problems is not complete, prelim-
inary results show, when the distance between the source and the plate is
approximately equal to the distance an alpha particle will travel, that the
gradient necessary to reduce recombination to a reasonable value requires
an electrical potential difference between the source and plate much greater
than the initial potentials normally desired for continuous-tone woik.
Therefore, the conditions to be used must be some compromise of spacing,
potential difference, and sensitizing time.

A number of experiments were run to determine the magnitude of the
ion current to be expected from the polonium source. A potential of 300
volts was applied between the four-inch by five-inch polonium source and
an eight-inch by ten-inch sheet of bare aluminum. These plates were then
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spaced 0. 5 inch apart and the current flowing between them was measured.
Similar readings were taken for spacings of 0. 75 inch and 1. 0 inch.

Figure 10-16 shows the results obtained frorn these measurements.

1.2
300 volts between I

1 .0 plate and source !

a.8 , I

c 0.4

(0.2

0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
Spacing, inch I

FIGURE 10-16. ION CURRENT FLOWING BETWEEN POLONIUM I
SOURCE AND METAL PLATE AT VARIOUS
SPACINGS BETWEEN SOURCE AND PLATE

A-4339

This curve indicates that the additional collisions of the alpha particles I
with molecules in the air, which occurred in the space between 0. 25 inch
and 0. 5 inch from the polonium source, contributed many additional ions I
to increase the current flowing between the polonium and the inetal plate.
However, increasing the spacing from 0. 5 inch to 0. 75 inch does not pro-
duce a similar increase in current. This is probably due to the fact that, I
although more ions have been generated in the additional space, the voltage
gradient has been reduced from 600 volts to 400 volts per inch. This is
apparently enough of a reduction that considerable recombination of ions
can occur. The net result is that approximately the same number of ionsreaches the metal plate at a spacing of 0. 75 inch as at 0. 5 inch. Increasing Ithe spacing to 1. 0 inch decreases the gradient to only 300 volts per inch.

At this gradient, recombination is greater and the current is reduced still
further. I

Using the spacing which gave the highest current in the previous ex- I
periment, 0. 75 inch, and again using 300 volts potential difference, a
selenium-coated plate was substituted for the bare metal plate, and the I
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potential which the plate acquired was measured after exposure to the
polonium source for various lengths of time.

Figure 10-17 shows the results obtained from these measurements.

250
Plate 0.75 inch from
source200 - --

-2O -5 " __

0

7-
,.'

0 Pate 7-15-52-A
0 5 10 15 20Time, seconds

FIGURE 10-17. POTENTIAL ACQUIRED BY SELENIUM PLATE
EXPOSED FOR VARIOUS TIMES TO POLONIUM
SOURCE WITH 300 VOLTS POTENTIAL
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SOURCE AND PLATE

A-4340

As the plate becomes charged, the rate of charging drops rapidly because
the increase in potential on the plate decreases the potential gradient in the
ionized air. For example, after 20 seconds, the potential difference be-
tween the source and the electrophotographic plate is only 125 volts, or a
gradient of less than 95 volts per inch as opposed to 400 volts per inch
initially. The effect of decreased gradient was observed in the experiment
preceeding this one.

As a further check on the effect of voltage gradient on the ion current
flowing from the polonium source to an electrophotographic plate, the
previous experiment was repeated with the potential difference between the
source and plate changed from 300 volts to 600 volts.

Figure 10-18 shows the results obtained when this potential gradient
was doubled.

By comparing the absolute values obtained in the last two experiments,
the importance of voltage gradient is easily teen. Although plates can be
sensitized more rapidly using larger voltage gradients, it becomes

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTEK RESTICTED
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Plate 0.75 inch
from sou rce

400

~300

o I
0- ..........

Plate 7-15-52-A

0 5 tO 15
Time, seconds

FIGURE 10-18. POTENTIAL ACQUIRED BY PLATE EXPOSED
FOR VARIOUS TIMES TO POLONIUM SOURCE
WITH 600 VOLTS POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE

BETW'EEN SOURCE AND PLATE
A-4341

increasingly important to time the process accurately if the initial po-
tential desired on the plate is considerably below the absolute potential dif-
ference between the radioactive source and the electrophotographic plate.

To determine whether aii electrophotographic plate sensitized with
the radioactive unit would have the same electrical and optical character-
istics as the same plate when sensitized with the conventional corona-
discharge unit, light decays and dark decays were determined for
selenium-coated plate 7-15-52-A after sensitization with each unit. Sensi-
tizing conditions for the corona method were: standard electrometer unit;
corona voltage, 7000; grid voltage, 100; total corona current, 50 micro-
amperes; time, 5 seconds. Conditions for the radioactive source were:
spacing of source to plate, 0. 75 inch; voltage, 300; time, 30 seconds.
These conditions were chosen so that, in each case, the initial potential on

the plate would be the same.

Figure 10-19 shows the light-decay and dark-decay rates obtained
frorh m easurements on this standard continuous-tone plate coated with 50 I
microns of selenium. Light-decay readings were taken using 400-
millimiC~ron light. Within experimental error, no difference could be

detected between the action of the plate when sensitized with the corona
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O-Corona charging
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FIGURE 10-19. CHARACTERISTICS OF SELENIUM PLATE 7-15-52-A
SENSITIZED WITH CORONA SOURCE AND WITH
RADIOACTIVE-CHARGING UNIT
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unit or with the radioactive source. In addition, images made on this
plate after sensitizing with each source were indistinguishable,

As reported elsewhere in this progress report, both one-layer and
two-layer selenium-tellurium plates have sensitizing characteristics dif-
ferent from those of selenium plates. To check the possibility that radio-
active sensitization and corona sensitization might not give similar results
on these plates, the electrometer measurements described above were re-
peated on a two-layer selenium-tellurium plate, R-5-2-52-A. This plate
is coated with 20 microns of selenium on the base plate followed by another
20-micron layer, consisting of 93 per cent selenium and 7 per cent tel-
lurium, on top of the selenium layer. Sensitizing conditions using the
corona were: standard electrometer unit; corona voltage, 7000; grid voltage,
200; total current, 100 microamperes; time, 5 seconds. Conditions for the
radioactive unit were: spacing of plate to source, 0. 75 inch; voltage, 500;
time, 30 seconds. Again, these conditions were chosen so that, in each
case, the same initial potential would be applied to each plate.

Figure 10-20 shows the light-decay rates of the plate when sensitized
with the corona-charging unL and when sensitized with the radioactive

source. These light-decay curve.,i have different shapes but the average
rates of decay are similar. Further checks will be made of the relative
actions of the two sensitizing methods. For the present, it is assumed that I
sensitization by the radioactive source is equivalent to sensitization by the
corona unit. I

Work still must be done to determine optimum conditions for use of
the radioactive-sensitizing unit. Some advantage may be found in using I
a specially shaped housing near the source. Also, more information is
needed concerning voltage gradients, and the spacing between the radio-
active unit and the eleztrophotographic plate. I

This radioactive-sensitizing unit offers a compact, light-weight,
rugged, portable, self-contained apparatus which is well suited to field use.
There are no moving parts, no delicate fine wires, and no necessity for
heavy power supplies. I

Image Development on Electrophotographic Plates

During the period covered by this report, several major advances I
were made in the understanding and practical use of powder-cloud develop-
ment of continuous-tone electrophotographs.
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FIGURE 10-20. LIGHT-DECAY RATES OF TWO-LAYER SELENIUM-
TELLURIUM PLATE R-5-2-52-A SENSITIZED
WITH CORONA SOURCE AND WITH RADIO-
ACTIVE-CHARGING UNIT
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Images of good quality can o w (it, u u,'d it s th;m one second,

Apparatus has been built whichI, by logi(,,] extt nJui1, coulid be used to

develop an electrophotographic plate of LT1y width d,-sired, Images of ini-

proved quality and blacker tones have been prodiwedo

In addition, a study vai begun of the seniitomretry of the electrophcto-

graphic process, and further attention was given to triboelectric charging

of powders in capillary tubes, agglomeration in powder clouds, and of un-

desirable deposition of powder in the development apparatus. A orief

attempt was made to create a new type of powder-cloud generator. Each

of these items is discussed in more detail below.

Sensitometry

In the past, several techniques for developing continuous-tone electro-

photographs produced pictures having the appearance of silver halide photo-

graphs. However, in this past work, pictures were evaluated only in terms

of subjective estimates of their photographic appearance, rather than in
terms of any quantitative sensitometric units. Sensitometric studies would
have had limited value in the past because the electrophotographic techniques
used gave such variable results that measurements on any one picture

would have been of little value in determining the actual or potential charac-
teristics of the technique. Futhermore, there were always more serious
and more immediate problems requiring attention.

To a considerable extent, the situation is different ,.t the present

time. The development technique embodied in the high-speco development

unit produces successive pictures that are nearly alike, and. thouqh many
problems still await solution, some information about tone reproduction
with the present technique is needed to determine xhich problems should
receive first attention. Further, a careful statement of the capabilities of
the present electrophotographic procec. ; s needed to evaliate its usefulness
in comparison with other photo _raphic pro) CsSCs.

Accordingly, a sensitometric study of the present 'lectvophotographic
process has been started. This study should be a continuing one, becoming
more refined as the control of the electrophotographic process is improved.

It will include a number of considerations not important to silver halide
photography, such as the effect on reproduction characteristics of repeated

use of the electrophotographic plate, or the effect of the times between
sensitizing and exposure, and between exposure and development.

The first objective of the sensitometric study was to determine the

tone-reproduction curve for prints prepared under conditions that have been

found to produce better-quality electrophotographs. For reasonable control
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of the exposure of electrophotogr pH hi( : pkitc,, the subject chosen is a

transparency of a jray-s(c;il step w-dc illuminated by a tungsten lamp.

The final curve of tone reproductiorau vi;,s plotted as a graph of reflection

densities of the electrophotograph akis a function of the transmission density

of the original gray-scale transpare>ncy.

Special Gray Scale. The spcccial gray scale used has the following

characteristics:

(1) The area of each step of I the gray scale is large enough
that several density mea! surenients can be made on it,
so that the uniformity of development over small areas

can be determined.

(2) The various density step!.s-are distributed at random over
the plate to disclose syst le rnatic errors on the tone-
reproduction curves. Use.sing a wedge-type gray scale, a

nonuniformity of developsianent from one end of the plate
to the other might be inte.erpreted as a compressed ex-
posure scale. However, . with steps of the gray scale
arranged in random orde~ar, this nonuniformity would

show up as scatter of poiiirts about the tone-reproduction
curve.

(3) A large number of steps are provided, especially in the
low-density portion of thane gray scale, so that a reasonably
accurate tone-reproducti ion curve can be obtained in spite
of undesired variations itin the development process.

Figure 10-21 is a reproductio on of the gray-scale transparency used

as tb. photographic original in the sensitometric study. The actual trans-
parency used is twice the size of thdhe reproduction, the standard exposure

device giving a reduction of two to - one in size. To form the composite

subject, rectangles cut from variou us densities of sheet film were taped
onto a glass plate.

Schedule for Processing Eleoctrophotographs. The electrical charac-
teristics of selenium plates dependH -on the conditions to which the plate has

been subjected just prior to use. 'I"F reduce the effect of these factors, a
short study was made of the effect of previous use on dark-decay rates and

on light-decay rates. The two platites used, 9-17-51-D and 9-18-51-B, were
of the type supplied with the Signal - Corps electrophotographic camera.

After charging on a scorona-type c- harging unit, using low corona current,
the initial potentials and the potenti-ial-decdy rates were measured with the
vibrating-probe electroneter, withib the plate in d;irkncsE and with the plate
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exposed to white light. The measurements were repeated at aboit ten-

minute intervals, between which the plates were exposed to rooni light. I
The first readings were made after the plates had been kept in dark-

ness for more than 50 hours. For the test, the plates were charged to an I
initial potential of about 90 volts. Under these conditions, the dark-decay
rates were very low. After five successive runs, the initiAl pot,.ntials
accepted by both plates under the charging conditions used dtoppcd to about

70 volts; the dark-decay rates had increased about five tines, the light-

decay rates remained essentially unchanged, and the residual ),,tertial re- I
mained below two volts. The light decay and the dark decay (A the pl,ttc
tended to level off at these values. However, the dark- decay it., of th,
fifth run was somewhat greater than desired.

Previously, it had been shown that exposure of plIL to inti i ed I
radiation sometimes decreases the rate of potential deca : in darkness.
Therefore, the series of tests was altered to include irradiation to infrared
for five minutes after cach complete cycle of charging, nta ring dark-
decay and light-decay rates, and exposure to room light. 1!nder these
conditions, the dark-decay rate only increased to about twice its originil
rate. The infrared energy was provided by a 350-watt, reflectur-type: heat
lamp covered with a red filter having a short-wavelce.gth , itoff at ahot
650 millimicrons, the lamp being located about six inche, ,ove the plate.
Heat from the lamp increased the temperature of the plate and it may have
been this, rather than the infrared radiation itself, that produced the im-
provement in plate characteristics. Such treatment may be detrimental to
the plate, so that it cannot be recommended as a usual procedure. How-
ever, as it actually improved the reproducibility of plate characteristic-, I
it was incorporated into the schedule for processing elcctrofhotographs for
the sensitometric study.

The final scheduling established for sensitometric tests is:

(1) The plate is irradiated with infrared energy for filc I
minutes.

(2) Immediately after irradiation, the plate is charged to

about 80 volts with a scorona-type charging .rit, uting4

low corona current. !

(3) About 15 seconds after charging, the plate is exi'oseId to I
the gray-scale image for from 12 to 15 seconds.

(4) About 15 seconds after exposure, the image is developed I
with the development unit which normally rcquires ten
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FIGURE 10-21. GRAY SCALE USED IN
SENSITOMETRIC STUDY
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seconds to (levclt)p on1 aver t, irn ge., A 30-second
developni ent period wits used to insure complete
development in these tents.

(5) The image is transferred to dye-transfer paper and
the plate washed with Duponol and water, rinsed and
dried, all in such tirne that the complete cycle re-
quires ten minutes.

(6) The cycle is repeated at least twice before pictures
for the study are made.

First Results. In spite of the precautions taken to insure plates
being treated the same way for each picture produced, the tone-reproduction
curves obtained from different exposures were not so uniform a's had been
hoped. The shapes of the curves were similar, but the maximum reflection
densities varied from 1. 1 to 1. 5.

Figure 10-22 is a typical tone-reproduction curve for the electro-
photographic process using the powder-cloud development unit. On this
graph, the points marked with circles are for the reflection density of the
final picture versus the transmission density of the gray-scale trans-
parency. The points marked with squares form the plot of final picture
densities versus the negative logarithm to the base 10 of the relative il-
luminance incident on the plate, these units being directly comparable to
density units. The latter plot includes a correction for nonuniformity of
illumination of the gray scale and for the effect of flare light, as is de-
scribed in detail in the following section.

As seen from Figure 10-22, the acceptance range of the present
electrophotographic process is about 1. 2 in units of the logarithm of sub-
ject brightness. This range is too short to reproduce detail both in shadow
and highlight areas for most subjects found in nature.

The maximum contrast of the process, as represented in Figure 10-22,
is equivalent to a gamma of 1. 4. This value can be altered by changing the
initial potential of the plate. However, the usefulness of this technique for
changing ganr, ia is limited because th, maximum density of the picture is
also determi ied by the initial potential of the plate. Thus, changing the
plate potential to give a ganinma of about 1.0 would result in the maximum
density of the picture being less than 1. 0. Because of this, electrophoto-
graphs frequently are too low in contr,ist and too short in brightness range.
At the present time, elec(trophotographs Judged to be best are those in-
volving a compromise between contrast nitd the density range of the final
image.
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Nonuniformity of Develol)ment. As seen in F igure 10-22, the points

defining the tone-reproduction , urves do nut lie on a smooth curve.

Scatter of the points is an indication of nonuniformity in the characteristics

of some portion-of the electrophotographic process--sensitization, exposure,

development, or perhaps others. Some work has been done to determine

which of these characteristics is most responsible for the nonuniformity
observed.

First,, more precise determinations were made of the actual amount

of light reaching the plate during its exposure to the gray-scale image. A

silver halide film was exposed to the image and then to an auxiliary step

wedge under known light intensities. A plot of the densities produced by the

known light intensities constitutes a characteristic curve of the film.

From this characteristic curve, the light intensities given by the gray-

scale image can be read.

Measurements were made only of the relative intensities of the light
in different density areas of the image produced by the standard exposure
device. Therefore, it was not necessary to know the absolute values of
light intensities in the auxiliary step wedge, a contact exposure from a
gray-scale step wedge of known densities giving a sufficiently accurate
measure of the relative light intensities.

In the first attempt, photographic enlarging paper was used, but it
had an inadequate density range. Kodak Commercial film was satisfactory
and was used for further tests.

Figure 10-23 shows the departure of the light intensities, as meas-
ured from the values that would have been predicted if the gray-scale il-
lumination were uniform and the lens system ideal. Figure 10-2Z includes
a plot of a typical tone-reproduction curve using values corrected by the
curve shown in Figure 10-23. As shown there, the correction of the light-
intensity values did not greatly reduce the scatter of the data.

Uniformity of development can be determined simply by charging a
plate uniformly to a potential somewhat lower than the usual potential for
making pictures and then developing the plate without exposing it.

Figure 10-24 is a reproduction of a developed image showing non-
uniformity of development. Selenium plate 9-18-51-B was charged to ap-
proximately 50 volts by passing the plate diagonally under the scorona unit,
so that any nonuniformity of sensitization would show up as diagonal streaking.
The plate was then developed with the powder-cloud development unit for
30 seconds and the image transferred to moist dye-transfer paper. The
particular image reproduced in Figure 10-24, with the grid work added to
facilitate measuring densities, shows greater nonuniformity than is-usual

14 A r T F L L E M E M O R I A L I N S T I T U T E
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FIGURE 10-24. IMAGE DEVELOPED ON UNIFORMLY CHARGEDI PLATE WITH POWDER-CLOUD DEVELOPMENTI UNIT
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after this procrdurc. This iri g , wits selected b ecause it exaggerates the
type of nonuniformity of' dvchlopii tit pr odtu.(-d in the powder-cloud develop-
ment unit.

Figure 10-25 is a contour ph. of the reflection densities of the image
shown in Figure 10-24. This plot shows the characteristic heavy dep-
osition of powder in two bands at the sides of the image, the relatively
uniform development at the trailing edge, and the agglomerated deposit
near the point where the cloud flows from the capillary tube. The dark
bands at the sides of the image obtained powder from the portion of the
flow that had become laminar before reaching the selenium-coated area;
the lighter portion obtained powder from the flow that was still somewhat
turbulent, that is, it was still producing a heavy deposit of powder on the
brass backing plate when it reached the edge of the selenium. This effect
can be seen clearly at the bottom edge of the reproduction in Figure 10-25.

Triboelectric Charging of Powder Clouds

The present technique for develc-ing continuous-tone electrophoto-
graphs involves passing a powder cloud through a length of metal capillary
tubing. This procedure was conceived originally as a way of electrically
charging the particles in the powder cloud by means of the triboelectric
effect. More recently, the role of the capillary tube appears to include
other important functions, those of breaking up agglomerates in the powder
cloud and providing a short transit time from the generator to the develop-
ment region. Nevertheless, an understanding of the effect of the capillary
tube is desirable.

A number of experiments were performed to obtain more information
about how powder clouds are charged electrically while flowing through
capillary tubes. These experiments were designed to show how the electri-
cal charge produced on the powder particles in the cloud depends on tube
length, tube diameter, and rate of flow.

The experimental arrangement used in these experiments consisted
of the disposable-cloth-belt type of powder-cloud generator, fitted with an
adapter so that different sizes of stainless steel capillary tubes could be
attached. The powdered charcoal flowing from the capillary tubes was col-
lected in a device for measuring the electrical charge on the particles in
the cloud of powder. Capillary tubes tested had inside diameters of: 0. 023,
0.020, 0. 016) and 0. 010 inch. For each diameter, tubes were tested in
lengths of: 1. 45, 2. 55, 4, 50, and 7. 85 inches. The flow rates through the
tube specimens were varied by applying gas pressures of 2.05) 3.6, 6. 3,
11. I, 19. 5, 34. 2, and 60.0 psi to the powder-cloud generator. Not all these
pressures were used with all the specimens, as, with some of the short
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tubes, tlr~irv! li e it i pe tir! ;% i ow v iiutly higlh itow rates, and be-
cause somne of the l(wJ -r pr., ,ires did riot prodi ( slifficient electrical
charge on the powder cloud to be icasured accurately. Between three and
eight readings were iriatde for e;tch set oi conditions.

Figure 10-26 is a plot of most of the data obtained in this series of
experiments. In this plot, the specific electrical charge of t" powder,
that is, the amount of electrical charge per unit weight of powder in the
cloud, is plotted against the Reynolds number for the flow through the dif-
ferent tubes.

The most obvious information obtainable from Figure 10-20 is that
the data are not consistent. The variations in the electrical charge are
undesirable in themselves, and they may obscure trends that otherwise
might have been uncovered in this work.

The electrical charge produced on the powder cloud did not depend on
the length of the tube within the limits of this test. The electrical charge
obtained with the tube 1.45 inches long, for a given diameter and a given
rate of flow, was about the same as the electrical charge obtained from the
tube 7. 85 inches long for the same rate of flow. This was true for tubes
of all four diameters tested.

For a constant Reynolds number for the flow through the tubes, tubes
having smaller diameters produced more electrical charge on the particles
of powder than did the large tubes. For example, the amount of electrical
charge produced for the same Reynolds number with flow through the tube
0. 010 inch in diameter was roughly twice that produced by flow through the
tube 0. 020 inch in diameter. The mean velocity of the flow through the
smaller tube was twice that through ;ie larger tube. This observation sug-
gests that the electrical charging may be chiefly a function of the force with
which a particle strikes the wall of the tube, which, for highly turbulent
flow with a Reynolds number much greater than 2200, would be proportional
to the mean velocity of flow through the tube.

The results of these experiments suggested several modifications to
the high-speed development technique. One such modification, shortening
the capillary tube used in the development unit, has been tried. The capil-
lary tube having a diameter of 0. 02 3 inch, which was usually six to eight
inches long, was shortened to 1.6 inches. The pressure of the Freon gas
was then reduced until the flow rate through the shorter tube was about the
same as with the longer tube. In all other respects, the development tech-
nique was left unchanged.

Figure 10-27 is a reproduction of an electrophotograph produced
using the capillary tube only 1.6 inches long. The original of this picture
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FIGURE 10-27. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPH DEVELOPE1D WITH POWDER-
CLOUD UNIT USING CAPILLARY TUBE 1.6 INCHES
LONG
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and all of the electroph otogr-tphs lrodt ed t-sig the short capillary tube
are apparently simila r in (luidity to) thw - (,btiiined with the longer tube o0
the same internal diameter. A:i deicrihed later in this report, irmages of
very high quality have been prepared uising capillary tubes, as short as one-
sixteenth inch. The need is evident for more fundamental information on
the mechanism of charging particles of powder electrically while they are
suspended in a gas.

Study of Characteristics of Development Process

The Formation of Agglomerates in Aerosols. Deposition of large
particles of powder on the plate during powder-cloud development con-
stitutes one of the difficulties yet to be overcome in electrophotography.
These large particles, appearing on the final prints, may be large chunks
of charcoal that existed in the original powder, or they may be agglomerates
that either were not broken up in the capillary tubes, or that formed be-
tween emission of the cloud from the capillary tubes and deposition of the
powder on the electrophotographic plate. The probability that agglomeration
may be important led to the investigation of this general problem in handling
aerosols. This study is still in progress and conclusive results cannot be
given.

In an aerosol, the particles of material are in perpetual "Brownian"
motion due to continual molecular bombardment. Whether the aerosol is
at rest or moving, the Brownian motion provides ample opportunity for
collisions between particles. In the study of aerosols, it has been generally
assumed that all or most of such collisions result in a combination of the
two particles to form an agglomerate. This almost universal coalescing of
particles on contact may be due to electrical forces, Van der Waal forces,
or mechanical adhesion.

The density of the powder cloud, the size of the particles of material,
and the time interval between the forming and using of the cloud, are only
a few of the factors known to determine the degree of agglomeration in an
aerosol. A number of other factors are of importance.

When any two particles collide and remain in contact, a primary ag-
glomerate is formed. This new particle increases the heterogeneity of the
aerosol, and, since the heavier particle responds less readily to Brownian
forces than does a single particle, there will exist a difference of velocity
between the lighter and the heavier particles. In this fashion, additional
particles strike the primary agglomerate and adhere to it. If the time
interval is long enough and the electrical forces negligible, the larger
particles may settle out, leaving a less densely populated volume in which
new collisions can occur.
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I
In 1917, M. Von Smoluckowski(10 1) m.ade a theoretical study of the

process of agglomeration in aerosols. Assuming a homogeneous distribution I
of uncharged particles and using only the diffusion caused by Brownian
movements, he arrived at an equation for the rate at which agglomeration
would reduce the number of particles originally present in the suspension. I
If short periods of time are considered, then thi,, ,quation, with minor
changes, can be used to determine the rate of forzi.,ttion of primary two-

particle agglomerates in the .ternsol. In this form, the *cy],jation becomes:

dn 2RT[n c , (10-1) I
d t 3N;,

where R is the universal & ,is constant, n i; the nun~ber of agglomerates,
T is the absolute ttr,)edtIrzc the c ,r:,n~i iuber ()f -articls per
cubic centimeter, N is A audr-r", , n',rlir, an-, its hw i , osity of the
gas.

This equation gives the nuri tinm rate zt which agglomerates would
form in an aerosol. It is izit,.r,.sting to note that the rate is independent of
the size of the particles but s proportional to the square of the number of
particles. The rate is proportional to the first power of the absoh' tem-
perature, which makes it relatively indepeti-dw-I' of normal temperature
changes for usual ambient conditions.

If approximate values are ;ubstituted in Equation 10-1, an estimate
can be made of a lower limit of agglomeration. Using 8.31 ergs per degree
centigrade per gram molecular weight for R, an absolute temperature of
300 K, 186 x 10-6 poise for the viscosity of the gas, L, and 6. 023 x 1023
for the number of molecules per gram molecular weight, Equation 10-1
becomes:

dn = 1.49 no2 x 10- 10  (IO-Z)

dt

A value for no can be arrived at by logical assumptions concerning
the powder used. The particles were assumed to be 2. 5 microns in diam-

eter, and the density of the partigles was estimated at 1. 45 by noting that
the particles float in a liquid having a density of 1. 50, but sink in one
having a density of 1. 40. Using these data, and the observed fact that in
the cloth-belt powder-cloud generator, about 0. 2 milligram of powder is
blown into every 60 cubic centimeters of gas, there are about 2. 8 x 105

particles per cubic centimeter of aerosol. Using this figure in Equation
10-2 gives a value of only 12 agglomerates formed per second for each

(10-1). Von Srmoluckowski, M.. Vernuch einer mathematischen Theoie der Koagulationkinetik Kolloider I
L sungen: A. physik. Chem.. Vol 12, 19t7, pp 129-168,
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cubic centimeter of aerosol. This is negligibly small, which means only
that there is a possibility that agglomeration is not a serious problem in
the practiLtal case; it certainly does not prove the absence of agglomeration
from causes not accounted for in this calculation. For example, this con-
sideration takes no account of the electrical charges known to be present
on particles in powder-cloud development.

The attempted calculation of agglomeration in powder clouds was
considerably more difficult than anticipated originally. Important factors
such as turbulence in the cloud and the electrical charge on particles could
not be taken into account. A number of tests were outlined to determine
how the density of the powder cloud affects the amount of agglomeration.
Images were developed with the high-speed, continuous-tone powder-cloud
development device and examined under a microscope. A question arose
immediately as to whether the large areas of powder observed were large
single particles or agglomerates of smaller ones. To settle this question,
the size of the original powder particles was determined by making a series
of electron photomicrographs of particles of charcoal which had been ball
milled for 48 hours.

Figure 10-28 is a typical example of one of these photomicrographs.
The particles seem to be of all sizes, ranging from barely perceptible ones
even at this magnification of 10, 820X, to particles so large that a single
one fills the entire field. A particle count and a particle-size determination
were made on ten different fields containing a total of 993 countable
particles. An analysis of this count showed that over 90 per cent of the
powder particles had diameters of less than one micron. This indicated
that most of the powder comes from the ball mill as small discrete particles,
but it did not rule out the possibility of an occasional large particle. How-
ever, not enough large particles were observed to account for the many
large particles seen on developed electrophotographic plates.

Following ball milling, the powder was put into a powder-cloud
generator which metered and deposited it on a moving cloth belt. To
determine if agglomeration is caused by the powder-cloud generator it-
self, photomicrographs were made of the output from the generator.

Figure 10-29 is a photomicrograph of the powder as it comes from
the original powder-cloud generator. Agglomerates as large as 20 to 30
microns appear in this picture, showing that some agglorreration occurs
in generating the powder cloud. These agglomerates are approximately the
size of some of the "pepper" observed on developed electrophotographs.

Another experiment raised doubts as to whether the original powder-
cloud generator is the main source of agglomerates. In this experiment,
the output of the powder-cloud generator was passed through a settling

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
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chamber and then to the device used to co t the cloth belts for the develop-

ing apparatus. Photomicrographs were therk made of the particles not re- j
moved by the settling chamber.

Figure 10-30 shows the ; rrargern'L to' ' separate the large and
small particles. Applying St);, ' 1-i K , . o,,,, falling in a viscous
medium, it was calctilated th;,t v *l ,: ! Z t i [ -, of air per minute
passing through this part ic, 1:tr i m: c.. , rr yirj powdered charcoal
having a density of approximately I. I., would ( ause settling of particles

larger than five microns in dian ieter. Particle, smaller than this would I
pass through the chamber to the d, vi - for irnpregnating the dc,,eloper

belt.

Figure 10-31 is a photornyi. rol :ti )f tic ?)Jvder as it came from the
settling drum. Comparing thi, iigure with Figure 10-23, it is obvious that
most of the larger particles had been removed from the cloud of passing
through the settling chamber.

Particle counts and particle-size determinations on the samples used
for Figures 10-29 and 10-31 revealed that 10 per cent of the powder particles
entering the settling chamber had diameters of five microns or larger, I
while only 0. 7 per cent of the particles leaving the chamber had a diameter
larger than five microns. I

Using the device just described, two belts were impregnated with
charcoal powder, one with powder directly from the powder-cloud gene Itor,
the other with powder from the settling drum. Distinct differences were
observed between the images developed with these two different belts.

Pictures developed with unseparated powder appeared "normal" as
expected. Pictures developed with the smaller particles showed excessive
con trast and some halo a, ound dark objects. Both of these characteristics
have been associated with low electrical charges on the powder particles.
A possible explanation for this low charge is given later. I

More important to the study at hand was the observation that the
numbe'r of large agglomerates in the pictures developed with the fine I
ijArticles was about the same as in pictures developed with the powder con-
taining many larger particles. It was concluded that agglomeration of pow-
der occurs somewhere in the development apparatus or as a result of the
powder being deposited on the cloth belt. Further study must be made to
locate the exact source of agglomerates. But it has now been established I
that the large particles appearing on the print are agglomerates, and that
they are formed either during the coating of the belts or later in the develop- j
ment procedure.
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FIGURE 10-29. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF POWDER PARTICLES
PRODUCED BY POWDER-CLOUD GENERATOR
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FIGURE 10-30. POWDER-SETTLING DEVICE USED TO
REMOVE LARGE POWDER PARTICLES FROM
OUTPUT OF POWDER-CLOUD GENERATOR
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An explanation of the ,~ 1 - tw;licr 4ia;ges on the finer partic-les
mnay be found in a retLt'10 .,rtn 't !)W" B. ui'1(iu A; cording to
Kuiikel, p;n tl1prti.le atre t hi (' by -h( rI- leiles of air and mnay not
strike the L dpilliar y c Oar g in 8  iir w ftine r or its freq~ue ntly as.,

1 g- r particles, and, he~n(f -i o tu i I (i r e i !,v4-r eIec t r , c al c h art
In general, thc charge ont a j . r rca se almost as tht-

1ct~r#- , the dii itel r 41 Ll'j

The Movement of Powder r'ar,,Lclet iii the Development Region. In
powder-cloud development, at powdcr imiage is produced onl the ele~tro-
photographic plate because elc. trically charged particles are drawn out
of the powder cloud by the ,'icctrical field created be~veen the plate and

the development electrode. If 1lie t boid were sLtationary during develop-
ment of an image, the mutionl of jjcowd: r particles would be simiple, and
probably would not be a factor in deterining the quality of the images

produced. However, since the ( loud must move during development, the
particles must describe curved traje tories in moving to the plate, and the
final distribution of powder on the imiage inust be the result of a complicated
dynamic situatiion.

In performing the work.s rcported in this section, it was assumed thatI
an understanding of the behavior of in JIdt% particles of powder in the
development zone would provide a better uider standing of the whole process
of powder-cloud development, and, hence, would lead to practical improve-
ments in powder-cloud development. Representing an initial attack on the
problem of the dynamics of powder-cloud cvelopment, the following serves
to open the field for future invest,,,atiori, ir addition to giving several
interesting and valuable re sult-i.I

In a first approach to the p -. h_1erv tL was assumed that. (1) the
powder cloud move.i in simple laininar flow between the plate and the
development electrode, (2) the particles of powder are uniform in size and
electrical charge, (3) the motion of the particles does not disturb the move-
ment of gas, and (4) the movemrents of' thi partic'les at right angles to the
flow of gas are completely independent cof theiir movement with the laminar
flow of gas. More- sophi stic atecd ass ;rnptions myay be possible later,.

Figure 10-32 shows the region bebween the electrophotographic plate
and the development electrode with the parabolic distribution of gas velocityI
characteristic of laminar flow. The origin of the coordinate system is
placed midway between the plates for convenience. For this situation,
where vx is the velocity parallel to the flow of the gas between the plates,

(10 )'2). Kunkel.* W. Bi. The Static 11lectrification of D~ust Pai lickes oil Dispersiou into a Cloud: J. Applied
11.-1:, August. 1950. pp 820-832.
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y is the distance fron thv I n -r ot Iht. plate" i1l at right angles to the
plates,

vx = -ay + (-)

In this equation, a is an arbitary constant to be evaluated later, and
3/2 V x is the maximum gas velocity between the plates expressed in
terms of Vx, the average velocity of the gas between the plates which can
be determined from the ,otal flow of gas and the distance between the plate
and the development electrode. The constant a can be evaluated by con-
sidering that at y u Y/, vx z 0, a = 6Vx/YZ. The expression becomes:

_ y 2 + x (10-4)Vx = 2 y2

VI-....._ .

IU O

- yI

FIGURE 10-32. DISTRIBUTION OF GAS VELOCITY
BETWEEN ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE AND DEVELOPMENT ELECTRODE

A-2t29

In this equation, y is actually a function of time, L, and y = Vyt,
since it is assumed that the particle under consideration is moving parallel
to the y axis with a uniform velocity, V . Using this relationship,
Equation 10-4 becomes:

, 6 ;7x Vy
2 t2+3

Vx = " + . (10-5)

Now, the actual position, x, of the particle starting from the origin of
the coordinate system is given by:
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xm Vxdt=""Vx V t +dt+V dt + C 10-i)

or,

x VxVy t + (17)

In this equation, C equals zero, because it was assumed that x is zero
when t is zero. Again, expressing x in terms of y rather than in terms
of t,

.Y=- i + Y (10-8)
yVy

Thi,. same equation will hold tor negative values of y since the whole
system is symmetrical with respect to the midplane between the two plates.

To obtai.- numerical results from Equation 10-8, it is necessary to
know values for Y, the space between the electrophotographic plate and the
development elctrode; Vx, the mean velocity of gas flowing in the develop-
ment regions; and Vy, tie velocity ) tl. -jrti( le normal to the plate as
produced by the electrical fe id re. flti f-pre th," electrtcal charge on the
electrophotographic image.

Although calculated in a 5ubsequellt section of this report, the fol-
lowing values of these constants wilt be used here to preserve continuity in
the practical implications of the present calculations -- Vy = 58 centimeters
per second, Vx x 450 centimeters per second, and Y = 0. 038 centimeter.
Using these constants, Equation 10-8 becomes:

xx - 10730 /y 3 + 11.62 y . (10-9)

Figure 10-33 shows a plot of the results of this equation for the case
of pc-rder flowing between an electrophotographic plate and a development
electrode. According to these assumptions, powder moves as far as three
millimeters past the edge of an electrically charged area of the plate. How-
ever, it must be remembered that this represents only a transient con-
dition, and that, as soon as powder builds up on the plate, the electrical
field between the plate and the development electrode is reduced until it
approaches zero for complete development. In this case, the flow of pow-
der is seriously altered. Again, powder will not continue to move towardthe plate after the powder passes beyond the boundary of an electrically
charged area.
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'rhis calc ulation rep re sent tric ii itt cii pt to study the dynamnic s
of powde r-c loud det veloI()~ nt, it. It is hi pet Ihiit fuirther c alculationcs arnd ex .-
perimental ye rificatioris will 4ivc grcitte r uridi( rstanding of the process "lnd
lead to p~ractical irnpiovcnwi,!-..

Electrical Charge on P~article-,, From pttst iieasurernient, of jjovI(Ir

particles, it is reasonable! to is ;uume a particle diamnete r of two rrcicrorcs
and a specific electrical charge of 40 rni,-rocoulombs per grain of developcr
powder. To find the weight of ;t single particl(. of powder, it is necessary
to know the density of the material. This was determined as ippruximattly
1. 45 by finding that particles float Pi a. li qic having a density Uf 1. 50 but
sinik in a liquid having a density of 1. 40. Using the figure of 1. 45, the
mnassu of a two-rnic ron pait i4 Ic was cac Itated to be 6. 1 x 10-1 grain, Orf
there are 1. (04 x 101 1 piirtiL V s per grami uf powder. From this number,
it can be calculated ilhat there is ani electri( al charge of 24. 4 x 10- 17
coulomb per patrticle. Arbit rarily, it xvai as ,umned that the particles to
be studied would have three timies the amount of this charge, this factor

being used to ahloy for tv 1%!s ha':,ing zero or reverse-polarity electrical
charges. With this F- :to flit 'ie arge on) the particle is 2. 16 x 10 b6
ele( trostatic unit.

Us ing a poterit'al j, p- i,00 volti a,_rob the space of 0. 038 centi-
meter between the eiectropluLgi aphic plate and the development electrode
gives a potential gr dient which would produce 8. 75 dynes force on a unit
charge in the field. T'iL;, corrnbi-ned wvKt 'L the figure for the charge on the

particle of powder, gi .. o ice o( 1. 8c4 x 10-- dyne on the average
particle.

A brief (:cl iiti ()'d) ~ ii this porticle showed
it to be ILegligitb1c .1 (h 1J! _, .,rh t el ect i-a force,

To calculate the -; cloc ity ol IT:.otion Oii th Ik Velocpment zone, a
modif ic ation of Stck es I I iw was us ed in i h f ()r rm

F x3av D I (10-10)
K m

where F is the drag oa the j) .rticle in dynes, L is the viscosity of the fluid,
v is the velocity of the particle, 2 is the diariiettcr of the particie, and Km
is a correction factor who:,e value is 1.098 for the size of particle involved
here.

Solving Equation 10-10 for the velocity of the particle using the above
values, gives 58 centimeters per second for the velocity of the particle
moving toward the plate in the development region. 'It is interesting to note
that, at this velocity, only ibout 0. 7 millisecond will be required for the
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particle to travel the whole diStanlc brtwet: the develuproent electrode
and the plate. Everi so, c al( ul ationrs reported above indicate that the
particle would have moved about three millimeters along the plate during
its travel through the developnmzint zone.

Velocity of the Gas in the Development Zone. From previous data
on the amount of gas flowing from the development zone, it can be cal-
culated that the average velocity of the gas in this region is about 450 centi-
meters per second.

Prevention of Unwanted Deposition of Powder

Constant-Velocity Transition Zone. In the high-speed development
unit, transition between the turbulent flow in the capillary tube and the
laminar flow in the development region is carried out in a simple, relatively
effective device. However) this device does not distribute the powder
cloud uniformly and it collects a large quantity of powder. It had been pro-
posed that this accumulation of powder might be prevented if the transition
from turbulent to laminar flow could be carried out in two separate steps.

The first step would be a constant-velocity transition from turbulent
to laminar flow, accomplished by using a fishtail-shaped transition section
of constant cross-section area to pass from the circular tube to a flat,
rectangular tube. No powder should deposit in this region because of the
high velocity of the air flow. The second step would be a transition from
the high-velocity laminar flow to the low velocity of gas useful in develop-
ing electrophotographs. No powder should deposit in this region because
of the laminar flow.

This type of transition zone has been tested and found only partly
satisfactory. The device constructed to test this type of transition was
formed by clamping together two plates of cold-rolled steel 3/6 inch thick,
about 6 inches wide by 15 inches long. Shims of the proper thickness and
shape were placed- between the edges of the two plates to form the desired
fishtail-shaped ducts. The plates were clamped together with 1/4-inch
screws spaced one inch apart to insure the plates being well seated on the
shims. The surfaces of the plates were smoothed with emery cloth and
polishing paper to remove any rough spots or burrs.

Figure 10-34 is a sketch showing the internal dimensions and shape
of the fishtail duct. The design of the duct is somewhat arbitrary. Except
for the important considerations that, in the first part of the duct, the
cross-sectional area must be kept roughly constant and that, throughout
the device, the direction and velocity of the flow must not change rapidly,
the design was governed largely by duct thicknesses that could be produced
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by a slight deformation of rigid steel plates. The duct was intended to

operate using a powder cloud of charcoal in air flowing at free-air-flow

rates of less than six liters per minute. Approximate values of the Reynolds

number are noted in Figure 10-34 for several points along the duct. These

values are for a free-air-flow rate of about five liters per minute.

Testing the device consisted of passing a powder cloud through it for

a minute or longer and then dismantling the device for inspection. In

every trial, inspection revealed some accumulation of powder in the duct.

Some powder deposited rather uniformly in the cross-hatched region shown

in Figure 10-34. This deposition suggests that the diffuser portion of the

duct expanded too rapidly to preserve laminar flow. Presumably, this dif-
ficulty might be overcome by lengthening the duct. A more troublesome

deposition of powder occurred in the high-velocity, laminar-flow portion of

the duct. There, for unknown reasons, islands of powder formed slowly,
eventually bridging the narrow gap between the plates and causing pro-

nounced streaking. However, no simple change in the design will eliminate
this difficulty. For this reason, and since modifications of the device to

eliminate deposition in the diffuser section would lead to a rather cumber-

some device requiring high air pressures, no further work on this device
is warranted at this time.

Porous-Plate Development Electrode. In the high-speed development

unit, the most objectionable deposits of unwanted powder occur where the
powder emerges from the capillary tubing and impinges on the plate and on

the development electrode. This deposition possibly could be prevented by
blowing air through the back of a porous metal electrode into the develop-

ment chamber.

To try this, a portion of the development electrode was replaced by a
sheet of porous stainless steel(l) 0. 032 inch thick. During the develop-
ment process, air was blown through this porous plate into the development

chamber and a jet, of powder from the capillary tube was arranged to im-
pinge directly onto this porous plate. The amount of powder deposited on
the porous plate was reduced substantially when air was passing through
the plate. However, some powder did deposit on the plate. Microscopic
examination of the porous steel plate revealed that the pores occupied only

about one-fifth of the total area of the plate surface and that the pores
were as much as 0. 005 inch apart. A material having a greater porosity

undoubtedly would give better results, but such a material has not been ob-
tained. Two other manufacturers were contacted, but their products had

still lower porosities.

If powder were fed into the development chamber parallel to the

development electrode rather than directly against it, the present porous
material might give satisfactory results. This approach has not been

investigated.

(1) Manufactured by the Mi-ro Metallic Corporalion. 30 Sea Cliff Avenue, Glen Cove, New York.
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tubes, tW.i hijth' h tv pressrc ga ivt- oiivertititly high flow rates, and be-

cause some of the lower pre-,survs did not produne suifficient electrical

charge on the powder cloud to be measured accurately. Between three and

eight readings were mniade for each set of conditions.

Figure 10-Z6 is a plot of moost of the data obtained in this series of

experiments. In this plot, the specific electrical charge of t - powder,
that is, the amount of electrical charge per unit weight of powder in the

cloud., is plotted against the Reynolds number for the flow through the dif-

ferent tubes.

The most obvious information obtainable from Figure 10-20 is that

the data are not consistent. The variations in the electrical charge are

undesirable in themselves, and they may obscure trends that otherwise

might have been uncovered in this work.

The electrical charge produced on the powder cloud did not depend on
the length of the tube within the limits of this test. The electrical charge

obtained with the tube 1. 45 inches long) for a given diameter and a given
rate of flow, was about the same as the electrical charge obtained from the
tube 7. 85 inches long for the same rate of flow. This was true for tubes
of all four diameters tested.

For a constant Reynolds number for the flow through the tubes, tubes
having smaller diameters produced more electrical charge on the particles

of powder than did the large tubes. For example, the amount of electrical
charge produced for the same Reynolds number with flow through the tube
0. 010 inch in diameter was roughly twice that produced by flow through the
tube 0. 020 inch in diameter. The mean velocity of the flow through the
smaller tube was twice that through lie larger tube. This observation sug-
gests that the electrical charging may be chiefly a function of the force with
which a particle strikes the wall of the tube, which, for highly turbulent
flow with a Reynolds number much greater than 2200, would be proportional
to the mean velocity of flow through the tube.

The results of these experiments suggested several modifications to
the high-speed development technique. One such modification, shortening
the capillary tube used in the development unit, has been tried. The capil-
lary tube having a diameter of 0. 023 inch, which was usually six to eight
inches long, was shortened to 1. 6 inches. The pressure of the Freon gas
was then reduced until the flow rate through the shorter tube was about the
same as with the longer tube. In all other respects, the development tech-
nique was left unchanged.

Figure 10-27 is a reproduction of an electrophotograph produced
so"..tlI . caPillary tube only 1. 6 inches long. The original of this picture
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FIGURE 10-27. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPH DEVELOPED) WITH POWDER-
CLOUD UNIT USING CAPILLARWY 'TUBE 1. 6 INCHES
LONG
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and all of the ele troph otogr,,hh r d u-,iug the short capillary tube
are apparently similir in qu lU ity I, thti k- ,btidied with the longer tube o
the same internal dianrvter. A:, (Ic' ribed later in this report, images of
very high quality have been prepared jbing ctapillary tubes as short as one-
sixteenth inch. The need is evident for rilure fUndtrMental information on
the mechanism of charging particles of powder electrically while they are
suspended in a gas.

Study of Characteristics of Development Process

The Formation of Agglomerates in Aerosols, Deposition of large
particles of powder on the plate during powder-cloud development con-
stitutes one of the difficulties yet to be overcome in electrophotography.
These large particles, appearing on the final prints, may be large chunks
of charcoal that existed in the original powder, or they may be agglomerates
that either were not broken up in the capillary tubes, or that formed be-
tween emission of the cloud from the capillary tubes and deposition of the
powder on the electrophotographic plate. The probability that agglomeration
may be important led to the investigation of this general problem in handling
aerosols. This study is still in progress and conclusive results cannot be
given.

In an aerosol, the particles of material are in perpetual "Brownian"
motion due to continual molecular bombardment. Whether the aerosol is
at rest or moving, the Brownian motion provides ample opportunity for
collisions between particles. In the study of aerosols, it has been generally
assumed that all or most of such collisions result in a combination of the
two particles to form an agglomerate. This almost universal coalescing of
particles on contact may be due to electrical forces, Van der Waal forces,
or mechanical adhesion.

The density of the powder cloud, the size of the particles of material,
and the time interval between the forming and using of the cloud, are only
a few of the factors known to determine the degree of agglomeration in an
aerosol. A number of other factors are of importance.

When any two particles collide and remain in conwact, a primary ag-
glomerate is formed. This new particle increases the heterogeneity of the
aerosol, and, since the heavier particle responds less readily to Brownian
forces than does a single particle, there will exist a difference of velocity
between the lighter and the heavier particles. In this fashion, additional
particles strike the primary agglomerate and adhere to it. If the time
interval is long enough and the electrical forces negligible, the larger
particles may settle out, leaving a less densely populated volume in which
new collisions can occur.
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In 1917, M. Von Smoluck-ovw'ki( 10- 1) rnid t 1 theoretic al study of the

process of agglomeration in aeros;ols. As~sumring a homogeneous distribution

of uncharged particles and using only the diffusion caused by Brownian

movements, he arrived at an equation for the r;tt at which agglomneration

would reduce the number of particles originally 1present in the suspension.
If short periods of time are considered, thcrn thu , iuation, with minor

changes, can be used to determine the rate of !Wru.j ,tion of primary two-

particle agglomerates in thm e wroo]. In tins formi, the Ae ji'at ion becomnes:

dn = Rjr l('2 (10-1)

where P is the tiniye rsA !-;, co COstiol, n ;i -the r urn ir oi agglonile rates,
T is the absollte trp-o tit-, -r r.- ;)cr ()f I-jt ici~s per
cubic centimeter, N is 01k,~i '. 10 0L,;- u.dviO sity of the
gas.

This equationi, ye>(- Ift mr~ii~ur rotc zt which agglomnerates would

form in an aerosol. It is iriti-r stitog to note that. the rate is independent of
the size of the particles bu~t : portional to the square (f the number of

particles. The rate is proportional to thie firstL pocwer of the absolluZ tem-
perature, which makes it relativrly irdvpti~i:o cf normal temperature
changes for usual ambient coniditions,.

If approximate valuies are suibstituted in [Lq uation 10-1, an estimate

can be made of a lower limit of agglomreration. Using 8. 31 ergs per degree
centigrade per gram molecular weight for R, an absolute temperature of
300 K, 186 x 10-6 poise for the viscosity of the gas, p, and 6. 023 x 1023
for the number of molecules per gram molecular weight, Equation 10-1
becomes:

dn - 1. 49 noz x i0-10  (10-2)
dt

A value for no can be arrived at by logical assumptions concerning
the powder used. The particles were assumed to be 2. 5 microns in diarm-
eter, and the density of the particles was estimiated at 1. 45 by noting thatI
the particles float in a liquid having a density of 1. 50, but sink in one
having a density of 1. 40. Using these data, and the observed fact that in
the cloth-belt powder-cloud generator, about 0. 2 milligram of powder is
blown into every 60 cubic centimeters of gas, there are about 2. 8 x10
particles per cubic centimeter of aerosol. Using this figure in Equation
10-2 gives a value of only 12 agglomerates formed per second for each

(10-1). Von Smoluckowski, M.. Versuch einer mathemnatischen Theorie der Koapulationkinetik Kolloider
L~stingen: A. physik. Chuni. * Vol 92, 1917, pp 129-168.
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cubic centimeter of aerosol. This is negligibly small, which means only

that there is a possibility that agglonL-eration is not a serious problem in

the practical case; it certainly does not prove the absence of agglomeration

from causes not accounted for in this calculation. For example, this con-

sideration takes no account of the electrical charges known to be present

on particles in powder-cloud development.

The attempted calculation of agglomeration in powder clouds was
considerably more difficult than anticipated originally. Important factors
such as turbulence in the cloud and the electrical charge on particles could
not be taken into account. A number of tests were outlined to determine
how the density of the powder cloud affects the amount of agglomeration.

Images were developed with the high-speed, continuous-tone powder-cloud
development device and examined under a microscope. A question arose
immediately as to whether the large areas of powder observed were large
single particles or agglomerates of smaller ones. To settle this question,
the size of the original powder particles was determined by making a series
of electron photomicrographs of particles of charcoal which had been ball
milled for 48 hours.

Figure 10-28 is a typical example of one of these photomicrographs.
The particles seem to be of all sizes, ranging from barely perceptible ones
even at this magnification of 10, 82OX, to particles so large that a single
one fills the entire field. A particle count and a particle-size determination
were made on ten different fields containing a total of 993 countable
particles. An analysis of this count showed that over 90 per cent of the
powder particles had diameters of less than one micron. This indicated
that most of the powder comes from the ball mill as small discrete particles,
but it did not rule out the possibility of an occasional large particle. How-
ever, not enough large particles were observed to account for the many
large particles seen on developed electrophotographic plates.

Following ball milling, the powder was put into a powder-cloud
generator which metered and deposited it on a moving cloth belt. To
determine if agglomeration is caused by the powder-cloud generator it-
self, photomicrographs were made of the output from the generator.

Figure 10-29 is a photomicrograph of the powder as it comes from
the original powder-cloud generator. Agglomerates as large as 20 to 30
microns appear in this picture, showing that some agglom'eration occurs
in generating the powder cloud. These agglomerates are approximately the
size of some of the "pepper" observed on developed electrophotographs.

Another experiment raised doubts as to whether the original powder-
cloud generator is the main source of agglomerates. In this experiment,
the output of the powder-cloud generator was passed through a settling
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chamber and then to the device usv d to c,.0 the cloth belts for the develop-

ing apparatus. 7Photornicrographs were the, rntde of the particles not re-

moved by the settling chamber.

Figure 10-30 shows thi. r-rang(-,n2-ii. 1 , -,,eparate the large and
small particles. Applying St,, ' ! t f. , !, fdlling in a viscous

medium, it was cal':ilattd tit t 1, of Fir per minute
passing through this p),r, *l,, "r powdere', <ehircoal
having a density of approxi ottl,.- 1 , ,Vuld i taSC settling of particles

larger than five microns in di:t-iwtc1. Particles, smaller thai, this would
pass through the charber t the d(.v" for ilpj re gnating the dc( eloper
belt.

Figure 10-31 is a phot.r,-,, r(,-- j ;t I, t' ,wdcr as it came from the
settling drum. Comparing th) ;igur with Figure 10-23, it is obvious that
most of the larger particles hod been removed from the cloud of passing
through the settling chamber.

Particle counts and particle-size determinations on the samples used
for Figures 10-29 and 10-31 revealed that l0 per cent of the powder particles

entering the settling chamber had diameters of five microns or larger,
while only 0. 7 per cent of the particles leaving the chamber had a diameter
larger than five microns.

Using the device just described, two belts were impregnated with
charcoal powder, one with powder directly from the powder-cloud gene itor,
the other with powder from the settling drum. Distinct differences were
observed between the images developed with these two different belts.

Pictures developed with unseparated powder appeared "normal" as
expected. Pictures developed with the smaller particles showed excessive

,contrast and some halo a.'ound dark objects. Both of these characteristics

have been associated with low electrical charges on the powder particles.
A possible explanation for this low charge is given later.

,More important to the study at hand was the observation that the
numbir of large agglomerates in the pictures developed with the fine
p.-Articles was about the same as in pictures developed with the powder con-
taining many larger particles. It was concluded that agglomeration of pow-
der occurs somewhere in the development apparatus or as a result of the

powder being deposited on the cloth belt. Further study must be made to

locate the exact source of agglomerates. But it has now been established
that the large particles appearing on the print are agglomerates, and that
they are formed either during the coating of the belts or later in the develop-

ment procedure.
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FIGURE 10-29. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF POWDER PARTICLES
PRODUCED BY POWDER-CLOUD GENERATOR
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FIGURE 10-30. POWDER-SETTLING DEVICE USED TO
REMOVE LARGE POWDER PARTICLES FROM
OUTPUT OF POWDER-CLOUD GENERATOR
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An explanation of the .,,i I 1 o ljvr on the finer partikde:.

may be found in a recent irtli 't I. L_ B K;i .(O-z) A,. _ortng 'o

Kuikel , :xnall particle a ;arc I h , r' b'r U h, ri ,,,I icies of ir and may not

strike the capillary charging iv i rw tri, itier or as frequeztly as

ld ge r particles, and, hence., iu .. q,tir( j ,.'r electr.cal chart

In general, the charge oh) a 1'i, , , ,ase almost as thk_

square (t the diameter t, ti, i

The Movement of Powder iiari cle ", In the Development Region. In

powder-cloud development, a puwdcr inatge is produced on the electro-

photographic plate because elIcttri(,.l!y harged pirticles are drawn out

of the powder cloud by the ? let trica.l hell created between the plate and

the development electrode. if ,he tloid wre sLttionary during develop-

ment of an image, the motion ,f (4 )\uw dr particles would be simple, and

probably would not be a factor in deterniining the quality of the images

produced. However, since the dlotid must move during development, the

particles must describe curved trajec turies in moving to the plate, and the

final distribution of powder on the inage ,nust be the result of a complicated

dynamic situati-,n.

In performing the work reporLed in this section, it was assumed that

an understanding of the behavior of in Itid.Ll particles of powder in the

development zone would provide a better a iderstanding of the whole process
of powder-cloud development, and, hence, would lead to practical improve-

ments in powder-cloud development. Representing an initial attack on the

problem of the dynamics of powder-clouc ,cvelopment, the following serves

to open the field for future in~et.ati.r, ir addition to giving several
interesting and valuable res,,It .

In a first approach to the p j)bji i was assumed that: (1) the

powder cloud move. in simple laminar flow between the plate and the

development electrode, (2) the particles of powder are uniform in size and

electrical charge, (3) the motion of the particles does not disturb the move-
ment of gas, and (4) the movenicuts ot th,: particles at right angles to the
flow of gas are completely indcpe ,_c4it cf their novement with the laminar

flow of gas. More-sophistic ated aIss :.ptions may be possible later.

Figure 10-32 shows the region betveen the electrophotographic plate

and the development electrode with the parabolic distribution of gas velocity

characteristic of laminar flow. The origin of the coordinate system is
placed midway between the plates for convenience. For this situation,

where vx is the velocity parallel to the flow of the gas between the plates,

(102). Kunkel, W. B. , The Static Elctrlfiatiom oi Dust Paitlcles on l)isiersiou Into a Cloud: J. Applied
P['I .. ,V ;1 t:i, August. 1950. pp 8.0-8.2 .
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FIGURE 10-31. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF POWDER PARTICLES
LEAVING CYLINDRICAL SETTLING DRUM
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y is the distance from n lhit entcr (of Ow plits a at right angles to the
plates,

vx  -ayz + . °

In this equation, a is an arbitary constant to be evaluated later, and
3/2 Vx is the maximum gas velocity between the plates expressed in
terms of Vx, the average velocity of the gas between the plates which can
be determined from the otal flow of gas and the distance between the plate
and the development electrode. The constant a can be evaluated by con-
sidering that at y = Y/ =, Vx 0, a = 6Vx/Y2. The expression becomes:

_ 2 -xy + (10-4)

y!
I Vx

Y 06- - - -- ....

!I ,,/

-Y

FIGURE IO-32. DISTRIBUTION OF GAS VELOCITY
BETWEEN ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE AND DEVELOPMENT ELECTRODE

A-U22g

In this equation, y is actually a function of time, L, and y = Vyt,
since it is assumed that the particle under consideration is moving parallel
to the y axis with a uniform velocity, V . Using this relationship,
Equation 10-4 becomes:

vx = - V yt2 + • c (10-5)

Now, the actual position, x, of the particle starting from the origin of
the coordinate system is given by:
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x Vxdt 6 V" Vy tidt + 1 -V dt + C (10-6)
Y7 x

or,

y2 t .vxt Tx t . (10-7)

In this equation, C equals zero, because it was assumed that x is zero
when t is zero. Again, expressing x in terms of Y rather than in terms
of t

2 Vxy3 3VxF 7  +-- Y " (10-8)

Thi , same equation will hold tor negative values of y since the whole
system is symmetric'tl with respect to the midplane between the two plates.

To obtain numerical results from Equation 10-8, it is necessary to
know values for Y, the space between the electrophotographic plate and the
development elictrode; Vx, the m,.ean velocity ()A gas flowing in the develop-
m en t re gion s '; an d _' L, t c t i .. u. ,1y, , t e p,, rti, Iv no rm al to the pla te a s

produced by the electritcl tirid r- dtir ' !r, -mn t,,- elcctrical charge on the
electrophotographic image.

Although calculated in a tiubseqicit section of this report, the fol-
lowing values of these corstaits wilt be used here to preserve continuity in I
the practical implications of the present calculations -- Vy = 58 centimeters
per second, Vx z 450 centimetcrz per iecord, and Y = 0. 038 centimeter.
Using these constants, Equation 10-8 becomes:

X-- 10730 y 3 + 11.62 y (10-9)

Figure 10-33 shows a plot of the results of this equation for the case
of powder flowing between an electrophotographic plate and a development
electrode. According to these assumptions, powder moves as far as three
millimeters past the edge of an electrically charged area of the plate. How-
ever, it must be remembered that this represents only a transient con-
dition, and that, as soon as powder builds up on the plate, the electrical I
field between the plate and the development electrode is reduced until it
approaches zero for complete development. In this case, the flow of pow-
der is seriously altered. Again, powder will not continue to move toward I
the plate after the powder passes beyond the boundary of an electrically
charged area.
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This calcuilation reprieseni ue 1u attv iopt to study the dynamics

of powder-cloud developincit. It is fwpcd thot fuirther calc ulationis and ex-

perimental verifications will givc greater Iind( rstanding of the process "lid

lead to practical improvemt,-,

Electrical Charge on iParticlve,. From pas.-t iticasurernenti of Ipov/dcr

particles, it is reasonable to ats:;uine a particle diameter of two inicrons

and a specific electrical charge of 40 mnicrocoulornbs per gram of developcr

powder. To find the wecight of ak single particle of powder, it is necessary

to know the density of the material. This was determined as ipproxiniately

1. 45 by finding that particleS float Pi a liqid having a density of 1. 50 but
sink in a liquid having a density of 1. 40. Using thc figure of 1. 45, the

mass, of a two-nmic ron paiticle wvas calcula-ted to be 6. 1 x 10-12 grain, or

there are 1. 64 x 10 1 1 piart( I. - per grant of powder. From this number,

it can Lec calcuihtted that there icn an electri( al charge of 24. 4 x 10-17

coulomb per patrticle, Arl.itcrarily, it xvas ab!ilmed that the particles to

* be studied would have throe timies the amount of this charge, this factor

*being used to alloy for 1, ticles h;a'zing Zero or reverse-polarity electrical
charges. With this f_, :to Jj thte charge on) the particle is 2. 16 x 10-6

electrostatic unit.

Using a potentlil 'trp k, _100 vultj a -roz:,s the space of 0. 0 38 centi-

meter between the electruplot- graphic, plate and the development electrode

gives a potential gr. dier~t which would produce 8. 75 dynes force on a unit

charge in the field. 1 ,i-;, comrbinied vr'th the figure for the charge on the

particle of powder, gi;. force of 1. 89 x 10-5 dyre on the average
particle.

A brief chlc-ulati'_)taOl. v'ct ori this p~i rticle showed
it to be negligiblet 6, JA, ,'ucu irh t'-.e ele( ct rical force.

To calc alate the ' .1ioc a y ol rnotior i, Lfth_ tt >_.2Iopmnent zone, a
modification of Stc.kes' I iw was used in h form

F 3qu-. (10lD
Km

where F is the drag ona the ph.rticle in dynes, Lt is the viscosity of the fluid,
v is the velocity of the particle, D is the diarnetcr of the particle, and Km
is a correction factor who:,c value is 1. 08 for the size of particle involved

here.

Solving Equation 10-10 for the velocity of the particle using the above
values, gives 58 centimeters per second for the velocity of the particle
moving toward the plate in the development region. 71t is interesting to note
that, at this velocity, only ;,bout 0. 7 millisecond will be required ior the.
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particle to travel the whole distance bitwcen the develupment electrode
and the plate. Even .o, cal, ulations reported above indicate that the
particle would have moved about three mjillimeters along the plate during
its travel through the development zone.

Velocity of the Gas in the Development Zone. From previous data
on the amount of gas flowing from the development zone, it can be cal-
culated that the average velocity of the gas in this region is about 450 centi-
meters per second.

Prevention of Unwanted Deposition of Powder

Constant-Velocity Transition Zone. In the high-speed development
unit, transition between the turbulent flow in the capillary tube and the
laminar flow in the development region is carried out in a simple, relatively
effectve device. However, this device does not distribute the powder
cloud uniformly and it collects a large quantity of powder. It had been pro-
posed that this accumulation of powder might be prevented if the transition
from turbulent to laminar flow could be carried out in two separate steps.

The first step would be a constant-velocity transition from turbulent
to laminar flow, accomplished by using a fishtail-shaped transition section
of constant cross-section area to pass from the circular tube to a flat,
rectangular tube. No powder should deposit in this region because of the
high velocity of the air flow. The second step would be a transition from
the high-velocity laminar flow to the low velocity of gas useful in develop-
ing electrophotographs. No powder should deposit in this region because
of the laminar flow.

This type of transition zone has been tested and found only partly
satisfactory. The device constructed to test this type of transition was
formed by clamping together two plates of cold-rolled steel 3/6 inch thick,
about 6 inches wide by 15 inches long. Shims of the proper thickness and
shape were placed between the edges of the two plates to form the desired
fishtail-shaped ducts. The plates were clamped together with 1/4-inch
screws spaced one inch apart to insure the plates being well seated on the
shims. The surfaces of the plates were smoothed with emery cloth and
polishing paper to remove any rough spots or burrs.

Figure 10-34 is a sketch showing the internal dimensions and shape
of the fishtail duct. The design of the duct is somewhat arbitrary. Except
for the important considerations that, in the first part of the duct, the
cross-sectional area must be kept roughly constant and that, throughout
the device, the direction and velocity of the flow must not change rapidly,
the design was governed largely by duct thicknesses that could be produced
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by a slight deformation of rigid steel plates. The duct was intended to

operate using a powder cloud of charcoal in air flowing at free-air-flow

rates of less than six liters per minute. Approximate values of the Reynolds

number are noted in Figure 10-34 for several points along the duct. These

values are for a free-air-flow rate of about five liters per minute.

Testing the device consisted of passing a powder cloud through it for
a minute or longer and then dismantling the device for inspection. In

every trial, inspection revealed some accumulation of powder in the duct.

Some powder deposited rather uniformly in the cross-hatched region shown
in Figure 10-34. This deposition suggests that the diffuser portion of the
duct expanded too rapidly to preserve laminar flow. Presumably, this dif-
ficulty might be overcome by lengthening the duct. A more troublesome
deposition of powder occurred in the high-velocity, laminar-flow portion of
the duct. There, for unknown reasons, islands of powder formed slowly,
eventually bridging the narrow gap between the plates and causing pro-
nounced streaking. However, no simple change in the design will eliminate
this difficulty. For this reason, and since modifications of the device to
eliminate deposition in the diffuser section would lead to a rather cumber-
some device requiring high air pressures, no further work on this device
is warranted at this time.

Porous-Plate Development Electrode. In the high-speed development
unit, the most objectionable deposits of unwanted powder occur where the
powder emerges from the capillary tubing and impinges on the plate and on
the development electrode. This deposition possibly could be prevented by
blowing air through the back of a porous metal electrode into the develop-
ment chamber.

To try this, a portion of the development electrode was replaced by a
sheet of porous stainless steel(I) 0.032 inch thick. During the develop-
ment process, air was blown through this porous plate into the development
chamber and a jetofbf powder from the capillary tube was arranged to im-
pinge directly onto this porous plate. The amount of pcwder deposited on
the porous plate was reduced substantially when air was passing through
the plate. However, some powder did deposit on the plate. Microscopic
examination of the porous steel plate revealed that the pores occupied only
about one-fifth of the total area of the plate surface and that the pores
were as much as 0. 005 inch apart. A material having a greater porosity
undoubtedly would give better results, but such a material has not been ob-
tained. Two other manufacturers were contacted, but their products had
still lower porosities.

If powder were fed into the development chamber parallel to the
development electrode rather than directly against it, the present porous
material might give satisfactory results. This approach has not been
inve stigated.

(1) Manufactured by the Micro Mtallic Corporahioi. 30 Sa Cliff Avenue, Ghen Cove, Nw York.
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Heated Development Electrode. Because of known effects of thermal

gradients on the motions of powder particles, attempts were made to reduce

the amount of powder deposited on the development electrode by creating
a thermal gradient between it and the electrophotographic plate during the

development procedure. Three temperatures were used: the electrode I
was heated to 130 F, held at 80 F, and cooled to 40 F. In all cases, the
electrophotographic plate was at 80 F On obsr-ving the amounts of pow-

der deposited on the electrode in th: H-i ee cases, no differences attributable
to the thermal gradients could ht' observed. It i assumed that other,
stronger forces, resulting f. om the high velocity of the air and the electri-
cal field, masked any effect of the *hernial gradient,

Device for lipregnating Cloth Belt With Powder

A cloth belt impregnatEcd withr noxdercl charcoal(l) is used with the
powder-cloud generator of the high-speed development unit. The cloth
belt originally used in this generator consisted of a strip of cotton flannel
7Z inches long and about 1-1/4 inches wide, into which powdered charcoal
had been brushed by hand. This technique for impregnating the cloth belts
produced belts which were entirely satisfactory, but it has a number of
limitations. The amount of powder forced into the cloth depends on the
person preparing the belts on the way he handles the brush, and on the
vigor with which he brushes.

To eliminate these variables, an automatic machine was built for
impregnating cloth belts with powder. It consists of an arrangement for
blowing the powder cloud produced by a disc-type powder-cloud generator
through the cloth belt at a low enough velocity that most of the powder
particles deposit in the cloth.

Figure 10-35 is a photograph of the belt-impregnating device. The
mechanism has a constant-speed capstan for driving the cloth belt; two

spool holders, one driven through a slipping clutch, the other arranged to
provide tension for the belt by means of a friction brake; and a powder-
cloud-supply tube ending at a rectangular orifice in the smooths cylindrical
plate over which the belt is pulled. The impregnating device is used with
the cloth-disc-type powder-cloud generator(2). The amount of powder
forced into the cloth can be varied by changing the speed of rotation of the
disc in the powder-cloud generator or the rate at which the cloth belt moves.
At present, belts are fed twice through the device. The device works well,
and eliminates the human element in preparing powder-impregnated belts.

(1) Final Progress Report. December 31, 1951. pages 1-92 and 1-93.

(2) Finl i-ptt, Ncunhber 3 1, 1951, pages 1-86 and 1-,8.
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FIGURE 10-35. DEVICE FOR IMPREGNATING
CLOTH BELTS WITH POWDER
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TR I(CTED

New Type of Powder-;1oud,_n___ itor

potentially situ'o r,,th o o prodcig, powder cloud involves
spray vaporization of a'dispersion \ofcl;'aircoal pow .c:r in liquid Freon 12.
This method was un sa )e in the i t\#,cific formt V,,,t d, alth.0cigh it might
be satisfactory und! othefcopditiY' .

Th eto as te'tl by coTtrluctin8 a snail Freon bomb from a
six-inch length of iwo-inch-dltamete, pipe, to the base of which was fixed
an outlet tube and)icontrol valve lead''ng to an orifice 0. 004 inch in diameter,
or to an 8. 0-inchPtengtt of 0. -in -di eter capillary tubing. The
bomb was filled vith liq',-.fd FreIn 2 to which had been added one per
cent by weight ot.pulveriz'ed charcoaA This concentration is approximately
equal to the concentration of the powd: clouds used in developing good
pictures.

r OW
In the fir ,t tr,,a of the r.'nb-ty,',e gn'vur, thc valve was opened

so that the lqtid - ,rslon und, er full bomlblf' 'essure was supplied to the
orifice and the tube. hei A . roddtld contsstd of two components, a
well-dispersed cloud of charcoal pa. 1 ' ., and a spray of droplets of the
mixture of liquid Freon and charcoal If tne itout of the generator was
directed at a white card one foot away from :the orifice,,,..th. card was
enveloped in a cloud of fine particles, but it wuld also be ieii-sp4tt-red
with spots formed by the comparatively li ,'e df"oplets of liquid Freon., I

Freon droplets are present in the stteaT' because, the enthalpy of
liquid Freon is considerably less than its -ieat of vaporiz'ation. Conse-
quently the stream of Freon leaving the or lefice will vaporize explosively
at first, breaking the stream into droplets, this explosive vaporization I
stops as soon as the liquid is cooled to its boiling 'point. In the case of
Freon 12, this temperature will be reached'when less than one,-tii-Cdof the -
liquid in the stream has vaporized. After tj at, th, ,.cornparatively slow
process of evaporation from the surface of d droplets vipo "i'-.,5 Q .
Freon, a process which would not tend to bri', "'.e.,./oplets. Two
things might be done to overcome this difficul 7(1) the Freon-charcoal
dispersion might be heated enough to vaporize all the Freon, which would
require raising the temperature of the mixture to about 100 C and using I
pressures of several hundred pounds per square inch, or (2) the mixture
might be heated after spraying. In the latter case, it might not be possible
to transfer the required amount of heat during the relatively short time
available.

One attempt to heat the Freon as it was vaporizing consisted of re-
leasing the liquid dispersion through a capillary tube instead of from an
orifice. Here it was hoped that the dispersion could acquire heat from thecapillary tube as the dispersion moved along the tube under gradually
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decreasing pre'osures. -lere again, a large proportion of the spray con-
sisted of liquid droplets, A, nd the number of droplets was not appreciably
decreased by L(eating the oapillary tube electrically until it was hot to the
touch. K'

Othe: ' rrangements Pivolved spraying the mixture into a small cham-
ber to whichwas attached a short capillary tube. However, with this ar-
rangement, ;'he system sooniclogged, apparently because of the powder
remaining wnen the spray dr'plets evaporated on the walls of the chamber.

A promising modificati)n of this method involves substituting liquid
carbon dio,,ide for Freon 12, ,)The enthalpy of liquid carbon dioxide should
be great eo'.ough that thy 1:; wioIilwuld vaporize before its temperature drops

er its tr"LpV U a.::--7 C. Such an arrangement would require a thick-
W cJ- -d . -4.1 iLlar itoiecylinders used for carbon dioxide fire ex-

tingushers.- uS-uch an aariiemient has not been tested.

Microm,.nifold De-veopment Dev ,ce

Ir' earlier studies(i) oGf the ",harging of powder clouds flowing through
capilla-'y tubes, the charging of ti t e powder cloud was found independent of
the length of the tubes, for consta.4jt flow rates. Also, the quantity of
charg generated on the particles 1,f the cloud was roughly proportional to
the avJerage velocity of flow, at ieat when the flow was turbulent. These
cons i4lerations suggested that powd',r particles might be charged using a
row cf short capillar' d-2ct'-,', s-mall diameter instead of the long capillary
t-abe, 1 sed ear',.1 

' 5t- cil Ia "micror.'anifold" of capillary ducts might have
the ; !aCi.,cLial advantages of increasing the uniformity of development across
the width of the plate, and of making it possible to design development
devices for processing much wider plates than the four-inch span develop-
able with the single capillary tube. Also, such a micromanifold !night
reduce the clogging problem, or at least restrict unwanted deposition of
powder to areas which are easy to clean, The micromanifold developed
at Battelle appears to possess these advantages.

The internal diameter of the capillary ducts in such a micromanifold
was originally conceived as being perhaps 0. 002 inch to 0. 003 inch. How-
ever, because it was comparatively easy to fashion the ducts by casting
metal around wire of 0. 0035-inch diameter and then withdrawing the wire,
the device was designed around this size.

(1) Seventh Quarterly Progress Report to The tlaloid Company on "Continuous-Tone Electrostatic Electro-
photography". March 31, 1952.
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To insure turbulent flow through the small tubes, a Reynolds number
of 8000 was selected for the flow. The flow rate necessary to produce such
a Reynolds number was calculated from the conventional equation

N = pVD (10-11)Re P

where NRe is Reynolds number, p is the density of the fluid (in g/cm 3 , for
instanceT, V is the average velocity of the flow (in crmi/sec), D is the duct
diameter (in cm), and p is the absolute viscosity (in poises or in dyne-
see/cm2 ).

This equation has been converted into a specific form for convenience
in making calculations by substituting for the average velocity the value in-
dicated by the equation relating velocity and flow rate in a circular cross-
section tube giving:

V 4F (10-12)

where F is the flow rate (cm3/sec). For this equation, the variables of
flow rate and tube diameter were converted to units used in the laboratory
measurements, and values were substituted for the density and viscosity
of Freon 12 at 27 C and atmospheric pressure. These were 4. 92 x 10-3
g/cm 3 for the density and 1. 25 x 10 - poise for viscosity. The resulting
equation is:

NRC 330 F 12NRe d 330 d (10-13)

where fFI2 is the flow rate in liters/min of Freon 12, and d is the internal
diameter of the duct in inches.

Another equation used frequently and derived in the same manner
relates Reynolds number to the flow rate of Freon 12 between parallel
plates:

NRe z 520 fFI... 2 -4

N e wl (10-14)

where fF12. is the flow rate in liters/min of Freon 12, and w is the width
in inches of the flow stream -- not the interplate distance. :

Similar formulas for dry air at 27 C and atmospheric pressure are:

and NRe 55. 0 L, (10-15)

fa
NRe = 8 6 .0 ' P (10-16)

W
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where fa is the flow rate in liters/min of dry air.

Using Equation 10-13 and values. for tube diameter and Reynolds num-

ber of 0. 0035 inch and 8000, respectively, the flow rate required was found

to be:
N Red

.Fl2 = 329 or (10-17)

8000 x 0. 0.035
f - • 0.085 1/min . (10-18)
F12 329

It follows directly from the above calculations that, in order to supply

the 12 liters of gas per minute used in the single-tube development unit,
there would be required 12/0. 085 or 142 ducts across the four-inch width
of the development region, or about 35 ducts per inch.

The maximum length of the ducts to pass 0. 085 liter of gas per
minute, without requiring pressures greater than 60 psi as available from

the cylinder of Freon, may be calculated by relating pressure difference
to flow rate, length of tube, and tube diameter. In the case of turbulent
flow through relatively smooth tubes, an empirical relation is:

pk = (10-19)

where p is the pressure difference, I is the length of the tube, f is the
flow rate through the tube, and k is a coefficient depending on friction.
Assuming the cast ducts have about the same smoothness as the drawn
hypodermic-needle tubing, data from the pressure drop through hypodermic-

needle tubing can be used to determine a usable length for the cast ducts.
The following values, measured using hypodermic-needle tubing, were
substituted in Equation 10-19: f a 2. 3 liters per minute, d = 0. 023 inch,

I a 4. 5 inches, and p f 34.4 psi. This gives a value of 9. 3 x 10-9 for k.
Now, solving for I, and using 60 psi as a practical maximum for the pres-

sure and 0. 0035 inch as the inside diameter of the ducts we get:

9.3x 10-9 f 2  (10-20)

1 (60) (0. 0035) 5l (9. 3x 10-9) (0. 085j (O-l

1 a 0. 47 inch . (10-22)

This is a pratical maximum for the length of the duct. The pressure re-
quired is proportional to the length of the tube, so that a tube only one-third
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as long, about 0. 16 inch long, would require only 20 psi to produce a flow
rate of 0. 085 liter per minute of Freon 12.

A trial micromanifold was made to specifications differing slightly
from those just given. This manifold was one inch long and contained 30
ducts, each 0. 0035 inch in diameter spaced 0. 03.1 inch apart. The micro-
manifold width and therefore the duct length, was 0. 1 inch. Designed to
be one of the three walls between the plate and development electrode
bounding the development region, the micromanifold was made 0. 030 inch
thick, the spacing between the plate and electrode.

The micromanifold was made by first forming a grid with 32 wires
to the inch. Then, two strips of brass, each one inch long, 0. 1 inch wide,
and 0.01 inch thick, were pressed together with the grid between, using a
force of about 20, 000 pounds. The brass strips then were soldered to-
gether and the wires pulled out.

Figure 10-36 is a sketch of the arrangement used to test the micro-
manifold. This arrangement was not designed as a practical development
device, but merely to test whether or not the micromanifold would charge
and deagglomerate the powder cloud. The powder cloud is conveyed from 1
the cloth belt to the micronanifold through a comparatively large conduit
which, because of the low-velocity flow, would collect much powder.

Figure 10-37 is a reproduction of a picture produced with this test
arrangement in a development time of ten seconds using Freon 12 at 50 psi
with powdered charcoal. The quality of the picture is comparable with the
best quality produced with the single-tube developing unit. The original
had the brown tone associated with the fine-grain pictures produced with
well-electrified charcoal.

An interesting indication of the effectiveness of the micromanifold
was given in one test in which the plate was accidently sealed improperly
to the micromanifold. In this case, the powder cloud leaked into the
development region without passing through the capillary ducts and developed
a picture with the black color, the halo, and background deposits charac-
teristic of pictures made with poorly charged and agglomerated powder.

Powder still deposited at the outlets of the ducts. In fact, there ap-
pears to be about the same quantity as obtained with the single-tube unit.
However, the powder is deposited where it can be cleaned from the electrode
when the plate is changed.

Deposition of powder near the inlet side of the ducts is caused by the
low-velocity turbulent flow in that region. In a practical development unit,
this would be overcome by making the conduit to the capillary ducts a
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high-ve]ocity region, or by generating the cloud at the inlets of the capil-

lary ducts. However, because of the smallness of the ducts as compared

with the rectangular slot used in the present cloth-belt-type powder-cloud

generator, there was some question as to whether a flow of gas into a hole

0.0035 inch in diameter would remove much powder from a belt. In order

to resolve this question, the existing powder-cloud generator was modified

to provide a take-off device having a tube of 0. 0035-inch internal diameter

touching the cloth belt. The tube was about 0. 3 inch long, and, after

various pressures had been applied to the generator, it was found that 40

psi was needed to produce a flow rate of 0. 085 liter per minute. This

checks well with the calculated value of 38 psi, using the value of k deter-

mined for a hypodermic needle. The concentration of the powder in the

cloud, 0. 15 per cent to 0.30 per cent by weight, was somewhat lower than

the concentration obtained with larger tubes--from 0. 4 per cent to 1. 0 per

cent by weight. However, in the arrangement used to measure the amount

of powder produced by the modified generator, a substantial fraction of the

powder was deposited on the walls of the short tube leading to the collecting

device, so that the numbers obtained are not valid. Such a generator should

produce sufficiently concentrated powder clouds for rapid development of

continuous-tone electrophotographs.

Practical Multitube Development Device

Use of a single capillary tube in the high-speed development device
is limited to developing a plate not more than four inches wide. During

1952, some effort was applied to designing a unit that would be applicable
to developing larger plates.

Previous work had shown that, when the powder cloud entered the

development chamber at more than one point, streaks occurred on the image
wherever the adjacent streams of powder impinged on one another. How-

ever, using the micromanifold arrangement described above, streaking ap-
peared near the outlets of the tubes but the streams of powder quickly

merged to give a uniform flow of powder cloud through the development
region.

To collect additional data on the manner in which the streams of pow-
der merge, a device was built in which several tubes were fed from the

powder-cloud generator and the effective spacing of the tubes at the develop-

ment chamber could be varied from 0. 5 inch to 4. 0 inches in increments of
0. 5 inch. The values chosen for tube diameter, tube length, and maximum I
numbLr of tubes were the results of computations similar to those described
in the preceding section of this report. It was assumed that the total flow

through the development region should be 0. 5 liter per secondp that the
velocity of the cloud through any tube should be approximately 1000 feet
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FIGURE 10-37. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPH DEVELOPED WITH MICRO-
MANIFOLD TEST ARRANGEMENT
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per second, and that air would be used at 40 psi. With this information,
families of curves were plotted giving the number of tubes which could be
used for different diameters and lengths of tubes. The Reynolds number
in the tube was calculated for each case. The values assumed above were
obtained from previous conditions which gave good electrophotographs.

Figure 10-38 shows the results of these computations for 6 to 250
tubes across the four-inch width of the development zone. Several factors
influenced the final choice of eight tubes, the principal factor being the
length of tube required to reach from the powder-cloud generator to the
sides of the development electrode. Since the length required is ap-
proximately three inches, no more than nine tubes could be used. The
availability of tbing with an internal diameter of 0. 020 inch suggested the
use of seven tubes. As a compromise, eight tubes were chosen and the
length of each tube increased to 3. 25 inches. This gives a Reynolds num-
ber in the tubes of approximately 12, 000.

Figure 10-39 is a sketch of the eight-tube powder-cloud development
device. The tubes lead directly from the powder-cloud generator to the
development area and enter it at an angle of 10 degrees to the electrode
rather than the 90 dt yrees used in the one-tube devices. Although not ob-
vious on the drawing, all capillary tubes have the same length.

With the eight parallel capillary tubes, 0. 5 inch apart, entering the
development chamber, the powder cloud in the chamber appears to become
uniform about seven-eighths of an inch beyond the ends of the tubes. After
testing this arrangement, the spacing between the tubes was increased by
0. 5-inch steps until they were 2. 0 inches apart. At this spacing, the pow-
der cloud did not become uniform until it had travelled 1. 75 inches from
the ends of the tubes. Under each condition, images of good quality were
obtained after the streams had merged.

Figure 10-40 is a photographic copy of an electrophotograph developed
using the unit shown in Figure 10-39. For this image, air was used at a
pressure of 100 psi and the cloud of powder flowed from the bottom to the
top of the image. Image development was completed in 0. 8 second. The
short development time resulted from modification in the powder-cloud
generator discussed later in this report.

This multiple-tube development device should, by simple extension,
develop areas of any reasonable width.
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250 -Assumptions:

2001 Pressure drop in tubes, 40 pounds
Air velocity through tube, 1000 feet

per second
Flow rate through 4-inch-wide

development-chamber, 0.5 liter
100 per second

8 0 _- r_

12 Wc A Tube diameter

*&40
0

0 1 Tube length

E

WlReynolds numbr-2'O%\4\ ______

0 I2 34 5
Tube Length, inches

0 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025
Inside Diameter of Tube, inch

-J, , I I I I. .

5000 10,000 25,0)
Reynolds Number

FIGURE 10-38. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TUBE LENGTH, INSIDE DIAMETER.
AND REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF
CAPILLARY TUBES TO GIVE SAME AIR-FLOW CONDITIONS
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Effect of Powder-Cloud Density of Rate of Image Development

One of the major objectives of this phase of the project was to reduce I
the time required to process electrophotographs. Through various modifi-

cations made earlier in the development process, development time had I
been reduced to approximately 10 to 15 seconds for complete development

of a fairly dark subject. However, it was desirable to reduce this time

still further, perhaps to less than one second.

One of the factors influencing the time required to develop an image I
is the density of the powder cloud in the development chamber. This, in

turn, depends on the amount of powder released per unit time and on the

volume of gas used to release this mass of powder. I
Concentration of Powder on Cloth Belt in Generator. To determine

how development time is affected by powder-cloud density, a number of
experiments were performed in which the cloth belt for the powder-cloud
generator was impregnated with various amounts of powder to vary the I
density of the powder cloud.

The first test was made using the belt-impregnating device described I
in Figure 10-35. The cloth belt was passed through this coating apparatus
once and then put into the powder-cloud generator. A known volume of

Freon 12 at 40 psi was forced through the belt, carrying the powder
through the capillary tube either to a collector where the mass and specific

charge of the powder were determined, or to the development area where
development time was measured to obtain a standard image. The technique
used to measure the mass and electrical charge of the powder, and the
standard image used to measure development time have been described in I
an earlier report(l).

Three more tests were made by passing the belt through the coating I
apparatus two, three, and four times before it was used in the development
apparatus. In a fifth test, the coater was modified slightly and the belt I
was passed through once. In a sixth test, the speed of the belt through the
modified coater was decreased to allow more powder to be deposited per
unit area of belt.

Table 10-4 gives results of these tests. Increasing the powder

loaded into the belt increases, somewhat, the density of the powder cloud
in the development chamber. This is accompanied by a corresponding

change in the time required for development. Also, the amount of electrical
charge on the particles of the powder cloud depends on the concentration of
the cloud.

(1) Final togu Rebport to The Haloid Company on "Condnuv-ms -Tone Electrostatic Electrophog raphy",
December 31, 1961, pp 1-115 through 1-118.
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FIGURE 10-40. PHOTOGRAPH OF ELECT ROPHO TOG RAPH
PRODUCED USING THE EIGHT-TUBE
POWDER-CLOUD DEVELOPMENT DEVICE
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While some decrease in development time follows increased loading
of the cloth belt with powder, this method does not appear promising as a
way of reducing development time significantly.

Rate of Travel o -loth Belt Through Generator. Another way of in-
creasing the density of the cloud produced by the powder-cloud generator
is to increase the speed of the powder-impregnated belt past the exit
orifice. In the generator used in the past for developing pictures in 10 to
15 seconds, the belt runs through the generator at a rate of about 0. 2 inch
per second. This speed was increased 15 times, to 3. 0 inches per second.
As the rate increased, the density of the cloud became greater and the time
required for development of an image decreased until, at a speed of 3. 0
inches per second, only one second was required to give complete develop-
ment. However, with decreased development time, image quality de-
creased slightly. As a result, later work was directed toward improving
the quality of the images produced when development was completed in one
second.

It was the use of this powder-cloud generator at a belt speed of 3. 0
inches per second that made it possible to obtain complete image develop-
ment in less than one second when using the eight-tube device described
earlier in this report.

Efft( t of Air Added to Powder Cloud After Generation. In all recent
work on powder-cloud development using the single capillary needle to
convey the cloud from the generator to the development region, the powder
passes through an air-aspirator device described and pictured in Figure
1-4Z of the Final Report to The Haloid Company on "Continuous-Tone Electro-
static Electrophotography, December 31, 1951. The function of this device
was never fully understood, but it does improve the quality of the images
produced. Because this device has an effect on the density of the powder
cloud in the development region, experiments were conducted to investigate
its function more fully, and the design of the aspirator was modified to give
positive control of the amount of air added.

Figure 10-41 is a sketch of the modified device with the action of the
mixing chamber changed from aspiration to positive addition of air. In
this way, a known flow rate of air could be maintained and larger volumes
of air could be added.

Using this device with the side air-inlet tube closed so that no air
was added to the powder cloud after it was generated, a number of images
were made with the belt traveling through the generator at the rate of 3. 0
inches per second. The development time was one second, and the Freon
12 was supplied to the generator at pressures ranging from 40 psi to 67 psi.At all pressures of Freon 12 used, the images obtained were below average
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. Grooved development electrode

Luc ito

Throat, Air inlet

0ii25- 1Dcopper tube
Mixing '-3

chamber

0.375" 1 D "Brass plug

' -Powder-cloud input, 0.023"I D

capillary from powder-cloud

generator

Scale: Full size

FIGURE 10-41. MODIFIED POWDER-CLOUD MIXING CHAMBER

USED ON HIGH-SPEED DEVELOPMENT UNIT A-4346

in quality, with those produced at the lowest pressures being the poorest.

The images contained large particles of powder, had a coarse grain-, and

showed a considerable amount of "halo".

The next experiments were performed with the pressure of the Freon

:held constant at 60 psi and with air added to the mixing chamber through the

side tube at rates ranging from 10 liters to 60 liters per minute. The

development time was again held at one second. As the amount of air

added was increased, the quality of the images increased markedly; when

air was added at the rate of 60 liters per minute, the quality of the images

produced was excellent.

Additional images were produced using a similar arrangement with

the exception that the Freon to the generator was maintained at 40 psi; and,

instead of supplying air to the mixing chamber, Freon 12 was added through

the side tube at rates again ranging from 10 liters to 60 liters per minute.

All of the images produced were poor in quality, although some improvement

was evident when the flow rate of the added Freon was 60 liters per minute.
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These images were characterized by a coarse grain, "halo", dark over-
all tone, and excess powder deposited in highlight areas. I

To continue this series of experiments, air was substituted for the
Freon in the powder-cloud generator. With the side tube to the mixing
chamber closed, the pressure of the air to the generator was varicd from
40 psi to 100 psi. The images obtained were poor tn quality, similar to
those obtained when Freon was used in the generator and the side inlet I
tube was closed. Somewhat improved images were obtained when the air
was at 100 psi, a pressure greater than that available easily with Freon,
and with the side inlet tube closed.

The next and final experiments in this group were performed using air I
in the generator at 40 psi and adding air to the mixing chamber at rates of
from 10 liters to 60 liters per minute. The quality of the images improved
with increased volumes of added air until, when air was added at the rate
of 60 liters per minute, images showed very fine grain and a quality con-
siderably above average. These images, developed in one second, were I~of a quality at least as good as those produced with the original high-speed

development unit, in which the development times were 15 to 20 seconds. I
From these experiments, it was concluded that other factors being

constant, air supplied through the powder-cloud generator or added in the
mixing chamber gave better quality images than did Freon 12. In addition,
the more air added through the side inlet tube to the mixing chamber, the
better the quality of the images obtained. The reason for these results are l
not well established, but some possible explanations have been suggested.

With all other conditions constant, because of the different values of I
the viscosity and density of air as compared with Freon 12, the Reynolds
number for Freon 12 flowing through a passage will be approximately six
times greater than that for air flowing through the same channel. This
increased Reynolds number, which implies a greater tendency toward tur-
bulent flow, may be the reason for denser pictures and the powder being I
deposited in highlight areas when Freon was the only gas entering the
development region. There is a remote possibility that Freon may have a
different effect on the electrical charge of the powder particles than does I
air.

The improved image quality noted with higher volumes of gas passing
through the development chamber may be a result of increased charging of
the powder particles because of their higher velocities, either through the I
powder-cloud generator or in the mixing chamber, However, a more likely
explanation is that the increased volume of gas associated with the powder
may simply dilute the cloud to such an extent that the amount of agglomeration I
occurring in the cloud is decreased and a finer grained image is produced.
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The greater flow rates may cause a finer dispersion of powder to be created
before it enters the development charmber. Further work is required to
determine the validity of these arguments.

Effect of Removing Capillary Tube From Development Unit. Because
of the pronounced effect of the rate of gas flow on the quality of the images
obtained when developing images in one second, the function and importance
of the capillary tubing leading from the powder-cloud generator to the
mixing tube was questioned. This capillary tube, 0. 023-inch inside dia-
meter, was removed and a tube, 0. 25-inch inside diameter, put in its
place. However, the air still had to pass through an opening 0. 046 inch in
diameter but only 0. 063 inch long. Using air, the Ilow rate of gas through
the generator was adjusted to the same value used when the capillary tubing
was in place. Air was then added to the powder cloud through the side
inlet tube at rates up to 60 liters per minute. Using this arrangement, the
quality of the images improved with increasing flow rates until, when air
was added at the rate of 60 liters per minute, images of superior quality
again were obtained in a development time of one second. In addition to
having very fine grain, barely visible under twenty-power magnification,
these images had a black tone rather than the sepia tone normally as-
sociated with electrophotographs developed with powdered charcoal.

It is now evident that high-quality images can be developed in one
second or less by several different modifications of the powder-cloud
technique. No attempt has been made to decrease the development time
still further by running the cloth belt through the generator even faster,
but there is no evidence that any limit has been reached. However, there
is little practical advantage, at present, in reducing the development time
much more because of the longer periods required for some of the other
steps of the processing cycle.

Resolution of the Electrophotographic Process

Measurements on developed images show that the process can now
resolve at least 56 lines per millimeter on the plate, and at least 40 lines
per millimeter on the final print. This resolution is better than any ob-
tained previously. The resolving power may now be limited by the quality
of the lens used in the laboratory, a 12-inch f/4. 5 Radar Anastigmat, by
vibration in the building, or by other uncontrolled conditions.
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Electrophotographic-Transfer Materials

During the period covered by this report, a search was made for a
material other than damp dye-transfer paper or retatively short-lived
pressure-sensitive tapes for use as final print material. Dampened dye-
transfer paper makes good images, but the fact that it must be dampened
before use and dried afterwards is a major drawback in a field application.
For this reason, other types of materials have been sought which might
give suitable transfer of electrophotographic images.

Waxed Paper

An attempt was made to transfer an electrophotographic image to a
sample of waxed paper produced by the Munising Company of Chicago,
Illinois, and provided by Mr. S. Levinos of the Signal Corps. The image
transferred to this waxed paper was of approximately the same poor
quality as that obtained when transferring to dry bond paper. This waxed
paper in considered unacceptable as an image support.

Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive-Coated Paper

A fairly comprehensive search was made in previous work to find a
commercial pressure-sensitive tape which would be satisfactory as an
electrophotographic-transfer medium. As described in the Final Progress
Report dated December 31, 1951, conventional commercial tapes have quite
the opposite characteristics of those desired for electrophotographic transfer
mediums. For example, a transfer tape should have little tack, while most
commercial tapes are formulated to have maximum adhesive strength and
tack. The adhesive should have a particularly smooth and unmarked sur-
face, while in most commercial tapes the condition of the surface is either
of little concern or purposely textured to impart special properties to the
tape.

However, a new adhesive-transfer material was obtained which has
many of the characteristics needed for making high-quality transfers of
continuous-tone electrophotographic images. This new material is not an
adhesive tape in the usual sense, Rather, it is a commercial paper coated
with a very thin layer of a material that imparts a slight tack to its surface.
Several modifications of this material have been especially prepared by the
Champion Paper and Fibre Company of Hamilton, Ohio. All samples were
based on types of a high-gloss, cast-coated paper known as "Kromekote".
These papers have a particularly smooth surface which makes them well
suited for a backing sheet of an electrophotographic transfer medium. After
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coating these sheets with various formulations of adhesives, their tack is
so low that they show little tendency to stick to other materials and, hence,
can be handled without interleaves. In spite of this low tack, these coated
papers transfer a large fraction of the powder image from the electro-
photographic plate. However, somewhat greater pressure is required to
transfer powder to these materials than to dampened dry-transfer paper.

During this work, several variables were investigated. The weight
and type of the raw paper stock, the type of adhesive used, the percentage
of adhesive in the coating material, the thickness of the coating of adhesive
applied, and the amount of stabilizer added to the adhesive have all been
considered.

No specific information concerning a given sample has been supplied
by the manufacturer, but the results of the tests on each of the coded papers
have been reported to him. The manufacturer, in turn, has made what his
technical people believed to be appropriate modifications to improve the
characteristics of the paper. As a result of this work, definite improve-
ments have been made both in the ability of the paper to provide a transfer
image of good fidelity, and also in the stability of the adhesive coatings
used.

As mentioned previously, the pressure required in making a transfer
with these new materials is somewhat greater than that required when using
dampened dye-transfer paper. To determine the pressure needed to produce
a satisfactory transfer of the powder image from an electrophotographic
plate to these different coated papers, a transfer device was constructed
Which could apply known and adjustable forces to a transfer roll.

Figure 10-42 is a sketch of this pressure-transfer device. By
changing the amount and p.osition of the weights on the lever arm, a wide
range of forces is available. The rollers used have a center of steel and
are covered with & firm rubber blanket. This rubber, when on the steel
center, has a hardness of 87 as measured on a rubber hardness meter
designated as the Rex Model A, manufactured by the Naugatuck Chemical
Division of the United States Rubber Company(l). The force on the top
roller can be adjusted from 0 to 1, 000 pounds. A force of from 300 pounds
to 800 pounds on the roller gave an acceptable transfer on most of the sam-
ples tried. A more compact unit is under construction which will use
springs rather than a lever arm to obtain the force necessary to give a
good transfer.

Figure 10-43 presents a comparison of the quality of images trans-
ferred to dampened dye-transfer paper and to a specially coated "Kromekote"

(1) 150 Elm Street, Naugatuck, Connecticut
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paper(l). The transfer to the "Kromekote" paper was made on the device
described above using a force of 400 pounds on the top roller. The
Manufacturer states that the white dust spots on the paper would be elimi-
nated if production methods were used to prepare such a paper.

A larger quantity of this paper will be obtained and further tests will
be made under various conditions of temperature and humidity. At present,
it appears that this material will be suited for use in a field camera; it
gives good images, requires no moistening or drying, and is reported to be
no more expensive than dye-transfer paper.

Fixing of Transferred Images

!* No special attention has been given during the year to the problem of
fixing an electrophotographic image after it has been transferred. For
many purposes, the unfixed print may be satisfactory, as the image is
relatively well attached to the transfer paper and even dark portions of the
image will not shake off nor smudge easily. Fixing can be done easily,
however, by spraying the print with a thin lacquer or other plastic. In the
laboratorys Krylon in a Freon-pressurized dispenser has given good results.

CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions can be drawn from the past year' s
work on this project:

1. The addition of tellurium to the selenium on an electrophotographic
place can increase the over-all photographic speed by a factor of 17, and
can extend the spectral response to cover all of the visible spectrum and
some of the near infrared.

2. Plates made with a layer of selenium-tellurium mixture over a
thicker layer of selenium not only exhibit the same photographic speed and
as much panchromaticity as one-layer selenium-tellurium plates, but they
can be reproduced more consistently.

3. Concentrations of tellurium in the top layer of a two-layer plate
may be at least ZO per cent to obtain the desired panchromatic response.

(1) Code A as described in letter dated November 5, 1962, from Dr. W. P. Taylor. Champion Paper and
and Fibre Company to W. E. Bixby. Battelle Memorial Institute.
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4. Of the factors believed to affect the electrical characteristics of

two-layer plates, concentration of the tellurium has been found to be very I
important, rate of deposition of the film much less important, arid tem-

perature of the backing plate of comparatively little importance in the

region between 60 C and 80 C. Other conditions b,, e not been studied I
completely enough to warrant positive conclusion.;.

5. The electrical characteristics of both single-layer and two-layer I
selenium-tellurium plates depend on sensitizing conditions. Some plates

show a marked improvement in quality when charged with corona currents I
higher than usual and for times longer than usual.

6. Microscopic examination of selenium films is a practical tool I
for determining the extent of crystallization in the films. Crystallinity
appears necessary to produce red sensitivity in plates containing selenium

alone, but it is not necessary in obtaining panchromaticity in selenium-

tellurium plates. 1
7. Suitable apparatus has been constructed to process selenium-

tellurium plates, even though they may have rapid dark-decay rates. Proc-

essing of plates from sensitization through development can be completed I
now in less than three seconds.

8. Selenium-tellurium plates appear to have inherent properties

that will give images of a quality equal to that obtained on selenium plates.

In addition, these plates have speeds approximating an ASA rating of 20 to I
30, daylight.

9. A practical plate-sensitizing unit was built which does not re- I
quire a bulky power supply for its operation. It employs a radioactive

material and miniature batteries, and can sensitize a plate in 15 seconds.

This completely eliminates the need for a bulky power supply in a portable
camera.

10. Satisfactory electrophotographic images can be developed now in
less than one second. I

11. Plates considerably wider than the standard four-inch plate used

previously can be developed now using an extension of an image-developing

unit devised this year.

12. An adhesive-coated paper has been found which appears to have j
the characteristics necessary for a suitable medium to which electrophoto-

graphic powder images can be transferred. It requires no moistening or

interleaving, and is relatively inexpensive.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of improvements made during 1952, a number of recom-
mendations can be made concerning possible use of these improvements at
present and as to the course future research should follow.

Plates

In the work of the past year, it has been shown that two-layer
selenium-tellurium plates having about ten times the photographic speed of
selenium plates, and having P. spectral response extending into the red,
can be produced about as consistently as selenium plates. Also, selenium-
tellurium plates can be made with 15 to 20 times the photographic speed of
selenium plates, with a maximum sensitivity in the green, and with high
sensitivity in the red. This is not necessarily the best that can be achieved,
but it is felt that it represents fulfillment of at least one phase of the pro-
gram. Selenium-tellurium plates can produce picture quality comparable to
that obtainable with selenium plates, but selenium-tellurium plates are more
difficult to use because their electrical characteristics are markedly af-
fected by exposure to light, by repeated charging, and possibly by other
actions.

In general, two-layer selenium-tellurium plates have the character-,
istics needed to make electrophotography practical for military purposes.
It is true that additional research is needed on such plates, but such re-
search should be directed largely to learning why such plates vary in
properties even though made under apparently identical conditionu. If
reproducible plates can be produced routinely, with the spectral response
and photographic speed of the best plates made during 1952, the plate prob-
lem can be considered solved while research is being devoted to other
phases of electrophotography.

Sensitization

Additional work will be required to determine the best techniques and
conditions for using radioactive-sensitizing units. Problems involving rates
of charging under various spacing and voltage-gradient conditions have been
considered in only a preliminary way, and no attempts have been made to
determine the effect on charging rate of changes in the housing surrounding

4the source and the plate.
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More information is needed on the effect of continued exposure of
plates to a radioactive source, and how this effect may be related to the I
intensity of the radiation. The possibility of contamination from the radio-
active material should be considered under various conditions that might
be encountered in the field.

Development I
To decrease the time required to develop a continuous-tone electro- I

photograph, it is recommended that the driving mechanisms on existing
belt-type powder-cloud generators be modified to turn the capstan within
the generator at approximately two revolutions per second. This will pro- I
vide a cloud of powder capable of developing a four-inch by five-inch electro-
photographic plate in one second. Co maintain a high quality image, it is
recommended also that the system of transporting the cloud of powder from
the generator to the development zone be modified in one of two ways. If
air is added as described in this report, an image of high quality can be
obtained. Increasing the number of capillary tubes transporting the powder
to the development region also will improve the quality of the image. I

Because practical developments have outstripped the understanding
of the processes involved, it is recommended that further work be done to
determine some of the basic characteristics of the powder cloud. The
mechanism by which the cloud is charged electrically is more uncertain
now than at the beginning of the project. The effect of density of the powder j
cloud on the rate of agglomeration becomes increasingly important as
denser clouds are used. A better understanding of the way in which mix-
tures of gases and solids flow in small channels would make the design of I
future units simpler, and might lead to the development of a device well
suited fof use on a continuous basis. The entire subject of powder-cloud j
generation needs more consideration. While the present belt-type works
well, it is not simple to build or service, and is not applicable to continuous
ope ration.

The fast dark-decay rates of selenium-tellurium plates require some
type of device to carry the plate quickly through the various processing I
steps required when making an electrophotograph. Further work is needed
to refine the unit which has been built, or to design an entirely new unit I
which might be more useful than the present one. Eventually, a unit suit-
able for use in the field should be designed and constructed. I

It is recommended that materials other than powdered charcoal be
investigated for use as developer materials. Although charcoal gives images I
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of good quality, it has a sepia tone rather than a true black, it cannot be
fixed easily using heat or solvents, and it may not transfer as readily
from the plate as might some other materials.

Sensitornetry

Work should be continued on studying all the variables affecting the
quality of the finished electrophotographic print. Such things as the thick-
ness of the photoconductive layer, initial potential of the plate, the residual
potential of the plate, and the specific charge on the developer powder,
are all known to influence the quality of the image produced. With
selenium-tellurium plates, proper settings of these variables becomes
even more critical, and it is recommended that they be investigated in
detail.

Transfer

Further tests should be made with the type of adhesive-coated papers
which have shown promise recently. Aging tests, transfer quality at
various temperatures and humidities, ane modifications of the base stock
bearing the adhesive are all recommended. In addition, modificatioas of
the adhesive itself might prove valuable.

IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICIANS

The following is a list of personnel contributing to the work presented
in this report, including a brief statement of the background of each.

Andrus, P. G. ; Principal Physicist. Mr. Andrus has had five years'
research experience in electrophotography and the graphic arts.

Bixby, W. E.; Principal Physicist. Mr. Bixby has had six years'
research experience in electrophotography, including work with special
applications of the process.

Cherry, L. V.; Principal Chemist. Mr. Cherry has had four years'
research experience in physical chemistry and one year' s experience in
graphic arts research.
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Cleland, B. B. ; Physicist. Miss Cleland has had two and one-half
years' experience in metallurigcal research and nine 'months' experience
in electrophotography.

Goldis, B. A.; Principal Electrical Engineer. Mr. Goldis has had
one year' s experience in electronic engineering and three months' ex-
perience in electrophotography.

Kriss, R. S.; Technician. Mr. Kriss has had four years' training
in machine shop and drafting and four months' experience in electrophotog-
raphy.

Matthews, E. P. ; Principal Physicist. Mr. Matthews has had five
years' experience teaching physics and mathematics, and two and one-half
years' experience in electrophotography and graphic arts. f

Medley, H. C.; Principal Mechanical Engineer. Mr. Medley has

had two years' experience in mechanical engineering and two months'
experience in electrophotography.

Paris, B.; Chemist. Mr. Paris has had research experience in
organic chemistry and electronic engineering, and one and one-half years'
experience in electrophotography.

Quinty, Gladys, H. ; Principal Chemist. Dr. Quinty has had three
years' experience in academic research on the chemistry of thorium and J
the rare earths, and five months' experience in electrophotography.

Reid, W. T.; Supervisor. Mr. Reid has been engaged in research
for 23 years, 12 years of which have been in a supervisory capacity. I

Ricker, E. C.; Technician. Mr. Ricker has had five years' research
experience in electrophotography, and special training in silver halide
photography.

Schaffert, R. M. ; Research Consultant. Dr. Schaffert has had 22
years' research experience in the physical sciences and the graphic arts I
and has been actively engaged in Battelle's research on electrophotography
since its inception in 1944.

Stockdale, J. L. ; Chemist. Mr. Stockdale has had four years' ex-

perience in electrophotography. I
Trask, R. K.; Principal Physicist. Mr. Trask has had two years'

experience teachingcollege physics and one year's research on the I
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metallurgy of binary alloys. He has had one and one-half year' a experi-
ence in electrophotography.

Ullrich, 0. A. ; Principal Physicist. Mr. Ul1rich has been engaged
in research on electrophotography for four years, and has had seven years'
experience in the fields of optics and high vacuum.

Walkup, L. E. ; Assistant Supervisor. Mr. Walkup has had six
years' experience in electrophotography and 18 years' experience in
engineering research.

Wilgus, H. M.; Technician. Mr. Wilgus has had six years' experi-
ence in engineering research and one and one-half years' experience in
electrophotography.

Data for this report are recorded in the following Laboratory Record
Books:

5934, pages 68 through 90
5966, pages 17 through 29
6089, pages 29 through 100
6091, pages 43 through 99
6099, pages 66 through 100
6264, pages 54 through 83
6393, pages 3 through 5.
6400, pages 21 through 22
6909, pages 1 through 99
6916, pages I through 100
7319, pages 1 through 33
7382, pages I through 33
7398, pages 1 through 6
7493, pages I through 7
7611, pages 1 through 6

WEB:PGA:OAU:LEW:RMS:WTR/PL:et
January 19, 1953
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APPENDIX A

MINUTES OF SPONSOR MEETING

October 16, 1952

Subject: "Continuous- Tone Electrostatic Electrophotography"
Contract DA-36-039-SC- 123

Persons Present: Steve Levinos, U. S. Army Signal Corps
James M. Chapman, Wright Air Development
Center

John H. Dessauer, The Haloid Company
Harold E. Clark, The Haloid Company
William T. Reid, Battelle
Lewis E. Walkup, Battelle
R. M. Schaffert, Battelle
Paul G. Andrus, Battelle
William E. Bixby, Battelle
Edwin E. Graves, Battelle

This meeting was held on October 16, 1952, to discuss the present

status of the work on this project, and to plan work to be done between
now and November 20, 195Z, the tentative date of the next meeting. This
meeting, too, will be held at Battelle.

The statements set forth in these minutes shall not be considered as

evidence of inventorship nor as constituting recognition of the novelty or
originality of any of the ideas or suggestions proposed by any of the partici-
pants,

Plates

Paul Andrus reported on research done on plates during the past
four weeks. This work can be divided into three parts:

I. Rechecking sensitivity and spectral response of
selenium-tellurium plates made about one year
ago.

2. Preparing single-layer, 93 per cent selenium - 7
per cent telluriump plates by evaporating selenium-
tellurium mixture from a single source.

8 A TTE L L E M E M O R I A L INSTITUTE
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3. Preparing two-layer plates in which the top j
layer, consisting of 93 per cent selenium and
7 per cent tellurium, is approximately ten
per cent of the thickness of the lower layer !
of selenium. I

Remeasurement of Selenium- Tellurium Plates
Made in 1951

Plates Containing Less Than Five Per Cent Tellurium. Andrus ex-
plained that when we started investigating the effects of small additions of
tellurium to selenium in electrophotographic plates a year ago, nearly all
plates showed such rapid dark decay that it was impractical to determine I
their spectral response. With plates containing less than five per cent
tellurium, dark-decay rates were from 10 seconds to 42 seconds when the
plates were charged to initial potentials of 200 to 300 volts. I

Recent chec s show that the dark-decay rate of each of these plates
now is much iower. These plates at present require an average of about !
300 seconds to decay from 200 to 100 volts in darkness when charged to
an initial positive potential of 400 to 500 volts under the newer charging
conditions involving higher corona currents. While a lower dark-decay
rate was obtained when charging the plates under conditions differing from
those used a year ago, the change in dark-decay rate is considered I

;primarily the result of changes in the selenium-tellurium mixture itself.

This has been confirmed by charging a few plates under the old charging )
conditions where lower currents flow from the corona wires. In answer i
to a question from Clark, Andrus reported that initial potentials are
measured approximately three seconds after charging the plate.

Reid suggested measuring the current flowing from the backing plate
to ground rather than measuring the current flowing to the corona wires. !

Clark questioned the effect on dark-decay rate of charging the plates

to higher potentials. While admitting that charging plates to higher I
potentials does decrease dark decay, Andrus believes that the differences
noted in retested plates are too great to be explained by this effect. I

Andrus explained further that the top layer of these particular selenium-
tellurium plates may be rich in tellurium, because these plates were I
made by evaporating a physical mixture of powdered selenium and tellurium.

tI
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Plates Containing About Five Per Cent Tellurium. Plates were

prepared by evaporating a premelted mixture of 95 per cent selenium and

5 per cent tellurium. When first made, these plates exhibited dark-decay

rates ranging from 4 seconds to 60 seconds when the plates were charged to
initial positive potentials of about 200 volts under the older charging con-
ditions. Dark-decay rates for these plates are now one-fourth to one-fifth
those measured a year ago. For example, the dark decays of typical
plates have changed during the year from 4 seconds to 22 seconds, from

40 seconds to 100 seconds, and from 25 seconds to 300 seconds. Andrus

reported that one plate of this group is now more nearly panchromatic

than any other plate tested to date.

Harold Clark questioned the number of times these plates had been
,charged, pointing out that repeated charging might affect the characteristics

of the plate. Andrus replied that these plates had been charged a relatively
small number of times, and that there was no evidence that recharging
could explain the observed results.

Reid raised a question of what might be expected in the way of sensi-

tivity and spectral response if plates containing 95 per cent selenium and
5 per cent tellurium were made today under the same conditions used for

preparing plates a year ago. Andrus replied that we cannot reproduce
plates well enough to permit such a comparison.

Reid suggested that it might be well to study the effect of aging by
storing a series of selenium-tellurium plates under known conditions. No
decision was made to do this, "ut the value of such testing was recognized.

Selenium Plates Containing More Than Seven Per Cent Tellurium.
Plates containing more than seven per cent tellurium were made by evapo-
rating a premelted selenium-tellurium mixture from a single source. When

measured a year ago, dark-decay rates for these plates varied from 10
seconds to 40 seconds, some plates showing slight sensitivity to red light.
Other plates in this group had too rapid dark decay to permit measuring

spectral response. When remeasured recently, the dark-decay rate for
these plates was about 50 seconds, one of the group being the most sensitive
plate tested to date.

Andrus pointed out that, one year ago, residual potential on many of

these plates was high enough to interfere with measuring their sensitivity.
Residual potentials are now lower and do not interfere. Clark said that the
lower residual potentials might be the result, at least in part, of charging

the plates to higher initial potentials. Andrus feels that the lower residual
potential is due primarily to a change in the structure of the selenium-
tellurium layer.

E A T T E L L E M E M O R I A L I N S T I T U T F
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Dessauer asked the numerical value of the minimum practical dark-I
decay rate. Andrus stated that a dark-decay rate of 20 seconds is practical
now, and, with techniques and equipment permitting more rapid develop-
ment, a still faster dark-decay rate will be practical.

Andrus pointed out that the best plates do not show much, if any,
residual potential. Reid stated that the important question is "How does
aging affect the plates, and can we preage plates and obtain the same
results?" Schaffert stated that aging would be expected to cause de- j
nucleation in the selenium-tellurium layer.

I
Single-Layer Plates Made During Past Month
Containing 93 Per Cent Selenium and 7 Per Cent Tellurium

At the beginning of the present period, a water-cooled platen was
used in making selenium-tellurium plates, and both the postevaporative heat
treatment and the rate of deposition of the selenium-tellurium mixture were
being varied. The premelted materials were evaporated from a single
source. Most plates made under these conditions exhibited residual po-
tentials of 400 volts to 600 volts. Such residuals made the plates appear
insensitive to light under ordinary testing conditions. However, when
charged to 1000 volts, these plates were sensitive to light.

Attempts were made to produce four-inch by five-inch selenium- j
tellurium plates, for use in making actual pictures. These plates were
heat treated for 10 to 20 minutes at 80 C after evaporation of the selenium-
tellurium mixture. Again, the plates exhibited residual potentials of about I
400 to 600 volts. These plates will be rechecked periodically to see if
residual potentials change as the plates age. I

With some of these plates, negative sensitization gave a much lower
residual potential than if the plates were charged positively. Dark-decay
rate was about the same regardless of the polarity to which the plates
were charged. I

Two-Layer Plates Made During[ Past Month Using I
93 Per Cent Selenium and 7 Per Cent Tellurium

According to Andrus, multilayer plates offer promise, particularly I
in giving lower residual potential and more nearly panchromatic response.
Several two-layered 50-micron plates were made during the past month,
the bottom layer of 45 microns being seleniump and the top 5-micron layer
consisting of 93 per cent selenium and 7 per cost telturium. The selenium
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layer was deposited in ten minutes, and the thinner seleniumn-tellurium
layer was deposited over a period of ten minutes, both with the plate at
a temperature of 80 C. Plates were heat treated for about two minutes
at 80 C and then cooled, not quenched. These plates had low residual

potential and spectral-sensitivity cutoff at about 575 rnillimicrons, as
compared with a cutoff of about 550 millimicrons for single-layer selenium
plate s.

Schaffert stated that he felt the information indicated that the top layer
of selenium-tellurium is not thick enough, and that better results might
be obtained by making a three-layer plate consisting of a layer of selenium-
tellurium, a layer of selenium, and then a thin, top layer of a selenium-
tellurium.

Andrus pointed out that on two-layer plates made this month, one-

half of the plate was covered with grease before depositing the selenium
and selenium-tellurium, that the photoconductive layer could be removed
for measuring its optical absorption. Chapman questioned the effect of
such a layer of grease on the properties of the resulting plate. Andrus
reported that dark-decay rates are approximately half as fast on the layers

deposited on grease as for the layers deposited directly on clean brass.
There was very little, if aniy, difference between the spectral sensitivity
of layers deposited on grease and on brass.

Dessauer suggested that selenium-tellurium layers be deposited

directly on glass to permit measuring the optical properties of the films.
Walkup pointed out the difficulties in doing this.

Dessauer suggested that perhaps higher tellurium contents would be
of value. Andrus said that, in earlier work on single-layer selenium plates,
extremely rapid dark-decay rates were obtained with higher percentages
of tellurium. Nevertheless, Andrus suggested that this might not be true
for the two-layer plates, and that we will make other plates having a top
layer containing as much as 15 per cent tellurium.

Clark suggested, and it was agreed, that the absorption of red light

by the selenium-tellurium layer was of major importance. Clark then
suggested that the top layer of selenium-tellurium should contain the same
total quantity of tellurium as is present in a single-layer selenium-tellurium
plate exhibiting good sensitivity and panchromatic response. He pointed
out, if it is necessary to use very thick top layers of selenium-tellurium
to get proper absorption of red light, that plates probably will have high
dark-decay rates. Andrus pointed out that the addition of tellurium alsoLmakes plates more sensitive to blue light. He feels that red sensitivity
in selenium plates is caused by absorption at the interface, between the
selenium and the brass, of light which has passed through the selenium

layer. Selenium-tellurium layers may absorb red light nonphotoelectrically
so that it does not reach the selenium-brass interface.
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In concluding this phase, Dessauer suggested that we make an effort
to find out specifically what is done in making selenium rectifiers as a
possible guide to changing the sensitivity of selenium plates.

Sensitization II
Bixby explained that work on sensitization is being directed toward

reducing the time req,'ired to sensitize plates with a radioactive source.
A weak alpha-ray source now being used requires about two minutes to [
charge a four-inch by five-inch plate. A one-millicurie radium-D source
would cost about $100. A ten-millicurie polonium source has been obtained
at a cost of $50. This source having a half-life of 149 days, should make
possible the sensitization of a four-inch by five-inch plate in approximately
five seconds. I

Camera Exposure on Selenium-Tellurium Plates I

Using a plate containing 93 per cent selenium and 7 per cent tellurium, I
actual photographs were made at a photographic speed of about ASA 30.
However, the dark-decay rate of this plate was so high that it was necessary I
to expose and develop the plate within a few seconds after sensitization.

To provide such rapid processing, Bixby sketched a device which is I
being built and will be attached to the camera and in which exposing and
developing can take place very rapidly. Levinos approved of this. Bixby I
pointed out that, as part of the improved sensitivity of selenium-tellurium
plates may be due to the use of higher charging currents in corona charging,
and because the alpha-ray source provides only low current, selenium- [
tellurium plates having high dark-decay rates may not give good results.
Clark emphasized strongly that it might be well to incorporate a high-speed
corona-charging unit in the camera, and that a determination should be
made of the effect on dark-decay rates of charging with different corona
currents and with the radioactive source. Bixby pointed out that the bene- I
ficial effects of charging at higher corona currents may last long enough to
allow subsequent chargings to be done with lower currents. It was agreed
that the camera attachment, in due time, should be provided with means for I
charging the plates either with a high-speed corona unit or with the radio-
active source. I

I
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Development

Bixby reported on studies of the effect of powder-cloud density on
the speed of developing images with a high-speed development unit. By
running the belt 15 times faster than has been used for 10-second to 15-
second development, an image was developed in one second. Speed of
development thus appears approximately proportional to the density of
the powder cloud. Images made in one second were somewhat inferior
in quality, there being some halo and some streaking of the image. Pro-
ducing a more dense cloud appears to decrease the electrical charge on
the powder particles; therefore attempts were made to increase the charge
on the particles.

Experiments were run to determine the maximum rate of flow of
powder cloud between the exposed electrophotographic plate and the
development electrode. As yet, this maximum has not been reached or
determined, although clouds have been blown across the plate at high
velocities. A number of interesting observations have been made as by-
products of this work.

In the present high-speed developing device, Freon-12 gas is used
to blow the powder from the cloth belt and through the capillary tube that
supposedly breaks up agglomerates of powder and gives the particles an
electrical charge. On leaving the capillary tube, the cloud flows through
an aspirator where it draws room air into the stream. It was found that
closing off this secondary air decreases picture quality, as does the
introduction of Freon 12 at this point instead of air. Adding additional
air at this point by using compressed air improved the quality of pictures
developed in one second to equal the quality of pictures developed in 15
seconds.

Walkup suggested replacing Freon 12 in the generator by air; this has
not been, but will be, tried.

Bixby stated that powder particles may be charged electrically after
the powder leaves the capillary tube.

After considerable discussion of the entire subject of powder-cloud
development with the capillary-tube device, everyone agreed that it is
particularly important at this time to study the aerodynamics of the system.
Clark pointed out, for example, that the amount of air introduced as a
secondary gas may affect recombination (agglomeration) of powder particles
in the clouds, and that such recombination may reduce the electrical charge
on some of the powder particles after they leave the capillary tube.
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Bixby stated that a combination photographic subject is being made
up for use in the study of development. Reid suggested that a composite,
still-life subject, on which lighting could be varied as desired, might
be more suitable for these studies. Levinos backed this suggestion.

Levinos reported that a diffusion screen over the camera lens
improves the quality of portraits made by electrophotography. This will
be tried at Battelle. I

Transfer I

Bixby explained that 20 more samples of adhesive-coated papers have I
been received from the Champion Paper and Fibre Company and tested for
use in adhesive transfer. Most of these papers appear to have greater
tack than those received in the past. Champion is now checking the
stability of the papers, and feels that this property can be controlled
satisfactorily. Champion has stated that these papers should not cost
more than dye-transfer papers.

Levinos suggested that instability of the white base paper, if serious,
might be overcome by using a strong ultraviolet absorber in the trans-
parent protective coating used in making the sandwich. 1

Chapman reported on a new adhesive material available for splicing
magnetic tapes. This adhesive apparently is nonslipping and noncreeping.
It might work satisfactorily as a transfer adhesive.

Bixby stated that, in addition to evaluating the results obtained by
transfers for the new papers received recently from Champion, tests
will be made to determine how much pressure is required for good transfer.

Future Work

It was agreed that research for the coming five weeks should continue I
along the same lines as in the recent past. No changes were suggested.

!
I
I
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APPENDIX B

MINUTES OF SPONSOR MEETING

November 14, 1952

Subject: "Continuous- Tone Electrostatic Electrophotography"
Contract DA-36-039-SC-123

Persons Present: Allen Rahm, U. S. Army Signal Corps
James M. Chapman, Wright Air Development

V Center
Harold E. Clark, The Haloid Company
William T. Reid, Battelle
R. M. Schaffert, Battelle
William E. Bixby, Battelle
Paul G. Andrus, Battelle
Eugene C. Ricker, Battelle
Edwin E. Graves, Battelle

This meeting was held on November 14, 1952, to discuss the present
status of the work on this project, and to plan work to be done between now
and December 17, 1952, the tentative date of the next meeting, also to be
held at Battelle.

The statements set forth in these minutes shall not be considered as
evidence of inventorship nor as constituting recognition of the novelty or
originality of any of the ideas or suggestions proposed by any of the partici-
pants.

Sensitization

Bixby described the new radioactive polonium source obtained from

Canadian Radium and Uranium Corporation. This source consists of a
rectangle of nickel-plated metal covered with four-inch by five-inch area
of polonium-210, gold plated, and covered with a plastic coating. While

-we requested 0. 0005 inch of polonium, which would provide 10 millicuries,
the source actually provides 20 millicuries.

The source was checked to assure that it did not contaminate the
selenium, as did an earlier polonium source. In this connection, Bixby
read a report b7 United States Radium Company on what might have occurred
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when the original source contaminated the selenium. A check of the new
source revealed no contamination of the selenium, the container, or the
camera back in which it was used. The charging current with this source
is 0. 41 microampere with a potential difference of 00 volts and the
source one centimeter from a bare metal plate. At potentials higher than
200 volts, only slightly more current flows. Following are the currents
obtained with various plate-to-source spacings and voltages:

Potential Charging

Spacing, difference, current,
centimeters volts microamperes

2.0 350 0.58
2.5 500 1.0
4.0 1200 1. 1
6.7 2450 1.2

These data suggest that the gold and plastic coverings retard the alpha
particles so that they do not act over their natural range of 3. 6 cm. For
this case, a reasonable space is about 2. 5 cm and a reasonable voltage
about 500.

With this radioactive source in the special camera back designed for
testing plates with high dark decay, with the selenium plate spaced 0. 75
inch from the source, and with a potential difference of 600 volts, the
potential on the plate at different times and the charging current were
as follows:

Charging time, Potential on plate, Charging current,
seconds volts microamperes

0 0 0.9
5 175 0.8

10 300 0. 54
15 400 0.48
30 400 0.42

Bixby stated that some of this current was not effective in charging the
plate, being dissipated elsewhcrt in the system.

Allen Rahm asked if there was any correlation between the data for
current flowing to a bare metal plate and times required f.r charging a
selenium plate. Bixby replied that such correlation had not been determined
and that these data were taken only for the actual charging of a selenium
plate.

Bixby then reported that there was no practical difference between
the light-decay and the dark-decay rates for selenium plates charged by
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corona and by alpha particles. Similarly, there was little difference
between light-decay and dark-decay rates for two-layer selenium-tellurium
plates charged by corona and by alpha particles. These two-layer plates
comprised a 25-micron layer of selenium covered with 25 microns of a
mixture of 93 per cent selenium and 7 per cent tellurium. With a spacing
of 0. 75 inch between the plate and the source, and with alpha charging for
30 seconds at 300 volts, the plate accepted a potential of only 60 volts and
lost po' ,itial rapidly in darkness. At the same spacing and charging
time, but with a potential difference of 600 volts, the plate accepted a
potential of 250 volts and dark decay was much slower. It was concluded
that higher initial potentials, as with corona charging, give slower dark
decays. Also, Bixby reported that dark decays for two-layer sellurium
plates were about the same for both corona and alpha charging, if the plates
were charged to the same initial potential.

Clark suggested that the same measurements be made on a plate

which has been difficult to charge in the past, to determine whether there
is any effective difference in charging such plates with alpha particles
and with rapid corona charging. Bixby replied that we have some data
indicating that alpha charging of a plate "medium hard to charge" is
equally as effective as charging the plate by the rapid corona method.

Bixby stated that more data are necessary to determine why some
plates show much more rapid dark decay when charged to a low initial

potential, either by corona or by alpha particles.

In the discussion which followed, Rahm indicated that more data are
needed on sensitization. Reid raised the question again as to the adequacy

of expressing dark decays as halftimes. Schaffert replied that he believes
that a few more data will enable him to define some basic constants for
expressing both light-decay and dark-decay rates.

Rahm expressed the opinion that charging data are needed for a large
group of plates, representative of the best plates spectrally, photograph-
ically, and electrically. He did not feel that the present test results would
be adequate to show the direct effects of charging conditions on light-decay
and dark-decay rates. Bixby replied that this work was aimed specifically

at obtaining practical results as soon as possible and not at getting basic
data. Andrus pointed out that we are just now in a position to produce plates
having similar spectral, photographic, and electrical characteristics.
Therefore, it is now possible to explore more fully the reproducibility of

charging with alpha particles and to determine optimum charging conditions
and voltages required to minimize dark decay.
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In answer to a question as to whether tests have been made on charging

single-layer and two-layer selenium-tellurium plates to negative polarities,
Andrus replied that such tests had been made only on one-layer plates.
When charged negatively, one-layer plates are sensitive to light, but gen-

erally accept lower initial potentials and have much lower residuals than
when charged positively. Detailed data on these effects were given in the K)

minutes of the meeting held on October 16.

In concluding his report on sensitization, Bixby stated that for use in

the camera, a two-minute charging time was selected for the polonium
source, to assure completely uniform charging of the plate.

At this point, Rahm asked if the special camera back made to permit

photographic tests with plates having a rapid dark decay is to be delivered
to the Signal Corps at the end of the year. In reply, it was pointed out that

this camera was intended for experimental work only, and that probably it
would be modified many times before reaching its final form. Rahm
reminded us that an ion-charging unit is to be furnished to the Signal
Corps, as well as two plate holders modified for use with both the charging

unit and the developing unit. It was agreed that this would be kept in mind. !
Chapman stated that the Air Force would like the same type of equipment,
including a powder-cloud generator. j

Chapman brought up the matter of recycling plates without fatigue by

using regeneration procedures. Clark pointed out the undesirability of
using polonium in place of electrical charging because of differences in
plate performance found with the two different sensitizing methods. It was

agreed, in general, that the flexibility of corona charging makes it prefer- !
able for charging of plates in the laboratory, whereas polonium is better

for field use, such as for military purposes. It was agreed that work in I
the laboratory should be continued with both types of charging, the immediate
objective being to obtain some correlation between the two. I

Development II
Bixby reviewed the design of the capillary-tube developing unit and

the general method of producing the powder cloud and for aspirating air

into the development chamber. He reported that cutting off the supply of I
air, so that only Freon was present, resulted in marked deterioration of

picture quality. I

II
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Increasing the speed of the belt 15 tirnes gave poor picture quality,
but development was obtained in about one second. Increasing the flow of
air to 60 liters per minute resulted in pictures with as good quality as
the best continuous-tone photographs made to date.

To determine the maximum flow rate in the development region,
Freon was added in the aspirating section instead of air. Poor quality
pictures resulted, possibly indicative of less charging of the powder cloud.
The addition of secondary air in the aspirator when air was used to produce
the primary powder cloud gave slightly better results than the addition of
air to Freon. In this case, the total rate of flow of air was 60 liters per
minute, the development time was one second, and the coated belt moved
four inches per second.

Reid suggested that helium be tried in both generator and aspirator.

Ricker showed a series of pictures made with the development unit
in which the capillary tube was removed, leaving a 1/16-inch length of
0. 046-inch ID tube in the line. The pictures were of very good quality,
again perhaps as good as with the usual single capillary tube. Of more
importance, these pictures were black, instead of sepia. Reid mentioned
that as far as deagglomeration of the powder particles is concerned, flowing
the cloud through an orifice might be as effective as passing it through a
capillary tube.

Plans have been made to determine the effect of cloud density, and
to determine whether or not the short 0. 046-inch-diameter tube has any
real function in charging the powder cloud. In this connection, Rahm and
Chapman suggested that a live subject be used where possible, rather than
copying an existing print.

Bixby reported tests made with a multiplicity of capillary tubes to
make possible the use of wider plates. Using eight capillary tubes uniformly
spaced over a width of four inches, somewhat grainier images were obtained
than when using a single capillary tube.

Plates

One-Layer Plates

Andrus reviewed the type of plates being made experimentally. One-
layer plates composed of 93 per cent selenium and seven per cent tellurium,
prepared at a platen temperature of 70 C, gave lower residual potentials
of about 50 volts, as compared with residual potentials of about 600 volts
for the same type of plate made at a platen temperature of 80 C. Plates
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made at the lower temperature were less panchromatic than those prepared

,at 80 C. The maximum wavelength at which any response is obtained for

a selenium plate on a brass backing is about 550 microns, that for a single-

layer selenium-tellurium plate made at 70 C is from 600 to 650 microns,

and that for a single-layer sellurium plate made at 80 C is about 750 microns.

Two-Layer Plates

Two-layer plates were prepared consisting of a bottom layer of

:selenium comprising 90 per cent of the total thickness of the plate, and

an upper layer consisting of a selenium-tellurium mixture in which the

tellurium concentration before coating was varied from 7 to 20 per cent.
These plates were 5 microns thick. Increasing the tellurium content in the

top layer extended the sensitivity toward the red end of the spectrum. Ab-

:solute sensitivity also appears to increase, with increasing tellurium content.

However, dark-decay rates also increase, seven per cent tellurium giving a
halftime in darkness of 600 seconds, and 17 per cent tellurium giving a
halftime of approximately 10 seconds.

Decreasing the thickness of the top layer of selenium-tellurium from

four microns to about one micron improved the dark-decay rate, but gave

slightly poorer spectral response. In this case, the top layer contained( .
seven per cent tellurium.

Rahm suggested that these two-layer plates be tested by sensitizin

them to negative polarities, as residual potentials have not been a major,'
problem with plates charged negatively.

Andrus stated that the plate containing 20 per cent tellurium in tht

top layer appeared to be about 15 times more sensitive than selenium

plates. Also, varying the deposition time from 1-1/2 minutes to 70 mir tes

for a top layer containing 10 per cent tellurium showed no definite effect'

on sensitivity. The conclusion was that the rate of deposition of the top
layer is not critical.

Andrus then reported that the large vacuum system had been changed

to produce a photoconductive layer with an area of four inches by five ir ches

on a five-inch by seven-inch blank of brass. In this case, the top layer

consisted of a mixture of 80 per cent selenium and 20 per cent tellurium,
and was two per cent of the total thickness of the plate. Four of six plh tes

of this type made were consistently good, ranking about halfway betw-een

standard selenium plates and the best single-layer selenium-tellur rmn

plate produced in the laboratory. These plates are about eight times a,.,'
fast photographically as selenium plates, but they deteriorated when k/

posed to light.,
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Adhesive Transfer

Bixby reported the evaluation of more adhesive-coated papers supplied

by the Champion Paper and Fibre Company. The manufacturer has reported
that there appears to be a correlation between the adhesive materials he

uses and the results obtained at Battelle. Tests are now being repeated

with a few of the better materials. Plans are being made to determine the
forces required to produce satisfactory transfers with these materials.
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APPENDIX C

MINUTES OF SPONSOR MEETING

December 17, 1952

Subject: "Continuous-Tone Electrostatic Electrophotography"
Contract DA-36-039-SC- 123

Persons Present: Steven Levinos, U. S. Army Signal Corps
James M. Chapman, Wright Air Development

Center
Lt. James Mozer, Wright Air Development

Center
R. E. Hayford, The Haloid Company
H. E. Crumrine, The Haloid Company
W. T. Reid, Battelle
L. E. Walkup, Battelle
P. G. Andrus, Battelle
W. E. Bixby, Battelle
H. E. Medley, Battelle
E. C. Ricker, Battelle
B. A. Goldis, Battelle
R. K. Trask, Battelle

This meeting was held on December 17, 1952, to discuss the present
status of work oi this project, and to plan work to be done between now and
January 29, 1953, the tentative date of the next meeting, also to be held at
Battelle.

The statements set forth in these minutes shall not be considered as
evidence of inventorship nor as constituting recognition of the novelty or

toriginality of any of the ideas or suggestions proposed by any of the partici-
' pants.

Radioactive Contamination of Selenium Plate

Levinos opened the meeting by asking about the explanation given by
the U. S. Radium Corporation concerning the radioactive contamination
which occurred when a very strong source of polonium-Z10 was left near
a selenium-coated electrophotographic plate. Their explanation was that
selenium vapor combined with the silver-coated base plate on which the
polonium was deposited and formed silver selenide. This material then

Sseparated from the base plate, and in doing so released small amounts of
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:polonium from the source which were carried by air currents to the
electrophotographic plate and the walls of the container. Levinos stated I
that he thought this analysis was incorrect. He suggested that the reaction
was one of decomposition of water vapor caused by the intense ionization,

with the resulting free hydrogen combining with the polonium to form
polonium hydride, a volatile compound which could then diffuse throughout
the chamber. He suggested that we forward this explanation to U. S. Radit~m.

Two-Layer Plates

Review of Past Work

Andrus reviewed the work done prior to the last meeting on the prep-
aration of two-layer selenium-tellurium plates. These plates were coated
with 45 microns of selenium as the bottom layer, over whiLh was deposited
five microns of a mixture of selenium and tellurium as the top layer. The
amount of tellurium in the mixture was varied from 7 per cent to ?0 per
cent. The sensitivity of these plates as a function of wavelength (if radiation I
increased as the percentage of tellurium in the top layer was increased, up

to the maximum concentration, or 20 per cent, of tellurium used. The area
under the sensitivity curve for the plate containing 20 per cent of tellurium
in the top layer was 17 times the area under the sensitivity curve for a
selenium plate. This concept of the area under the sensitivity curve being
an indication of the sensitivity of the plate is the same as has been used
previously.

Effect of Tellurium Concentration on Spectral Response
< I

To determine the change in spectral response of the plates as the per-

centage of tellurium was varied, a new measure of panchromaticity was
applied to the data on these plates. This definition states: "The effective
panchromatic cutoff point is at a wavelength where the sensitivity of the
plate has decreased to one-fifth the maximum value it has at any point in I
the spectrum". After some discussion, it was agreed that, although
arbitrary, this definition does have definite value and can be used to

advantage in describing the spectral response of electrophotographic plates.

Using this definition, the effective cutoff wavelengths were plotted
against the percentage of tellurium in the top layer of the various plates of
this series. It was found that these cutoff points lie on a straight line, with
the effective cutoff point moving to longer and longer wavelengths as the I
percentage of tellurium increases. For a selenium plate, this cutoff point
is 505 millimicrons. For the plate containing ZO per cent tellurium inthe
top layer, the effective cutoff point is at 735 millimicrons, well beyond the
limit of human visibility. I
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Effect of Thickness of Top Layer on Spectral Response

Andrus reported on a series of plates made with the top layer of the
plate representing only two to four per cent of the total thickness of the
coating. The bottom layer again was of selenium, and all of these plates
were made with a top layer containing Z0 per cent of tellurium. The
effective spectral cutoff point was consistently between 650 and 700 milli-
microns. The sensitivity, of these plates, defined as the reciprocal of
the time in seconds required for the plate to decay from ZOO to 100 volts
when exposed to light having an intensity of 0. 030 watt per sq cm at 400
millimicrons, varied more widely, from 0.6 to 1. 0. Dark-decay rates
varied considerably, the time required for the potential to decay from ZOO
to 100 volts for different plates being from 15 seconds to 1000 seconds.
Most of these plates, however, hIad dark-decay times between 100 seconds
and 300 seconds, even though the top layer contained 20 per cent tellurium.
The possibility of tolerating even faster dark decay suggests that higher
concentrations of tellurium might prov:e advantageous.

Kj

Effect of Deposition Rate. and 1ackig-Plate Temperatlre

Another series of platel was made to determine the effect and the
importance of the raLe at which the co~ating material is evaporated and of
the temperature of the backing plate during deposition. Plates were made
at backing-plate temperatures of 60 C, 70 C, and 80 C, the top layer being
deposited at a rate of one-sixth, one-twentieth, and one-sixtieth gram of
selenium-tellurium leaving the crucible each minute; three, ten, and thirty
minutes, respectively, were required to powder the top layer. In each
case, the bottom layer of selenium was deposited in 10 minutes, but at the
temperature corresponding to that used in depositing the top layer. The
top layer contained Z0 per cent of tellurium and was two to three microns
thick; the total thickness of the coating was approximately 60 microns.
Three plates were produced at each of the nine possible combinations of
variables, giving a total of 7 plates in this series. These plates were
made in random order , to decrease the effect that progressive changes in
equipment, room atmosphere, or other uncontrolled variables might have.

The maximum value of the sensitivity of these plates, as defined by
the conditions described previously, varied from 0. 88 to 1. 2. This is
considered to be a small variation, as it is less than observed among plates
made under conditions which are assumed to be identical. It was concluded,
therefore, that there is little or no significant effect on the sensitivity of
plates due to variation in the rate of deposition or the temperature of the
backing plate, within the fairly wide range of each variable investigated.
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The effective spectral sensitivity cutoff, defined again as that wave- i
length at which the sensitivity falls to one-fifth of its maximum value,
showed some correlation with the temperature of the backing plate and the
rate of deposition. This cutoff value was extended approximately 20
millimicrons toward the longer wavelengths ;wrhe-n either the deposition
time was increased from three, min.-tes to 10 rniinuits, or when the temper-
ature increased from 60 C to 70 C. When these -oriditions were used
simultaneously, the cutoff wa- extended some 40 millimicrons toward
longer wavelengths when (, ,;.r.d wtlh plates made at 60 C and a deposition
time of three minutes. For pIat,, ,ade with the longest deposition time,
30 minutes, and the highest tempc rature of the backing plate, 80 C, the
results were intermediate to those jast described. A statistical analysis
of these data revealed them to have a significance level of approximately 10
per cent, or, in other word,,, th','rv is a 90 per cent probability that the
trends noted are true eft t., ,,i -. 0 )ies studied. One other measure-
mentmade on these plL ,: , bt for wl,.ch no t rtnds could be established, <2
was that of dark-decay rates;. Tho h-tiMtres of dark decays varied from 8
seconds to 600 seconds,

Effect of Other Variables

The next series of experiments on this problem is designed to investi- !
gate the importance of one other variable, the pressure, within the vacuum
chamber during deposition. Also to be studied further is the effect of the I
thickness of the top layer applied to the selenium base layer, and of the
concentration of tellurium in the top layer. -- i

Measurement of Charge Applied to Plate

Andrus reported that a device has been added to one electrometer to
permit measuring the amount of charge flowing to the plate during sensitiza-
tion. This is done by placing a known capacity in series with the plate during
sensitization and reading the potential which this condenser acquires. The !
electrophotographic plate is masked so that a known area is sensitized.
Knowing this area, the capacity of the electrophotographic plate, and the I
voltage to which the plate is charged, the amount of charge remaining on the
plate can be computed.

With a selenium plate, approximately 90 per cent of the charge which
flowed to the plate was retained on the plate. Approximately 0. 5 micro-
coulomb is required to charge an area of ten square centimeters of a 50-
micron-thick selenium plate to 500 volts. This method of measuring the
charge on a plate should aid in improving the reproducibility of sensitization I
of plates being tested on the vibrating-probe electrometer.
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Availability of Selenium

Andrus indicated that some work will be done to find other sources of

selenium, because the ARQ brand will apparently be discontinued and be-
cause of tht ver-all shortage of all types of selenium, Hayford reported
that Haloid x. not nearly so worried about the selenium supply now as they
were a month ago, and that they do not presently consider it a critical
problem.

Adhesive Transfer

Bixby reported that the work on image transfer has continued on the
testing of specially coated Kromekote paper. As shown at the previous
meeting with the Sponsor, good transfer Can be produced with these special
papers. However, the force required to produce a satisfactory transfer
was not known.

To determine the force required to transfer powder images, a trans-
fer device was constructed in which the forces can be measured. Medley
described this device, which consists of two 15/16-inch steel rollers
covered with sleeves of rubber 5/64 inch thick and having a Rex durometer
hardness of 80, measured with the sleeves on the rollers. The top roller
is attached to a lever arm so that forces up to 1000 pounds can be applied
to the roller.

Using this device, it was found that several of the papers produced
good transfers when a force of only 300 pounds was applied through the
transfer rollers. Samples of transferred prints were exhibited, and it
was agreed that the picture quality was generally as good as could be ob-
tained with dye-transfer paper. Bixby said that it is now planned to obtain
a larger quantity of the better material, perhaps a roll of several hundred
feet of paper, and asked what the most desirable weight and whiteness of
the paper would be. Levinos suggested a weight and whiteness comparable
to that of single-weight photographic paper.

Development

In a brief review of previous work, Bixby noted that Freon 12 and
air produced distinctly different qualities of images when used as the
principal gas in the powder-cloud development apparatus, air yielding the

better images. To determine whether the difference in image quality might
be due to the difference in the density of viscosity of the two gases, a third
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gas, helium, was used. The tests are, still in progress, but the initial I
results indicate that helium also is somewhat inferior to air in producing
high-quality images. Levinos suggested that the different temperatures
obtained as the different gases expand might be a factor to consider, and
asked if it would be -useful to nieasure'the temperature of the gases being
emitted from the capillary tube. Reid suggested that the temperature of
the gas could probably be calculatt-d more accurately than it could be
measured. I

Pictures made using air, Freon 12, and mixtures of Freon and air,
were shown by Ricker. fie also showed pictures made using d Iiaultiple-
tube development unit. This type of unit produces much more urniform I
development than the single-tube unit. Therefore, a multiple-tube unit is
being installed in the rapid-processing camera used with selenium-telluriumr
plates, where nonuniformity of development is parti-cularly noticeable.

Sensitization

Bixby reported that prior to the last meeting polonium-ion sources
had been u sed to sensitize plates, and that good images had been produced.
Sinc c then, experiments have been conducted to determine more specifically

ow plates can be charged using radioactive sources. The experiments
consisted of measuring accurately the ion current flowing from the polonium
to a metal plate, varying the distance between them and the voltage gradient.
In the experimental arrangement used, the current measured was that flow-
ing to a circular plate surrounded by a guard ring held at the same potential
as the circular plate.

Trask presented graphs of current as a function of applied field
strength for various spacings of the bare metal plate and the source. These
curves showed that the saturation current increased as the spacing was in-
creased to about 1. 25 inches. The maximum current obtained between the
polonium and the 30 square centimeter circular plate was about 0. 20 micro-
ampere. Trask explained how these curves were than integrated numerically
by an approximation method. These integrations showed how plate potential
varied with time for different plate-to-source spacings and field strengths.
These calculated curves were similar to the results obtained experimentally
in spot checks made to determine the validity of these calculations. For
long charging times, the calculated values were somewhat higher than the
experimental results.

This work indicates that a 50-micron selenium plate can be charged to

ZOO volts in 11 seconds using a potential of 300 volts between the present
polonium source and the plate when the separation is one inch. More rapid
charging could be obtained using higher potentials, but with some sacrifice
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in control. Walkup pointed out that a cyclic charging procedure involving
an initial high-voltage charging period and then a low-voltage period might

shorten the charging time without sacrifice of control Levinos suggested
that such a charging procedure be tested.

Hayford asked whether further work had been done on comparing the Ii

effects of corona and radioactive sensitization on plate characteristics.

Bixby reported that none had been done during the past month.
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